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Abstract

Nowadays the available computing and information-storage resources
grew up to a level that allows to easily collect and preserve huge amount
of data. However, several organizations are still lacking the knowledge
or the tools to process these data into useful informations.
In this thesis work we will investigate several issues that can be solved
effectively by means of machine learning techniques, ranging from web
defacement detection to electricity prices forecasting, from Support Vector Machines to Genetic Programming.
We will investigate a framework for web defacement detection meant
to allow any organization to join the service by simply providing the
URLs of the resources to be monitored along with the contact point
of an administrator. Our approach is based on anomaly detection and
allows monitoring the integrity of many remote web resources automatically while remaining fully decoupled from them, in particular, without
requiring any prior knowledge about those resources—thus being an unsupervised system. Furthermore, we will test several machine learning
algorithms normally used for anomaly detection on the web defacement
detection problem.
We will present a scrolling system to be used on mobile devices to
provide a more natural and effective user experience on small screens.
We detect device motion by analyzing the video stream generated by the
camera and then we transform the motion in a scrolling of the content
rendered on the screen. This way, the user experiences the device screen
like a small movable window on a larger virtual view, without requiring
any dedicated motion-detection hardware.
As regards information retrieval, we will present an approach for information extraction for multi-page printed document; the approach is
designed for scenarios in which the set of possible document classes, i.e.,
document sharing similar content and layout, is large and may evolve
over time. Our approach is based on probability: we derived a general
1
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form for the probability that a sequence of blocks contains the searched
information. A key step in the understanding of printed documents is
their classification based on the nature of information they contain and
their layout; we will consider both a static and a dynamic scenario, in
which document classes are/are not known a priori and new classes can/can not appear at any time.
Finally, we will move to the edge of machine learning: Genetic Programming. The electric power market is increasingly relying on competitive mechanisms taking the form of day-ahead auctions, in which buyers
and sellers submit their bids in terms of prices and quantities for each
hour of the next day. We propose a novel forecasting method based on
Genetic Programming; key feature of our proposal is the handling of
outliers, i.e., regions of the input space rarely seen during the learning.

Riassunto

Oggigiorno le risorse disponibili in termini computazionali e di archiviazione sono cresciute ad un livello tale da permettere facilmente di raccogliere e conservare enormi quantità di dati. Comunque, molte organizzazioni mancano ancora della conoscenza o degli strumenti necessari
a processare tali dati in informazioni utili.
In questo lavoro di tesi si investigheranno svariati problemi che possono essere efficacemente risolti attraverso strumenti di machine learning,
spaziando dalla rilevazione di web defacement alla previsione dei prezzi
della corrente elettrica, dalle Support Vector Machine al Genetic Programming.
Si investigherà una infrastruttura per la rilevazione dei defacement
studiata per permettere ad una organizzazione di sottoscrivere il servizio
in modo semplice, fornendo l’URL da monitorare ed un contatto dell’amministratore. L’approccio presentato si basa sull’anomaly detection e
permette di monitorare l’integrità di molte risorse web remote in modo
automatico e sconnesso da esse, senza richiedere alcuna conoscenza a
priori di tali risorse—ovvero, realizzando un sistema non supervisionato.
A questo scopo verranno anche testati vari algoritmi di machine learning
solitamente usati per la rilevazione di anomalie.
Si presenterà poi un sistema di scorrimento da usare su dispositivi
mobili capace di fornire una interfaccia naturale ed efficace anche su piccoli schermi. Il sistema rileva il movimento del dispositivo analizzando il
flusso video generato dalla macchina fotografica integrata, trasformando
lo spostamento rilevato in uno scorrimento del contenuto visualizzato
sullo schermo. In questo modo, all’utente sembrerà che il proprio dispositivo sia una piccola finestra spostabile su una vista virtuale più ampia,
senza che sia richiesto alcun dispositivo dedicato esclusivamente alla rilevazione dello spostamento.
Verrà anche proposto un sistema per l’estrazione di informazioni da
documenti stampati multi pagina; l’approccio è studiato per scenari in
3
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cui l’insieme di possibili classi di documenti (simili per contenuto ed organizzazione del testo) è ampio e può evolvere nel tempo. L’approccio si
basa sulla probabilità: è stata studiata la probabilità che una sequenza
di blocchi contenga l’informazione cercata. Un elemento chiave nel comprendere i documenti stampati è la loro classificazione in base alla natura
delle informazioni che contengono e la loro posizione nel documento; verranno considerati sia uno scenario statico che uno dinamico, in cui il
numero di classi di documenti è/non è noto a priori e nuove classi possono/non possono apparire nel tempo.
Infine, ci si muoverà verso i confini del machine learning: il Genetic
Programming. Il mercato della corrente elettrica si basa sempre più su
aste in cui ogni giorno venditori ed acquirenti fanno delle offerte per
l’acquisto di lotti di energia per il giorno successivo, con una granularità
oraria della fornitura.
Verrà proposto un nuovo metodo di previsione basato sul Genetic Programming; l’elemento chiave della soluzione qui presentata è la capacità
di gestire i valori anomali, ovvero valori raramente osservati durante il
processo di apprendimento.

Chapter

1

Introduction
The increasing power and diffusion of computing and information-storage
resources have reached a level in which virtually every organization may
easily collect and preserve huge amount of data related to its daily operations. Extracting useful information from these data, however, is very
difficult: the power of technologies for collecting data has far surpassed
the power of technologies for analysing those data [10]. Problems and
opportunities associated with this so-called data deluge have quickly become highly relevant in a number of different research, technological and
economical sectors [2, 60].
Machine learning is a computing paradigm that has a great potential
in this context, as it may be of great help in the automation of information digging from datasets which are too large to be manually processed
and often contain noisy or unclassified data.
In this thesis we will present several novel applications of machine
learning techniques to engineering problems highly relevant in practice,
ranging from detection of web defacements, to electricity price forecasting. Each of the applications presented in this thesis has been published
in an international journal or conference.
As we will show in the following chapters, working with machine
learning requires to proceed through some common steps that can be
roughly summarized as:
1. studying and understanding the application domain, defining the
goals that we want to achieve;
2. creating the dataset by transforming raw data into features that
can be processed (e.g., using a wavelet transform to turn an image
into a numerical vector);
5
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3. pre-processing the produced dataset, including some house-keeping
tasks as
(a) handling missing values,
(b) removing noise and outliers,
(c) applying feature reduction or feature selection algorithms (e.g.,
by means of Principal Component Analysis or Multi Dimensional Scaling);
4. choosing the proper machine learning family:
descriptive or unsupervised when the dataset contains unlabelled values—it usually leads to clustering techniques;
predictive or supervised when the dataset contains labelled values—it usually leads to classification or regression algorithms.
5. choosing and applying the appropriate algorithm;
6. evaluating its performances, usually by splitting the dataset in two
portions—one used to train the algorithm, the other to evaluate its
effectiveness.
Each of the applications described in the following chapters follows this
framework.

1.1

Thesis outline

In Chapter 2 we will investigate a framework for web defacement detection, realized through all the foretold steps. In our framework an
organization may join the service by simply providing the URLs of the
resources to be monitored along with the contact point of an administrator. The monitored organization may thus take advantage of the
service with just a few mouse clicks, without installing any software locally nor changing its own daily operational processes. Our approach
is based on anomaly detection and allows monitoring the integrity of
many remote web resources automatically while remaining fully decoupled from them, in particular, without requiring any prior knowledge
about those resources—thus being an unsupervised system. We evaluated our approach over a selection of dynamic resources and a set of
publicly available defacements. The results are very satisfactory: all attacks are detected while keeping false positives to a minimum. We also
assessed performance and scalability of our proposal and we found that
it may indeed constitute the basis for actually deploying the proposed

7
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service on a large-scale. Its results has been published here [18], the
top-most journal for this field.
In Chapter 3 we will test several machine learning algorithms normally used for anomaly detection on the web defacement detection problem. We will probe them against our previously developed algorithm,
adding to the up-mentioned framework a feature selection algorithm.
Our evaluation is based on a dataset that we constructed by observing
300 highly dynamic web pages for three months and includes a set of 320
real defacements. Its results has been published here [45] and another
paper is pending review.
We will then proceed with machine learning applied to imaging processing and information retrieval.
Chapter 4 will present a scrolling system to be used on mobile devices to provide a more natural and effective user experience on small
screens. Due to their small screens, unfortunately, hand-held devices
cannot visualize directly documents that were not designed explicitly for
small-screen rendering. We detect device motion by analysing the video
stream generated by the camera and then we transform the motion in a
scrolling of the content rendered on the screen. This way, the user experiences the device screen like a small movable window on a larger virtual
view, without requiring any dedicated motion-detection hardware. Its
results can be found here [44].
As regards information retrieval, Chapter 5 presents an approach for
information extraction for multi-page printed document; the approach is
designed for scenarios in which the set of possible document classes, i.e.,
document sharing similar content and layout, is large and may evolve
over time. Our approach is based on probability: we derived a general
form for the probability that a sequence of blocks contains the searched
information. Processing a document of a given class consists in finding
the sequence of blocks which maximizes the corresponding probability for
that class. We evaluated experimentally our proposal using 807 multipage printed documents of different domains (invoices, patents, datasheets), obtaining very good results—e.g., a success rate often greater
than 90% even for classes with just two samples. Its results has been
published here [97].
As we just mentioned above, a key step in the understanding of
printed documents is their classification based on the nature of information they contain and their layout. In Chapter 6 we consider both
a static and a dynamic scenario, in which document classes are/are not
known a priori and new classes can/can not appear at any time. In particular, the open world setting is both realistic and highly challenging.
We developed a novelty feature extraction method that characterizes
each document based on the spatial density of black pixels and of image
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edges. We use an SVM-based classifier based only on image-level features
and use a nearest-neighbor approach for detecting new classes. We assess
our proposal on a real-world dataset composed of 562 invoices belonging to 68 different classes. These documents were digitalized after being
handled by a corporate environment, thus they are quite noisy—e.g., big
stamps and handwritten signatures at unfortunate positions and alike.
Its results can be found here [19, 135].
Finally, in Chapter 7 we will move to the edge of machine learning:
Genetic Programming. The electric power market is increasingly relying
on competitive mechanisms taking the form of day-ahead auctions, in
which buyers and sellers submit their bids in terms of prices and quantities for each hour of the next day. We propose a novel forecasting
method based on Genetic Programming; key feature of our proposal is
the handling of outliers, i.e., regions of the input space rarely seen during
the learning. Since a predictor generated with Genetic Programming can
hardly provide acceptable performance in these regions, we use a classifier that attempts to determine whether the system is shifting toward
a difficult-to-learn region. We evaluate the performance of our proposal
against a challenging baseline representative of the state-of-the-art. The
baseline analyses a real-world dataset by means of a number of different methods, each calibrated separately for each hour of the day and
re-calibrated every day on a progressively growing learning set. Our proposal exhibits smaller prediction error, even though we construct one
single model, valid for each hour of the day and used unmodified across
the entire testing set. Its results will be presented at [16].

Chapter

2

A Framework for Large-Scale
Detection of Web Site
Defacements
2.1

Overview

The web has become an essential component of our society. A huge
number of organizations worldwide rely on the web for their daily operations, either completely or only in part. Nowadays, the confidence
in an organization heavily depends on the quality of its web presence,
which must convey a sense of trust and dependability to its users over
the time. Any attack that corrupts the content of a web site may thus
cause serious damage to the organization, as well as to its users or customers. Unfortunately, incidents of this sort are very common. Leaving aside the abundant and steadily expanding anecdotal evidence, e.g.,
[117, 78, 133, 95, 42], it suffices to observe that more than 1.7 millions web
sites were defaced in between 2005-2007 and that the trend has been constantly growing in the recent years [1, 56, 120]. A defaced site typically
contains only a few messages or images representing a sort of signature of
the hacker that performed the defacement. It may also contain disturbing images or texts, political messages and so on—a real world example
is depicted in Figure 2.1.
Defacing a web site may often be done quickly and cheaply, even in
an automated manner [29]. The relative ease with which an attacker can
modify the content or the appearance of a web site, coupled with the
ever-increasing penetration of web-based applications into our daily life,
demonstrates that there is an urgent need to develop methodologies for
effectively addressing this issue.
9
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(a) Normal aspect
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(b) Defaced

Figure 2.1: The Italian Air Force web site has been attacked in late 2007.

In this chapter we discuss the design and experimental evaluation
of a tool, that we call Goldrake, that may constitute the basis for a
novel defacement detection service, in which a single organization could
monitor the web sites of hundreds or thousands of web sites of other
organizations. The crucial feature of Goldrake is that it does not require
any participation from the monitored site. In particular, Goldrake does
not require the installation of any infrastructure at the monitored site,
nor does it require the knowledge of the “officially approved” content of
the resource. The monitored site needs only provide a contact point that
Goldrake will use for forwarding alerts—e.g., a phone number and/or
an e-mail address. We remark that our proposal addresses only web
site defacements, i.e., it is not meant to detect covert attacks aimed at
spreading malware or stealing sensitive information [116]. Defense tools
specialized to this purpose include [139, 73, 43, 13]. As will be discussed
in more detail, though, Goldrake does provide some monitoring ability
on the components of a page not necessarily visible.
Our approach is based on anomaly detection. During a preliminary
learning phase Goldrake builds automatically a profile of the monitored
resource. Then, while monitoring, Goldrake will retrieve the remote resource periodically and generate an alert whenever something “unusual”
shows up.
Implementing this simple idea is hard because web content is highly
dynamic, that is, different readings of the same web resource may be

11
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very dissimilar from each other. Moreover, extent and frequency of individual changes may vary widely across resources [107]. The challenge,
thus, is how to develop a tool capable of dealing with highly dynamic
content while keeping false positives to a minimum, while at the same
time generating meaningful alerts. That is, alerts notifying changes so
unusual to deserve further analysis by a human operator.
Clearly, the tool must be tuned for each specific resource, because
a one-size-fits-all combination of parameters cannot work. The problem is complicated further by our desire to address a large-scale scenario
in which the service may start monitoring each newly added resource
quickly—after a learning phase of just a few days at most. Large-scale
implies that the tool should tune itself automatically without requiring the involvement of human operators, otherwise scalability would be
severely affected. A short learning phase implies that the profile of the
resource may not be fully complete or fully accurate.
Most web sites lack a systematic surveillance of their integrity and
the detection of web defacements is often dependent on occasional checks
by administrators or feedback from users. Indeed, a recent study on more
than 60.000 defaced sites has found that 40% of the defacements lasted
for more than one week and that the reaction time does not decrease significantly for sites hosted by Internet providers (and as such presumably
associated with systematic administration) nor by taking into account
the importance of sites as quantified by their PageRank [17]. There exist
technologies for automatic detection of web defacements that are meant
to be run by the organization hosting the web site to be monitored, because such technologies require the installation of dedicated appliances
within the organization (see Section 2.6 for a more complete analysis).
Essentially, all such technologies are based on a comparison between the
web resource and an uncorrupted copy kept in a safe place. Whenever
the web resource is modified the trusted copy must be correspondingly
updated, which usually requires some restructuring of the operational
processes of the organization. While this approach may indeed be effective, in practice very few organizations actually deploy such technologies.
The main motivation for our work springs precisely from this observation:
in our surroundings there are plenty of web sites which many people depend upon, yet most of the organizations hosting these sites have neither
the expertise nor the budget necessary to acquire, install, integrate and
maintain one of the existing technologies for detecting web defacements
automatically. In our administrative region alone there are literally hundreds of web sites that fall in this category and are representative of
organizations of the civil administration (indeed, lack of adequate security budgets is quite a widespread problem today [75]). The potential
effects of malicious intrusions on these sites can be imagined easily. We
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believe that the framework that we propose could help in changing this
scenario. A monitoring service that may be joined with just a few mouse
clicks and does not impose any burden on the normal operation of a web
site would have the potential to be really used widely. Such a service,
thus, could greatly improve robustness and dependability of the web infrastructure. We remark that our proposal is not meant to replace the
existing trusted copy approach. We merely aim to propose a different
option, which incorporates a different trade-off in terms of operational
and maintenance costs, ease of use and accuracy of detection. We also
note that there is currently no alternative to the trusted copy approach
and that this approach is intrinsically unable to detect defacements provoked by attacks to the DNS infrastructure in which users are directed
to fake sites [140, 41, 101, 49]. Our proposal has instead the potential
to detect those defacements (of course, provided users and our system
share the DNS responses).
We built a prototype based on our approach and evaluated it on 300
dynamic resources observed every 6 hours for more than 4 months and
on an attack set composed of 900 defacements extracted from a public archive of defacements. The results are very encouraging: Goldrake
detected all the defacements (artificially) injected into the sequence of
readings with a very low false positive rate—slightly less than one false
alarm per week for each page, in a fully automatic setting. We also analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively performance and scalability of our
proposal and we found that it appears indeed feasible.

2.2
2.2.1

Our approach
System overview

A web resource, resource for short, is a piece of data that is univocally
identified by an URL—e.g., an HTML document, an image file, and so
on.
A monitoring service M can monitor several different web resources
at the same time. The monitored set is the set of URLs identifying the
monitored resources. Typically, but not necessarily, the monitored set
will include many resources from many different (remote) organizations.
For ease of presentation but without loss of generality, we assume that
the monitored set contains only one resource R. We denote by ri the
snapshot or reading of R at time ti . We will omit the subscript when not
required.
In a first phase, which we call the learning phase, M builds the profile of R, denoted by PR . To this end, M collects a sequence {r1 , r2 , . . . }
of readings of R, that we call the tuning sequence. Then, M builds PR
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by applying a tuning procedure on the tuning sequence. Having completed the learning phase, M may enter the monitoring phase in which
it executes the following cycle in an endless way:
1. wait for a specified monitoring interval m;
2. fetch a reading r of R;
3. analyze r against its profile PR ;
4. if r appears to be unusual, then execute some action.
The discussion of our prototype includes only the two most interesting
parts: learning phase and analysis (step 3 above). The other steps of the
monitoring phase can be understood easily. We point out, in particular,
that the actual implementation of step 4 (how to send an alert to the
monitored site and, at that site, how to handle the alert) is orthogonal
to the topic of this chapter.

2.2.2

System architecture

The resource R is analyzed by a number of sensors. A sensor characterizes one or more features of R, e.g., its byte size or the number of links
it contains. A sensor S can operate in either of two modes, as follows.
In learning mode, S takes the tuning sequence and executes its own
tuning procedure. As a result of this procedure, whose details are sensorspecific, S builds its own portion of the profile of R and verifies whether
it is indeed able to operate with R. If not, S will state that it is unsuitable for R, in which case M will not apply S to R. This could be the case
for a sensor that analyzes the relative frequencies of HTML elements in
a resource that never contains any HTML element—e.g., merely plain
text—and for which it is hence not possible to compute relative frequencies of HTML elements.
In detection mode, S takes a reading r and returns a Boolean value
S(r) that tells whether r is consistent with the profile of R built in
the learning phase. A true value means that S considers that r is not
consistent with the profile. In this case we say that S raises an alarm or
alert.
Internally, a sensor works as follows. The tuning procedure (Figure 2.2(a)) determines the values for a sensor-specific set of parameters
p1 , p2 , . . . and for a numerical parameter t called threshold. In detection
mode (Figure 2.2(b)), the current reading r is input to a parametric algorithm that produces a numerical index called indicator and denoted with
X(r). The parameters used for producing the indicator are those previously figured out during the learning phase, i.e., p1 , p2 , . . . . The value
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Figure 2.2: Sensor internal architecture. Thin arrows indicate either numerical
quantities or Boolean values. Thick arrows indicate data of other types, possibly
not numerical.

for S(r) is then obtained by comparing X(r) to the threshold: S(r) is
true if and only if X(r) > t.
The monitoring service M applies many different sensors on R. During the learning phase it attempts to use all the available sensors and
then, in the monitoring phase, it excludes only the sensors that declared
themselves to be unsuitable for monitoring R.
In the monitoring phase the Boolean values produced by the sensors
are combined together to produce a single Boolean, that will represent
the overall categorization for the reading. We call aggregator, and denote
it with A, the component of M which combines sensor outcomes. We
denote by A(r) the Boolean value output by A when the tool evaluates
the reading r.

2.2.3

Our prototype: Goldrake

We implemented a prototype, called Goldrake, according to the framework described above. Goldrake is written in Java and uses a relational
database to store readings and other data.
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We paid special attention to make our tool modular and extensible. Sensors and aggregators are simply classes that implement a given
interface; thereby, one can add new sensors or aggregators by simply developing Java classes implementing the appropriate interface. This is a
key feature both for experimenting with the tool and for its production
use (see also Section 2.5).
Sensors
We implemented 45 sensors that can be grouped in 5 categories, as described below. In our prototype we focused on HTML documents, but
some of our sensors can also work with other resources, such as RSS
feeds. Below we denote by {r1 , r2 , . . . } the tuning sequence of readings.
Cardinality sensors Each sensor in this category measures some simple
numerical feature of the reading (e.g., the number of lines) and raises an
alarm when the number is too different from what was expected.
The learning phase is as follows:
1. Evaluate the measures {n1 , n2 , . . . } on the readings of the tuning
sequence.
2. Compute mean η and standard deviation σ of the values obtained
at the previous step.
3. Set the threshold to t = 3σ.
A cardinality sensor never states it is unsuitable.
The indicator for a given reading r is computed as X(r) = |n − η|
where n is the measure for reading r.
This category includes 26 sensors, one for each of the features listed
below:
• Tags: block type (e.g., the measure performed by this sensor is a
count of the number of block type tags in the reading), content
type, text decoration type, title type, form type, structural type,
table type, distinct types, all tags, with class attribute;
• Size attributes: byte size, mean size of text blocks, number of lines,
text length;
• Text style attributes: number of text case shifts, number of letterto-digit and digit-to-letter shifts, uppercase-to-lowercase ratio;
• Other items: images, images whose names contain a digit, forms
(all, external), tables, links (all, containing a digit, external, absolute).
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For example, suppose that readings {r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 } of the tuning sequence contain 75, 70, 83 and 77 links. The Cardinality sensor concerning
links will compute η = 76.25 and σ = 5.38; then, the sensor will fire for
a reading r containing n links if n ≤ 60 or n ≥ 93.
FrequencyDifference sensors Each sensor in this category computes
the relative frequency of each item in a given item class (e.g., each character in the ASCII set, or each HTML tag in the set of all HTML tags)
and raises an alert for a reading when the frequencies measured in that
reading are too different from what expected.
We denote by I the item class of the sensor and by n(Ii , r) the number
of occurrences of item Ii in reading r. The learning phase is as follows:
1. For each item Ii ∈ I, count the number of occurrences N (Ii ) of
that item in the tuning sequence {r1 , r2 , . . . }: N (Ii ) = n(Ii , r1 ) +
n(Ii , r2 ) + . . .
2. For each item Ii ∈ I, compute the relative frequency of item Ii in
the tuning sequence:
N (Ii )
Ik ∈I N (Ik )

fi = P

(2.1)

3. Compute the indicator X(r) for each reading in the tuning sequence
(the indicator is computed as explained below).
4. Compute mean ηX and standard deviation σX of the indicators
computed at the previous step.
5. Set the threshold to t = ηX + 3σX .
A FrequencyDifference sensor states it is unsuitable for a given resource
if and only if fi = 0, ∀i : Ii ∈ I, i.e., when no items of the given class
appear in any of the readings of the tuning sequence.
P
The indicator for a reading r is X(r) = i:Ii ∈I |fir − fi | where:
n(Ii , r)
Ik ∈I n(Ik , r)

fir = P

(2.2)

are the relative frequencies of the items in the reading r being analyzed,
computed as above.
This category includes two sensors. One analyzes characters contained in the visible textual part of the resource; the other analyzes
HTML elements of the resource.
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MissingRecurrentItems sensors We say that an item is recurrent when
it appears in each reading of the tuning sequence. Each sensor in this category counts the number of missing recurrent items in a reading (details
below) and raises an alert when that number is excessive.
The learning phase is as follows:
1. Build the set R containing all items of the item class of the sensor
that appear in each reading;

I.e., R = I : ∀r ∈ {r1 , r2 . . . }, I appears in r .
2. Set the threshold t = 0.
A sensor in this category states it is unsuitable when |R| = 0, i.e., when
there are no items that can be found in each reading of the tuning sequence. Sensors of this category, thus, may not be suitable for some
resources.
The indicator for a reading r is X(r) = |R \ Rr |/|R| where Rr is the
set containing all items of the item class associated with the sensor that
appear in r. Since we set the threshold to 0, each sensor in this category
assumes that even a single missing recurrent item is “too much”. For
example, if an embedded script appearing in each reading of the tuning
sequence is not present in r, then the corresponding sensor will raise an
alert. Note that, in this context, two scripts that differ in even one single
statement are different scripts.
This category includes 10 sensors, each associated with one of the
following item classes: images, images whose name contains one or more
digits, embedded scripts, tags, words contained in the visible textual part
of the resource and links. The link feature is considered as 5 different
sub-features, i.e., by 5 different sensors of this group: all external, all
absolute, all without digits, external without digits, absolute without
digits.
For example, suppose that readings {r1 , r2 , r3 } of the tuning sequence contain, respectively, external links {l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 }, {l2 , l3 , l4 , l6 , l7 }
and {l1 , l2 , l4 , l6 , l8 }. The MissingRecurrentItems sensor concerning external links will compute R = {l2 , l4 }; then, the sensor will fire for every
reading r which does not contain at least external links l2 and l4 .
Tree sensors Each sensor in this category builds a typical HTML/XML
tree of the resource and raises an alert for a reading when the HTML/XML tree of that reading is excessively different from the typical one.
The learning phase is as follows:
1. For each reading ri in the tuning sequence {r1 , r2 . . . } build a tree
H(ri ) by applying a sensor-specific transformation on the HTML/XML tree of ri (see also below).
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2. Build the tree h = H(r1 ) ∩ H(r2 ) ∩ . . . , where a ∩ b denotes the
maximum common tree, containing the root node, between tree a
and tree b.
3. Set the threshold t = 0 (see below).
A sensor in this category states it is unsuitable for a given resource if
and only if |h| < 2, where |h| is the number of nodes of the tree h.
The indicator for a reading r is X(r) = 1 − |H(r) ∩ h|/|h| where
H(r) is obtained applying the sensor-specific transformation on the HTML/XML tree of r. In other words, X(r) = 0 if H(r) is a super-tree of
h; X(r) = 1 if H(r) is not a super-tree of any of the sub-trees of h—e.g.,
|H(r)| = 0 or H(r) does not share any node with h. Since we set the
threshold to 0, our prototype raises an alert for a reading whenever that
reading is not a super-tree of h.
This category includes two sensors, one for each of the following transformations:
• Each start tag node of the HTML/XML tree of reading r corresponds to a node in the transformed tree H(r). Nodes of H(r)
contain only the type of the tag (for example, TABLE could be a
node of H(r), whereas <TABLE CLASS="NAME"> could not).
• Only nodes of the HTML/XML tree of reading r that are tags in
a predefined set (HTML, BODY, HEAD, DIV, TABLE, TR, TD, FORM,
FRAME, INPUT, TEXTAREA, STYLE, SCRIPT) correspond to a node
in the transformed tree H(r). Nodes of H(r) contain the full start
tag (for example, <TD CLASS="NAME"> could be a node of H(r),
whereas <P ID="NEWS"> could not).
Signature sensors Each sensor in this category looks for a given attribute in a reading and raises an alert for that reading if that attribute
is found. The indicator X(r) for a given reading r is 1 when the attribute
is found and 0 otherwise. The learning phase is as follows:
1. Compute the indicator X(r) for each reading in the tuning sequence.
2. Set the threshold t = 0.
A sensor in this category states it is unsuitable for a given resource when
X(ri ) = 1 for at least one reading ri in the tuning sequence. Sensors
in this category have no parameters depending on the resource being
analyzed.
This category includes 5 sensors, one for each of the following attributes (rather common in defaced resources):
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• has a black background;
• contains typical defacement phrases or known attackers’ names;
• contains only one image or no images at all;
• does not contain any tags;
• does not contain any visible text.
Note that this category is radically different from the previous ones.
While the former looks for signs of a defacement, the latter look for
deviations from the profile of the resource. This difference resembles
the distinction between the two complementary categories of intrusion
detection systems: signature-based vs. anomaly-based.
Aggregators
We present here only the results that we obtained with one aggregator.
Other examples can be found in [20, 98, 45] (see also Section 2.5). It
takes as input the outcomes of all sensors listed above (except for those
that declared themselves as being unsuitable for the resource being monitored). The aggregator then counts the number n of categories for which
at least one sensor fired and returns true if and only if n ≥ 4, i.e., if 4 or
more categories have at least one sensor that fires.
We group the outputs of sensors basing on their category because sensors in the same category tend to exhibit similar results, i.e., outputs of
sensors in the same category tend to be strongly correlated. A legitimate,
but substantial, modification in a resource may cause several sensors in
the same category to fire simply because all such sensors perform their
analysis in a similar way. For example, consider a resource containing a
“news” section composed of a set of news items, each containing text,
titles, images and so on. If the administrator of that site decides to increment the number of news items, it is likely that several Cardinality
sensors will fire. Yet, since the overall structure of the resource does not
change, neither Tree sensors nor MissingRecurrentItems sensors will fire.

2.3
2.3.1

Experiments
Test set

We performed all the experiments on an archive of 300 web resources1 .
We accessed each resource every 6 hours for more than 4 months and
1

The corresponding URL list is available at http://www.units.it/bartolia/download/
Goldrake-archiveList.zip
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recorded all the readings. Occasionally (0.056% of the number of readings) the HTTP responses were truncated or indicated that the server was
unavailable. We fixed the corresponding reading by replicating the prior
valid reading. The resulting archive has been used for simulating both
the learning phase and the monitoring phase, that have been performed
offline for convenience. Unless stated otherwise, the tuning sequence for
a resource is composed of the first 50 readings for that resource.
The archive include technical web sites (e.g., The Server Side, Java
Top 25 Bugs), newspapers and news agencies both from the US and from
Italy (e.g., CNN Business, CNN Home, La Repubblica, Il Corriere della
Sera), e-commerce sites (e.g. Amazon Home), sites of the Italian public
administration, the top 100 blogs from CNET, the top 50 Universities and
so on. Some resources were hand picked (mostly those in the technicals,
e-commerce and USA newspapers groups) while the others were collected
automatically by selecting the most popular resources from public online
lists (e.g.: topuniversities.com for Universities).
Almost all resources contain dynamic portions that change whenever
the resource is accessed. In most cases such portions are generated in
a way hardly predictable (including advertisements) and in some cases
they account for a significant fraction of the overall content. For example,
the main section of Amazon – Home contains a list of product categories
that seems to be generated by choosing at random from a predefined set
of lists. The Wikipedia – Random page shows an article of the free encyclopedia that is chosen randomly at every access. Most of the monitored
resources contain a fixed structural part and a slowly changing content
part, often including an ordered list of “items” (e.g., news, topics and
alike). The frequency of changes may range from a few hours to several
days. The impact of each change on the visual appearance of the resource
may vary widely.

2.3.2

Performance indexes

We attempted to evaluate the ability of our tool to detect attacks, i.e.,
major defacements. Unlike most works that evaluate IDSs [85, 89, 94],
we do not have any standard attack trace to use. Therefore, we built a
set of 900 different defacements, the attack set,2 that we manually extracted from the Zone-H digital attack archive (http://www.zone-h.org).
The set is composed by a selection of real defacements performed by
different hackers or teams of hackers: we chose samples with different
size, language, layout and with or without images, scripts and other rich
features. We attempted to build a set with wide coverage and sufficiently
2

Our selection is available online at http://www.units.it/bartolia/download/
Goldrake-attackList.zip.
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representative of real-world defacements. In each experiment we submitted to Goldrake all the readings of the attack set and measured the False
Negative Rate (FNR) as percentage ratio of number of missed detections
on number of submitted attacks.
We also evaluated the ability of our tool to cope with legitimate
dynamic content. To this end we simulated the monitoring phase by
submitting to Goldrake the sequence of readings following the tuning
sequence—without any defacement. We measured the False Positive
Rate (FPR) as the percentage ratio of number of alerts on number of
submitted readings, each alert raised in this scenario being a false alarm.
The FPR results are also cast in terms of False Positive Frequency
(FPF), i.e., the number of false alarms per unit of time (week). This
index is interesting because it should be more usable by human operators:
an indication like “3 false alarms every week per resource” is simpler
to understand and reason about than one like “3% of false alarms per
resource” (see also Section 2.3.8 and Section 2.4.2).

2.3.3

Performance without retuning

In this section we analyse performance without retuning. That is, the
tuning procedure is applied only once, at the end of the learning phase.
An important finding is that FNR is exactly zero. Even with a single
tuning operation, Goldrake is able to detect all the defacements that
we considered. On the other hand, FPR is very high and definitely
unsatisfactory: 25.02% (averaged across all resources).
Interestingly, though, false alarms are not distributed uniformly over
the monitoring period but are much more frequent near the end of the
test. For example, FPR is approximately 3% during week 1, but grows to
14% and 34% during weeks 4 and 13 respectively. In fact, it appears that
the profile built with the tuning procedure run at the end of the learning
phase is sufficiently accurate, but only for a certain period. Eventually,
the accumulation of changes makes that profile no longer useful.
For this reason, we enabled Goldrake to update the profile of a resource, through the execution of the tuning procedure also during the
normal monitoring activity. The results are presented in the next section.

2.3.4

Evaluation of retuning policies

We implemented two retuning policies. Each policy specifies the conditions that trigger the execution of a tuning procedure. We used a
tuning sequence length of 50 readings, like in the previous section. Goldrake maintains a sliding window including the 50 most recent readings.
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When the retuning procedure has to be applied, the tuning sequence is
composed of all readings in that window.
• FixedInterval. The tuning procedure is applied every n readings.
We experimented with n = 1, 15, 30, 45. This policy can be applied
automatically, without any human intervention.
• UponFalsePositives. The tuning procedure is applied whenever
Goldrake raises a false alarm. In other words, whenever Goldrake
outputs a “true” value there must be an human operator that analyzes the corresponding reading and decides whether this is indeed
a true alarm or not. If not, Goldrake will execute the tuning procedure before analyzing the next reading.
It is important to point out again that alerts are to be forwarded
automatically to administrators of monitored sites. It follows that alerts
in resources associated with the FixedInterval retuning policy do not
require any handling by Goldrake operators. Concerning resources associated with the UponFalsePositive retuning policy, the retuning decision
may be taken either by a Goldrake operator or by the administrator of
the monitored site through a dedicated web application. In the latter
case, again, alerts do not require any handling by Goldrake operators.
These considerations are essential to interpret the FPR results below and
assess the scalability of our proposal (Section 2.4).
Table 2.1 summarizes the results, averaged across all resources. Goldrake still exhibits FNR=0% when using the FixedInterval policy, that
is, it retains the ability of detecting every defacement included in the attack set. FNR is still very good but slightly worse with human-triggered
retuning.
The key result is that FPR becomes tolerable thanks to retuning.
The tuning procedure involving a human operator achieves FPR=0.31%,
as opposed to 25.02% without retuning. Even fully automated procedures perform very well: a retuning performed at every reading leads to
FPR=0.24%, whereas retuning every 15 readings (about 4 days) leads to
1.64% FPR.
The results for the three better retuning policies are shown separately
for each resource in Figure 2.3. It can be seen that with FixedInterval
(n = 15) there is a non negligible fraction of resources for which FPR
is not satisfactory. With the two other retuning policies, however, there
are no intractable resources.

2.3.5

Impact of tuning sequence length

The results of the previous section have been obtained with a tuning sequence composed of 50 readings. We repeated the previous experiments
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Percentage of resources with FPR smaller than the given FPR

Policy

FPR
%

FPF
f.a./week

FNR
%

FixedInterval (n = 1)
FixedInterval (n = 15)
FixedInterval (n = 30)
FixedInterval (n = 45)
UponFalsePositives

0.24
1.67
2.84
4.19
0.31

0.07
0.47
0.79
1.17
0.09

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25

Table 2.1: Average FPR, FPF and FNR data for different retuning policies
(tuning sequence length of 50 readings).
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Figure 2.4: Average FPR with different tuning sequence length on two policies.

with other tuning sequence lengths in the range [5, 100]. The detection ability turned out to be almost independent of the tuning sequence
length: FNR results were essentially identical to those described in Section 2.3.4, except for an increase to 0.05% with human triggered retuning
with a very short tuning sequence (l ≤ 10 readings). FPR results with
FixedInterval (n = 1) and UponFalsePositive are shown in Figure 2.4.
It can be seen that Goldrake is quite robust with respect to variations
in the tuning sequence length, as a few days of preliminary observations
suffice to build an adequate profile. Interestingly, the performance of
human-triggered retuning policies is largely independent of the tuning
sequence length. In contrast, the performance of the automatic retuning
policy improves when the tuning sequence length increases. This observation may be exploited in scenarios when the involvement of a human
operator in retuning is undesirable (see also Section 2.5).

2.3.6

“Fast start” working mode

Increasing the tuning sequence length may reduce FPR, as demonstrated
in the previous section. This option, however, has the drawback of increasing the time required for bootstrapping the tool: the learning phase
will last longer thus the actual monitoring will start later. For example,
in our setting, with a tuning sequence length l = 90 readings the learn-
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ing phase will last for 23 days, whereas with l = 50 readings the learning
phase will last for 13 days.
In this section we describe and evaluate a working mode, that we
call fast start, aimed at shortening the bootstrap time. In this working
mode the monitoring phase starts after a short tuning sequence, whose
length is then increased over time until reaching its target value. We
remark, however, that a suitable historical archive of the resource to
be monitored could often be already available. In such scenarios the
learning phase may be performed by simply “replaying” the content of
the archive, which would lead to an immediate start of the detecting
phase.
In fast start Goldrake executes the first tuning procedure on a sequence of li readings and then starts monitoring. A retuning is performed
every ∆l readings, on a tuning sequence obtained by appending the last
∆l readings to the previous tuning sequence. When the tuning sequence
length reaches its target value of lf readings, the fast start terminates
and Goldrake begins working as usual, i.e., with l = lf .
We experimented with FixedInterval (n = 1), with fast start parameters ∆l = 1, li = 5 and lf = 50. That is, we started with a tuning
sequence length of 5 readings, thereby starting monitoring after only 30
hours; we incremented the tuning sequence length by 1 at each reading
(∆l = 1) until reaching the target length of 50 readings. With this setting, the fast start phase lasted for almost 13 days, i.e., one increment
every 6 hours for 45 times.
As a comparison we ran FixedInterval (n = 1) in normal mode, i.e.,
without fast start, with the two extreme values for the tuning sequence
length: first with l = li = 5 readings, then with l = lf = 50 readings. In
the former case the tool begins the monitoring phase with the same (very
short) initial delay, but has less information available for building the
profile. In the latter case the tool has the same amount of information
for building the profile but starts the monitoring phase after a much
longer initial delay (almost 13 days). To highlight the effects introduced
by fast start, we evaluate FPR at the very beginning of the monitoring
period. The results are in Table 2.2, where FPR is computed on the
first 50 readings submitted after the tuning sequence and then on the
following 50 readings (after those readings the effects introduced by fast
start vanish).
It can be seen that the fast start mode is very effective. For the same
initial delay, it provides a remarkable FPR reduction—e.g., 0.47% vs.
1.19%. Once it has reached the final tuning sequence length, it provides
the same FPR as the normal mode, i.e. 0.26%.
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reading #
FastStart (l = 5 . . . 50)
FixedInterval (n=5) (l = 5)
FixedInterval (n=50) (l = 50)

average FPR (%)
1. . . 50 51. . . 100
0.47
1.19
n.a.

0.26
0.99
0.26

Table 2.2: Effect of the Fast Start working mode. Mean FPR when using the
FixedInterval policy with different values for the tuning sequence length, n = 1.

Category

avg

Tree (2)
Freq.Diff. (2)
Sig. (5)
Card. (26)
Miss.Rec. (10)

0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.52

Unable
max stDev
0
0
1
0
8

0.00
0.00
0.13
0.00
1.05

By Sensor
FPR FNR
0.47
6.38
0.00
2.75
5.53

0.30
0.08
61.42
10.39
5.86

By Category
FPR FNR
0.65
10.50
0.01
21.19
28.39

0.27
0.00
3.08
0.00
0.00

Table 2.3: Raw sensor data, grouped by categories

2.3.7

Effectiveness of sensor categories

Useful insights about our approach can be obtained by analyzing the
behavior of individual sensors, i.e., before the merging operated by the
aggregator. For ease of discussion, we average values across all resources
and group the results by category.
Table 2.3 (“Unable” column) shows the number of sensors which
stated to be unsuitable for the given resource after the initial tuning
procedure. It can be seen that Tree, FrequencyDifference and Cardinality sensors could be applied to each resource. There were some resources
for which one Signature sensor could not be applied and some resources
for which up to 8 MissingRecurrentItems could not be applied. Looking
at the raw data in detail, it turns out that the full set of sensors was
applied on 248 resources.
Table 2.3 (“By Sensor” column) summarizes the FPR and FNR that
one would obtain with each sensor taken in isolation, with retuning policy FixedInterval (n=1). The values in the By Category column are
instead those that one would obtain with each category taken in isolation. These results suggest several important observations. First, there is
no single category providing good performance on both FPR and FNR.
Each category provides reasonable performance only on one of the two
indexes and Tree sensors appear to provide the best trade-off in this respect. Second, the behavior of all categories but Tree is sensibly different
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at the sensor level and at the category level. In particular, Cardinality
and MissingRecurrentItems have excellent detection ability at the category level (FNR=0) but not at the sensor level. On the other hand,
their detection ability as categories is obtained at the expense of a significant FPR increase. Finally, we note that Signature sensors are the
least effective ones in detecting attacks. In other words, at least in our
experimental setting, looking for signs of a defacement is less effective
than detecting deviations from a profile. For the defacement detection
problem, thus, an anomaly-based approach may be more sensitive than
a misuse-based one (by this we mean an approach that looks for traces
of known attacks). This somewhat surprising conclusion, however, could
be biased by the small number of sensors in our Signature category and
could deserve further analysis.

2.3.8

Higher-frequency monitoring

In all our tests we used a monitoring interval of 6 hours. With this
setting, thus, Goldrake would detect a defacement within 6 hours after its
occurring. A prompter detection may be obtained by simply decreasing
the monitoring interval. The lower bound on the monitoring interval
ultimately depends on the available resources (see also Section 2.4.2).
It is important to point out that decreasing the monitoring interval does not necessarily result in a corresponding increase of the false
positive frequency FPF. For example, a resource exhibiting FPR=1%
when checked every 6 hours would result in approximately FPF=0.28
f.a./week. Checking that resource every hour would not necessarily increase FPF by six times, though. The reason is because FPR itself is
likely to depend on the sampling frequency. Indeed, collecting more readings in a given tuning interval may lead to a resource profile of better
quality which may in turn improve FPR—an effect observed in the experiments below. Of course, this consideration cannot be taken to its
extreme consequences: sampling a resource many times a second would
hardly improve the quality of the training data due to the resulting strong
correlation among training samples.
To assess the overall effect on FPF, we performed a suite of experiments with a very short monitoring interval: 5 minutes, corresponding
to 288 readings every day for each resource. We performed these experiments on 13 resources3 . In this experiment we chose to focus on a small
number of resources for practical reasons. We attempted to fetch a much
larger number of resources, but we found that in many cases we were
3

The list of these resources is available online at http://www.units.it/bartolia/
download/Goldrake-higherFrequency.zip. This set is nearly identical to the set of resources that we monitored in our earlier work [20].
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banned by the web server, most likely because of our particular access
pattern—short and nearly constant time interval between two requests,
same source IP. Indeed, this pattern was classified as abnormal also by
our academic network policy.
We executed retuning at every reading (FixedInterval with n = 1)
and used the same tuning sequence length as in the previous experiments (l=50). This configuration corresponds to an excessively short
time window for constructing the profile: 5 · 50 = 250 minutes rather
than 6 · 50 = 300 hours. For this reason, we experimented with another
decimated configuration in which we constructed the tuning sequence by
taking one new reading every 6 hours. In other words, we experimented
with two configurations: (i) a tuning sequence composed of a sliding window of the 50 most recent readings, as usual; and (ii) a tuning sequence
constructed by including a new reading every 6 hours. In the decimated
configuration, thus, the time window used for constructing the profile
has the same length as in the previous experiments.
The results show that the approach is practical even in this nearlyextreme case. The baseline values for the resources in this experiment,
computed with the previous 6 hours monitoring interval, are FPR=0.37%
and FPF=0.10 false alarms/week/resource. The results obtained with 5
minutes monitoring interval are FPR=0.04% in normal configuration and
0.01% in decimated configuration, corresponding to FPF=0.79 and 0.20
false alarms/week/resource respectively. It can be seen that FPF remains
very small although the monitoring frequency increases 60 times. Most
importantly, the increase in FPF may be kept low by simply decoupling
the monitoring interval from the the time interval for constructing the
profile—in the decimated configuration we may greatly lower the former
while keeping the latter constant.

2.3.9

Detection of minor modifications

All the experiments performed so far are based on a broad sample of
real-world defacements. As it turns out, defacements tend to be quite
different from genuine web pages. A question that naturally arises is
whether our approach may detect also subtler defacements constrained
on smaller portions of the page. In this Section we attempt to answer
this question by focusing on the ability of Goldrake to detect subtler
unauthorized modifications of a page, which we generated systematically
by merging portions of real-world defacements with the page.
For a given resource, we constructed a profile based on a tuning sequence of 50 readings. We then generated a number of randomly modified
readings from the next genuine reading r, as follows. We replaced randomly chosen subtrees of r by randomly chosen subtrees of a defacement.
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Merging Rate
%

Goldrake
%

Humans
%

Goldrake on humans
%

10
20
30
40
50

51.97
23.39
11.39
7.27
5.68

24.24
11.16
2.98
0.45
1.79

52.11
26.78
12.42
8.96
5.98

Table 2.4: Missed detections of minor modifications (FNR) as a function of
the merging rate. The three columns refer to Goldrake, human subjects and
Goldrake when analyzing only readings detected by at least one human subject.

We accumulated several such changes until a specified percentage w of r
was changed. We measured this percentage, that we call merging rate, on
the byte size of the resource. We generated 50 randomly modified readings from r, 10 for each of the 5 merging rates used: 10%, 20%, 30%,
40%, 50%—e.g., a merging rate w=40% means that 40% of the code of
the resource has been modified. We allowed for a tolerance of ±5% in
merging rates, because matching exactly a given merging rate value was
often not possible. We executed this procedure with 110 different defacements, submitted each of the modified readings to Goldrake and counted
each missed detection as a false negative. We repeated the experiment on
24 resources, evaluating approximately 132,000 modified readings. Resources and defacements were selected at random from our archive. The
results are given in Table 2.4 (“Goldrake” column). It seems reasonable
to claim that Goldrake may be a very effective detection tool even when
the defacement retains a substantial part of the original page content.
For example, even when 70% of the page remains unchanged, Goldrake
detects 89% of the modified readings.
As expected, FNR increases when the merging rate decreases. Assessing which is an “acceptable” FNR threshold is difficult, however, because
not all modified readings could satisfy the specific goal of an attacker.
Moreover when the merging rate is very low the visual modification impact becomes lighter and, consequently, the notion of defacement itself
becomes fuzzier. For example, inserting a pseudonym somewhere in a
page as a proof of successful intrusion could be an hacker’s goal, yet such
a change would cause considerably less damage than a major disruption
of the page and could arguably not qualify as a defacement.
In the attempt of providing a baseline for these results we performed
a second suite of experiments involving human subjects, as follows. In
each experiment we selected a resource R at random and generated two
sequences: a sequence S1 with 5 normal readings of R and a sequence
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S2 with a randomly shuffled mix of 25 readings of R. S2 consisted of 10
normal readings and 15 modified readings. All readings were randomly
selected from those in the dataset above. We carefully verified that all
the modified readings involved the visible portion of the page, such that
the subject were potentially able to detect it. The subject was shown S1
first and then S2 . The subject was instructed that S1 contained normal
readings of a web resource and was asked to tell, for each reading in S2 ,
whether the reading was normal or had been modified by a hacker. We
involved subjects of varying age and skill by disseminating requests along
several channels—our mail contacts, Facebook contacts, students and so
on. We allowed each subject to perform multiple experiments, at his will,
and were able to collect 112 experiments from 97 users, totaling 1676
evaluations for modified readings—we considered only the experiments
which provided at least 24 evaluations.
The results are given in Table 2.4 (“Humans” column). Not surprisingly, human subjects perform better than Goldrake, especially at
small merging rates. The key result, though, is that detection of modified readings at small merging rates is a challenging task even for human
subjects—135 and 50 missed detections over 557 and 450 readings with
w =10% and w =20%, respectively. This result is significant also because
of the very same nature of the experiment: subjects knew they had to
look for unauthorized changes, which made them particularly sensitive.
Of course, these results have to be interpreted with care because they do
not consider active evasion attempts by attackers. This topic is analyzed
in Section 2.5.
Finally, we performed a third suite of experiments by evaluating the
detection rate of Goldrake limited to the 1373 modified readings that were
detected by at least one subject—modified readings not detected by any
subject can hardly qualify as defacements. The results (“Goldrake on
humans” column) are essentially identical to those obtained in the first
suite of experiments, with the full set of modified readings. This result
indicates that the detection ability of Goldrake is not skewed toward
pages that are hardly perceived as defacements.

2.4

Scalability

In this section we attempt to assess the potential scalability of our proposal. Clearly, our arguments in this respect need to be validated by a
real deployment of the proposed service, involving thousands of resources
and organizations for several months. Such a deployment, which we have
not been able to perform so far, is beyond the scope of this work.
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2.4.1

Scalability

Number of resources

In this section we attempt to estimate the maximum number of resources
that can be monitored, say NMAX . Recall that alerts are to be forwarded
automatically to administrators of monitored sites. The value of NMAX
depends mainly on the retuning policy used, as follows.
Concerning resources associated with a fully automatic retuning policy, alerts do not require any handling by Goldrake operators. It seems
reasonable to claim, thus, that NMAX is limited only by the hardware resources available. Addition of a new monitored resource may be done by
the administrator of that (remote) resource, with the help of a dedicated
web application, for example. Due to the intrinsic parallelism of the
process, NMAX may be increased by simply adding more hardware—the
monitoring of distinct resources may be done by independent jobs, without any synchronization nor communication between them. It is thus
possible to take advantage of this job-level parallelism with techniques
similar to those commonly used for achieving horizontal scalability in web
sites designed to accommodate large numbers of clients, for example.
Concerning resources associated with a human-triggered policy, the
retuning decision may be taken either by a Goldrake operator or by the
administrator of the monitored site through a dedicated web application. The scalability bottleneck, thus, is given by false alarms in those
resources whose retuning decision is demanded to Goldrake operators.
Let k denote the number of operators at Goldrake involved in the
handling of those resources. Let AFPF denote the False Positive Frequency exhibited by Goldrake for a single resource and let TFPF denote
the maximum False Positive Frequency that can be tolerated by a single
human operator. Assuming that all resources exhibit the same AFPF , we
obtain the following estimate for NMAX :
TFPF
NMAX ∼
=k
AFPF

(2.3)

According to our findings in the previous sections, we can safely assume
for AFPF a value of 0.09 false positives per week, on each resource (in fact,
our experiments exhibit 0.09 f.a./week with UponFalsePositive retuning,
see Table 2.1). Finding a suitable value for TFPF , on the other hand,
is clearly more difficult and hard to generalize. Table 2.5 shows the
values of NMAX resulting from one single operator (k = 1) and TFPF
set to 1, 2, 4, 20 false positives per day. For example, if the operator
may tolerate only 4 false positives per day—probably an excessively low
estimate—then he may monitor 311 resources. From a different point
of view, if one monitors 311 resources, then one may expect that the
operator be involved only 4 times a day for coping with false positives.
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TFPF
f.a./day

TFPF
f.a./week

1
2
4
20

7
14
28
140

NMAX
78
156
311
1556

Table 2.5: Maximum number of monitored resources NMAX for each operator,
for several retuning frequencies TFPF (resources whose retuning is in charge of
Goldrake operators).

N

No overlap

Full overlap

78
156
311
1556

2:42
3:24
7:48
34:58

0:02
0:03
0:04
0:17

Table 2.6: Minimum monitoring interval ml (mins:secs) for N resources monitored on our test platform.

Clearly, with k > 1 operators available, the corresponding estimates for
NMAX will grow linearly with k.
In summary, the approach appears to be: linearly scalable for resources whose retuning is fully automatic or delegated to administrators
of monitored sites; capable of monitoring several hundreds of resources
per operator, for resources whose retuning is human-triggered and delegated to Goldrake operators. Obviously, an actual deployment of the
service would have several options available regarding the retuning policies offered. Configurations that require the involvement of Goldrake
operators could even be discarded.

2.4.2

Monitoring interval

An estimate of the lower bound for the monitoring interval, say ml , can
be obtained by reasoning on the time it takes for downloading a reading,
say td , the time it takes for evaluating that reading with all sensors, say
te , and the time it takes for performing a retuning procedure, say tr . A
very conservative estimate can be obtained by assuming that (i) there is
no overlap at all among downloading, evaluation and retuning of different
resources; and (ii) a retuning is performed at every reading for each of
the N monitored resources. It will be ml > (td + te + tr ) · N .
The average values for td , te and tr that we found in our experiments
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are, respectively, 1300msecs, 100µsecs and 10msecs. It follows that ml
is influenced mainly by the download time td . These values were obtained with a dual AMD Opteron 64 with 8GB RAM running a Sun
JVM 1.5 on a Linux OS. The resulting lowest bound for ml is shown
in Table 2.6 (no overlap column). For example, if Goldrake monitors
311 resources—without any overlap among download and analysis of different resources—then an attack may be detected in approximately 8
minutes. From a different point of view, if one requires a detection time
in the order of 8 minutes, then no more than 311 resources should be
monitored.
In practice there may be a substantial overlap between download
and analysis—Goldrake may download a resource while analyzing other
resources, for example. A less conservative estimate may thus be constructed by assuming some degree of overlap. In the extreme case of
full overlap between download and analysis, we would obtain ml >
(tr + te ) · N . Since the download time td is predominant over tr + te ,
the estimated lower bound for ml becomes much smaller as shown in
Table 2.6 (full overlap column).
We remark that: (i) these figures refer to a single computing node;
monitoring of different resources are independent jobs, hence the monitoring task is linearly scalable in the number of computing nodes; and (ii)
any bounds due to involvement of Goldrake operators in human-triggered
retuning policies are completely orthogonal to this analysis.

2.5
2.5.1

Discussion
Detection of attacks and large-scale deployment

Experiments show clearly the excellent detection abilities of Goldrake.
With automatic retuning FNR is exactly zero, that is, Goldrake detected
all defacements in our attack set. Obviously, this result does not imply
that Goldrake will be able to detect any possible unauthorized modification in any resource. Yet, it seems reasonable to claim that Goldrake
may be very effective at detecting “major” changes to a resource, such
as those corresponding to today’s defacements. The experiments in Section 2.3.7, moreover, show that Goldrake may be effective even when the
change is focussed on limited portions of a resource.
It is however important to assess potential strengths and weaknesses
of our proposal if it were deployed on a large scale and became a sort
of nearly ubiquitous defacement detection mechanism. We assume that:
(i) site administrators will react promptly to alerts; and (ii) the duration
of a defacement is a key component of the attackers’ goal.
It seems reasonable to claim that our system would force attackers
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to rethink their attack strategies radically. Today, attackers may deface
a site by inserting fraudulent content at their will, in particular, with
the freedom of selecting that content in a way fully independent from
the legitimate content of the attacked site. It seems likely that this kind
of attack will no longer be effective, based on the breadth of our attack
set and our excellent results in terms of false negatives. It follows that
attackers will no longer have complete freedom in choosing the fraudulent
content and, most importantly, will be forced to perform a preliminary
analysis of the site under attack in order to (try to) craft a defacement
that will not be flagged as anomalous. We believe this basic fact is a
valuable contribution of our proposal.
Our system also appears to constitute a powerful approach for demoting the current generation of automatic defacement tools4 . These
tools have enabled a radically novel and potentially disruptive attack
pattern: rather than trying to deface a specific web site, locate thousands of web sites that exhibit a certain vulnerability and thus can certainly be defaced. Once these sites have been located, they can all be
defaced simultaneously with a few keystrokes5 . These tools are likely
to become ineffective, as they are based on the pattern previously mentioned: apply the same defacement to sets of sites that suffer from the
same vulnerability. It seems very unlikely that any given defacement,
constructed without any prior analysis of the specific site to be attacked,
will fit the profile of many different sites. The outcome of our experiments in [98] indirectly corroborates this claim further: once the system
has been trained for a given resource, the system strongly tends to flag
as anomalous any reading of other resources.
In summary, our proposal may constitute the first significative step
forward taken by defenders in the defacement arena, that so far has been
under full control of attackers. A successful deployment of our proposal
on a large scale, on the other hand, is likely to cause attackers to evolve
their strategies. The next issue to discuss, thus, is assessing whether our
proposal may play this adversarial game effectively.
We make three preliminary observations. First, the set of sensors used
in this system is essentially the result of our early two-weeks conceptual
design of the system. We did not care to implement more sensors because
performance in our benchmarks was good enough already. A production
4
“A Commercial Web Site Defacement Tool”, Dancho Danchev’s Blog, Mind
Streams of Information Security Knowledge, April 2008 (http://ddanchev.blogspot.
com); “MultiInjector v0.3 released”, Chapters in Web Security Blog, November 2008
(http://chaptersinwebsecurity.blogspot.com).
5
“Know your Enemy: Web Application Threats” The Honeynet Project and Research Alliance, February 2007 (http://www.honeynet.org/papers/webapp/); “Hacking Methodologies - An overview of historical hacking approaches”, (Johnny Long,
http://www.scribd.com/doc/191122/Hacking-Methodologies).
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version of the system could and should include many more sensors than
those presented here—e.g., more sensors focused on Javascript/Ajax content, on HTML tables, IFRAMES and so on. An area where Goldrake
could be improved is the analysis of textual content, as none of our sensors attempts to build a profile of common sentences or of the language
used, for example. Obviously, aggregators will have to accommodate the
new sensors so as to maintain FPR low, but we have found out that this
is not particularly difficult to achieve with a careful aggregator design
[98, 45] (see also below). It follows that Goldrake is not a static defense that, as such, would become nearly useless if attackers learnt how
to circumvent it. On the contrary, defenders may extend and improve
their detection coverage according to their skills, experience and emerging menaces. This ability has proven crucial in large-scale adversarial
problems of practical interest, e.g., spam filtering [55, 38, 118].
Second, one may define many different aggregators with very similar
benchmark performance but that enforce significantly different notions
of anomalous reading. Let AD denote the specific aggregator analyzed
in this chapter. Let A0D denote an aggregator constructed by OR-ing
the output by AD and the output of the RecurrentScripts sensor—a
MissingRecurrentItems sensor which outputs true for reading r when any
of the embedded scripts included in every reading of the tuning sequence
is missing from r (Section 2.2.2). We have implemented this variant and
it turns out that the two aggregators, AD and A0D , exhibit essentially
identical FPR/FNR values in all the operational conditions analyzed so
far (we omit the details for brevity). The resulting variants of Goldrake,
though, enforce quite different notions of anomalous reading, as with A0D
any change in a recurrent embedded script will certainly raise an alert.
The same technique may be used with any sensor whose output exhibits a sufficiently low FPR. In our experiments there are further 8
sensors which, taken in isolation, have both FPR and standard deviation
(across the 300 resources) smaller than 1%. The monitoring of resource
R could thus start with AD and then one could tailor the actual A0D (R)
dynamically, based on the FPR exhibited by individual sensors on R—
essentially, the firing of sensors that rarely fire on R may be made a sufficient condition for generating an alert on R. The notion of anomalous
reading may be changed also based on the threshold values for sensors.
For example, we have implemented another variant in which the output
of AD is OR-ed with the output of instances of Tree sensors in which the
threshold is set to 1 rather than to 0 (as it is in AD , Section 2.2.3). Once
again, we obtained a benchmark performance equivalent to that of AD .
We have also synthesized aggregators by means of machine learning techniques that generate automatically a function of sensors’ output
so as to minimize FPR + FNR—we used genetic programming [81] in
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[98] and support vector machines [23] in [45]. These aggregators exhibit
benchmark performance equivalent to that of AD , but their structure is
such that they enforce sensibly different notions of anomalous readings.
Further examples are given in Section 2.5.3
As a third and final preliminary observation, existing literature and
practical experience about security-related adversarial games demonstrate that keeping parts of the system secret may greatly strengthen
the defenses. In fact, this approach is often both necessary and feasible.
In intrusion detection systems it is usually believed that full knowledge
of the detection algorithm allows developing techniques for circumventing detection [65, 137]. In detection systems based on forms of machine
learning—like ours—the standard security practice consists in assuming
that the learning algorithm is common knowledge whereas the set of features used by a specific instance of the algorithm is kept secret, which
is feasible in systems with a small number of deployments [15]. A materialization of this principle can be found in spam filtering: while the
general principles of spam filtering tools are well known, the exact details and settings of the tools used, say, by Gmail or Hotmail, are kept
secret. Indeed, making these details public would only benefit attackers6 .
It is thus reasonable to assume that, in a large-scale deployment of our
proposal, part of the detection machinery has to be kept secret.
Attackers could attempt to construct and run locally a copy of the
system. This approach does not seem to help very much, because there
are simply too many (secret) sensors and aggregators that could be used
by the system. Guessing all such components, even leaving aside their
settings, seems to be hardly feasible.
Attackers could try to gain knowledge about the system details by
probing, i.e., hacking into, monitored sites. In principle, the attacker
could reverse engineer all the system details with a sufficiently large
and carefully selected set of probes. We are not able to quantify the
amount of work that would be necessary to this purpose. We argue,
however, that such an approach would hardly be practical, due to the
size and complexity of the design space resulting by all possible sensors
and aggregators. The design space magnifies further as the system may
be configured to use different features for different resources. Tailoring
the configuration to each specific resource, for example at the aggregator
level, may be useful for attempting to “tighten” the resource profile. This
could be done automatically, as discussed above, or based on directives
provided by administrators of the monitored resource—e.g., the presence
of a pornographic word anywhere in a reading could be made a sufficient
6

This specific point is addressed in more depth and compared with design principles
of cryptographic systems in “Secrecy, Security and Obscurity”, B. Schneier, CryptoGram, May 2002.
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condition for generating an alert (see also Section 2.5.3). Indeed, the
defense strategy could purposefully include randomization elements in
the system configuration [15].
Leaving full reverse engineering aside, attackers could still try to gain
sufficient knowledge about a specific target site by means of probing. This
is a relatively common activity for spammers and requires the execution
of an “optimization loop” on the system they wish to circumvent [59, 55].
In our scenario defacers would have to cope with a loop where each single iteration lasts many minutes and whose outcome is hard to interpret:
absence of reaction to an intrusion could be due to an undetected intrusion, but also to an administrator not reacting promptly to alerts, as well
as to a longer-than-usual monitoring cycle. When the probing activity
provokes detected intrusions, moreover, absence of reaction to further
probes could be due to disinformation purposefully operated by administrators of the site for confusing the attacker [15]. It seems reasonable
to claim that the attackers’ task would be far from easy. Furthermore,
and most importantly, this laborious task does not lend itself well to be
automated and much of it would have to be repeated for each new target.
Of course, one cannot take for granted that attackers will never manage to slip through our detection system. The key observation in this
respect is that, as pointed out already, our approach is not a static defense and the detection coverage may be improved as a reaction to novel
menaces. This improvement could even be performed systematically. An
aggregator tailored to the detection of a specific family of defacements, to
be OR-ed with the other aggregators, could be synthesized automatically
with a traditional learning algorithm—e.g., support vector machine, or
neural network, or genetic programming. Any technique that may be
trained on positive samples is a candidate, as we have done in [96, 45].
The generation of a new aggregator of this kind could be triggered by
a human operator or even automatically, for example as a reaction to a
mass defacement undetected by our system but somehow notified by a
sufficient amount of monitored sites—a pattern very close to the “report
spam” feature of GMail (see also [118, 55]). Although we have not implemented this functionality yet, we believe it is a very promising direction.
Another issue to consider in a large-scale setting is the quality of
the learning data. A key requirement for any anomaly-based intrusion
detection system is that the data used for building the resource profile are
indeed attack-free. In practice the absence of attacks in the learning set is
usually taken for granted or verified “manually”. While such a pragmatic
approach may be feasible in a carefully controlled environment, it is
clearly infeasible in a large-scale scenario like ours. For this reason, we
have proposed a procedure for automatic detection of corrupted data in
a learning set that works very effectively even with corruption rates up
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to 50% [96]. We artificially inject defacements into a learning set whose
quality is unknown and evaluate the classification performance before
and after the injection. As it turns out from our experimental evaluation,
any strong change in classification performance is an excellent indicator
of the presence of corruption in the learning set. We developed this
procedure for coping with the starting phase of the monitoring process,
but the procedure may be executed on-line periodically and even at each
retuning.
The quality of the learning data could also be used as an attack tool.
As with any other anomaly-based intrusion detection system, the attacker might alter the learning data so as to progressively shift the region
classified as normal toward a region of his choice [15]. We believe a very
promising defense against this form of attack may be constructed based
on the above procedure. All executions of the procedure may refer to
the same test sequence, hence the evolution of classification performance
across successive procedure executions may provide strong indications
about the nature of the learning set. When the difference before and after corruption becomes less sensible, then a specific alert could be raised.
The procedure could be executed also by injecting into the learning set
a static set of readings collected at service subscription time. In this
case the artificial corruption should not introduce significant alterations
in classification performance.

2.5.2

False positives

Apart from the ability to detect attacks, the other major issue is false
positives, that is, how to cope with (legitimate) dynamic content while
keeping unnecessary alerts to a minimum. The crucial result of our experiments is that it is indeed possible to obtain values for FPR sufficiently
low to appear acceptable in a wide variety of settings. In this respect,
our key contribution consists in the retuning policies. Even with a fully
automatic retuning performed every n = 30 readings (approximately
once a week), FPR remains moderate: 2.79%, which corresponds to approximately 3 false alarms per month per resource. By retuning more
frequently FPR improves further: 1.64% with n = 15 and 0.24% when
retuning at every reading (n = 1). Interestingly, these figures are essentially equivalent to those of human-triggered retuning. Indeed, fully
automatic retuning is advantageous also from the FNR point of view
(Table 2.1). Obviously, we do not claim that site administrators may
simply forget about defacements thanks to Goldrake. No security tool
may replace human operators completely, amongst other things because
no detection system may catch all possible attacks.
It would also be very useful if we could quantify somehow the po-
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tential for false positives based on some index about the accuracy of the
resource profile built during the learning phase. We purposefully did
not address the problem of assessing the accuracy of a profile, though,
because any such analysis would require some form of apriori knowledge
about the monitored resource that instead we strive to avoid. For example, if an image appears in every reading of the learning phase, there is
simply no way to tell whether that image is a cornerstone of the profile or
it will instead disappear immediately after the end of the learning phase.
One could perhaps obtain more meaningful indications much after the
learning phase, based on data collected during a “long” monitoring phase,
but quantifying the potential for false positives at that point would not
be very useful. Stated differently, our problem cannot be interpreted
as construction of an accurate profile, because it consists instead of a
trade-off between accuracy and speed of construction. Rather than attempting to quantify accuracy of a profile, thus, we decided to revert to
the common practice in anomaly-based detection systems: validate our
proposal experimentally by measuring FPR (and FNR) on several different resources that we observed for a long period and that vary broadly
in content, frequency and impact of changes [105, 100, 128, 144, 85].
The same remarks can be made with respect to the training set size,
that is often set to a fixed, domain-knowledge based value in order to
cope with the practical impossibility of automatically determining when
enough training data has been collected [105].
It is interesting to observe that we obtained very low FPR despite
the simplicity of our algorithms. We tune resource-specific parameters in a very simple way, e.g., the threshold is either a constant value
or a predefined function of mean and standard deviation of the indicator. We rebuild profiles either at regular intervals or when a false
alarm occurs. We have experimented with more sophisticated anomalydetection techniques that have been applied to Intrusion Detection Systems [119, 24, 93, 144, 146, 104, 85], but they do not appear to improve our results significantly: the corresponding performance range from
roughly equivalent (with support vector machines) to worse or much
worse, depending on the specific technique [45].
Finally, we note that our structuring of sensors and aggregator makes
it easy to generate intuitive explanations of alerts automatically. This
property is very important in practice, in particular for dealing with
false positives. Providing easy to interpret reports with other anomalydetection approaches—e.g., based on support vector machines or neural
networks— is much harder and often not possible.
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Personalization

Although our approach does not require any knowledge about the monitored resource, it does allow exploiting such a knowledge when available.
For example, in many sites external links are not supposed to contain
sex-related words. One could add a sensor that fires when one or more of
such undesired words are present in an external link. The firing of such
a sensor could also be made a sufficient condition for raising an alert,
irrespective of the output of the other sensors and irrespective of the
actual content of the tuning sequence. The early discussions about this
work were indeed triggered by a successful attack in our administrative
region that left the appearance of the site unmodified and only redirected
external links to pornographic sites. Some U.S. Government web sites
were successfully attacked in this way [95].
Similar requirements may emerge from many other application domains. For example, the firing of a sensor detecting a change in the URL
associated with a specified HTML form (perhaps the one where the credentials of an Internet banking user have to be inserted) could be made
a sufficient condition for raising an alert. Or, the system could be configured so as to raise an alert upon any change in the Javascript content.
Such forms of personalization could be part of different levels of service
offered by the organization running Goldrake. One could even monitor
a resource with several different aggregators, which could be useful for
attaching a form of severity level to each alert depending on the aggregator that raised that alert. Note that all the above examples refer to
portions of the page content that are not necessarily visible.

2.6

Related work

We first describe existing tools specifically devoted to web defacement
detection (Section 2.6.1) and then other tools that could be used for
the same goal (Section 2.6.2). Next we survey works that analyze similarities and differences in web content over time (Section 2.6.3). We
discuss the relation between our approach and intrusion detection (Section 2.6.4), anomaly detection (Section 2.6.5) and, finally, spam detection
(Section 2.6.6).

2.6.1

Tools for web defacement detection

Several tools for automatic detection of web defacements exist and some
of them are or have been commercially available. They are generally
meant to be run within the site to be monitored (e.g., WebAgain http:
//www.lockstep.com, Sitegrity http://www.breach.com). Some of these
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tools may be run remotely (e.g., Catbird http://www.catbird.com), but
this is irrelevant to the following discussion.
All the tools that we are aware of are based on essentially the same
idea: a copy of the resource to be monitored is kept in a “very safe”
location; the resource content is compared to the trusted copy and an
alert is generated whenever there is a mismatch. The comparison may
be done periodically, based on a passive monitoring scheme, or whenever
the resource content is about to be returned to a client. In the latter
case, performance of the site may obviously be affected and an appliance
devoted to carrying out the comparisons on-the-fly may be required. The
trusted copy is usually stored in the form of a hash or digital signature
of the resource originally posted, for efficiency reasons [126, 51]. Clearly,
whenever a resource is modified, its trusted copy has to be updated
accordingly.
The site administrator must be able to provide a valid baseline for the
comparison and keep it constantly updated. Fulfilling this requirement
may be difficult because most web resources are built on the fly dynamically, often by aggregating pieces of information from sources that may be
dispersed throughout the organization and including portions that may
be tailored to the client in a hardly predictable way—e.g., advertisement
sections. In order to simplify maintenance of the trusted copy, the site
administrator may usually instruct the monitoring tool to analyze only
selected (static) portions of each resource. It seems thus practically unavoidable that any trusted copy approach should consider only parts of
the resource, which opens the door to unauthorized changes that could
go undetected—the counterpart of unauthorized changes that, in our
approach, might remain hidden within the profile.
Approaches based on a trusted copy of the resource to be monitored
constitute perhaps the best solution currently available for automatic detection of web defacements, provided the organization may indeed afford
to: (i) buy, install, configure, maintain the related technology; and (ii)
integrate the technology with the daily web-related operational process
of the organization—e.g., streaming the up-to-date resource content to
the trusted copy. As we already pointed out in the introduction, though,
it seems fair to say that there are plenty of organizations which do not
fulfill these requirements and consequently do not make use of these technologies. The result is that most organizations simply lack an automated
and systematic surveillance of the integrity of their web resources. Our
approach attempts to address precisely such organizations. A surveillance service that can be joined with just a few mouse clicks and that
have no impact whatsoever on the daily web-related operations would
certainly have the potential to achieve a vast diffusion. We remark once
again that our proposal is meant to be an alternative to the trusted
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copy approach—for which there are currently no alternatives—and not
a replacement for it.

2.6.2

Storage integrity checker

Web defacements may be detected also with tools not devoted specifically
to such purpose. A file system integrity checker, for example, detects
changes to portions of the file system that are not supposed to change,
as well as deviations from a baseline content previously established by an
administrator and kept in a safe place [77]. A more powerful and flexible
approach is taken by storage-based intrusion detection systems, that also
allow specifying an extensible set of update activities to be considered as
suspicious [115, 14, 132, 53].
The analysis of the previous section may be applied to these tools
as well: they must run within the site to be monitored, on carefully
protected platforms and that could be difficult to deploy and maintain
in settings where web resources aggregate pieces of information extracted
from several sources, possibly other than the storage itself.

2.6.3

Web similarity and change detection

Our tool analyzes a web resource based on its content and appearance.
Similar analyses have been proposed for different purposes. SiteWatcher
[90, 52] is a tool aimed at discovering phishing pages: it compares the
original page against the potential phishing page and assesses visual similarities between them in terms of key regions, resource layouts, and overall styles. The analysis is mostly based on the visual appearance of the
resource, whereas in Goldrake we are concerned also with attacks directed at resource features that might not affect the visible look of the
resource. WebVigil [123] is a tool closer to ours in this respect, since it
considers many different resource features: it is a change-detection and
notification system which can monitor a resource over the time in order
to detect changes at different levels of granularity and then notify users
who previously subscribed to such changes.
A fundamental difference with our work is that these tools do not base
comparison on a profile of the resource. SiteWatcher simply compares the
genuine web resource, which is supposed to be either reachable or locally
available, to the suspected phishing resource. In WebVigil, the user
himself defines in detail what kind of changes should be addressed by the
comparison, which is then done between two consecutive versions of the
resource. In our work we first build a profile of the resource automatically,
then we compare the resource, as currently available, against its profile.
Important insights about the temporal evolution of web resources
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have been provided in [50]. The cited work presents a large-scale study,
involving 151 millions web resources observed once a week for 11 weeks.
They used a similarity measure between resources based on the notion
of shingle [25], a sequence of words excluding HTML markups (see the
cited papers for details). Such a measure is quite different from ours, thus
their results cannot be applied directly to our framework. However, that
analysis does provide qualitative observations that are important from
our point of view. In particular, they found that a significant fraction of
web resources do not change over time. When changes do occur, moreover, these usually affect only the HTML markups and do so in minor
ways (addition/deletion of a tag and the like). This fact appears to imply
that, broadly speaking, it is indeed possible to filter out automatically
the dynamic changes of a resource while retaining its “essential” features.
They also found that past changes to a resource are a good predictor of
future changes. In other words, one may infer the degree of dynamicity of a resource, at least in the short-term, by observing the resource
for some period. From our point of view, this property is important for
“tightening” the profile appropriately.
The above results are confirmed by [107], which observed 150 highly
popular web sites during one year. This work uses yet another similarity
measure between resources (based on an order-independent analysis of
the textual content, which is most meaningful from a search engine point
of view), hence the results have to be interpreted with the same care
as above. This study confirms that most resources change in a highly
predictable way and that the past degree of change is strongly correlated
with the future degree of change. It also highlights other features that are
crucial to our framework. First, the correlation between past behavior
and future behavior can vary widely from site to site and short-term
prediction is very challenging for a non-negligible fraction of resources.
These observations confirm our (obvious) intuition that a one-size-fitsall approach cannot work in our case: change detection should be based
on a profile that is tailored individually to each resource. Second, the
ability to predict degree of change degrades over time. This means that
a profile should probably be refreshed every now and then in order to
remain sufficiently accurate.

2.6.4

Intrusion detection

An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) attempts to detect signs of unauthorized access to a monitored system by analyzing some part of the
system itself. The analysis is typically based on a subset of the inputs of
the monitored system. The nature of the inputs depends on the nature
of the IDS: system call sequences in Host-based IDSs (e.g., [105, 35]),
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network traffic in Network-based IDSs (e.g., Snort http://www.snort.org,
[34, 66]), application messages or events in Application Protocol-based
IDSs (e.g., [83, 9]). In our case we analyze instead the state of the monitored system. Unlike storage-based IDS and storage integrity checkers
(see Section 2.6.2) that access the internal state, moreover, we analyze
the externally observable state.
Working on the inputs has the potential to detect any malicious activity promptly and even prevent it completely. In practice, this potential
is quite hard to exploit due to the large number of false alarms generated
by tools of this kind. Working on the external state, on the other hand,
may only detect intrusions after they have occurred. An approach of this
kind, thus, makes sense only if it exhibits very good performance—low
false negative rate, low false positive rate—and may support a monitoring frequency sufficiently high. Our findings in this respect, as resulting
from the experimental evaluation, are very encouraging. Interestingly, an
intrusion detection tool that observes the external state has the freedom
of selecting the monitoring frequency depending on the desired trade-off
between quickness of detection, available resources (computing and operators), and priority of the monitored resources. A tool that observes
the inputs must instead work at the speed imposed by the external environment: the tool must catch every single input event, since each one
could be part of an attack.
There have been several proposals for analyzing a stream of input
events by constructing a form of state machine driven by such events (e.g.,
[100, 127]). The notion of “state” in such approaches is quite different
from ours. We reason on the externally observable state of the system,
rather than on the state of an automaton constructed in a training phase.
From this point of view our approach is more similar to some emerging
techniques for invariant-based bug detection. The technique described
in [37] consists of inspecting periodically the content of the heap during
program execution—i.e., part of the internal state. The values of certain
metrics computed on such content are compared to a (program-specific)
profile previously built in a training phase. Any anomaly is taken as an
indication of a bug. The frequency of inspection of the state may be
chosen at will, depending on how fast one would like to detect anomalies
(rather than depending on how fast new inputs arrive).

2.6.5

Anomaly detection

Our work borrows many ideas from anomaly-based IDSs [48, 58, 82, 147].
Broadly speaking, we observe a system to learn its behaviour and raise
an alert whenever we detect something unusual. Clearly, the technical
details are very different: rather than observing network traffic or system
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call invocations, we observe web resources.
A framework able to detect anomalous system call invocations is proposed in [105]. For a given application and a given system call, the tool
tries to characterize the typical values of the arguments of the call. This is
done by constructing different models for the call, each focused on a specific feature of its arguments (string length, char distribution, and so on)
during a learning phase. During the monitoring phase, the tool intercepts
each invocation and compares its arguments against the corresponding
models. The results of the comparison are combined to produce a binary
classification (normal or anomalous) of the evaluated system call. The
behavior of a given application on a given healthy system, in terms of
system call invocations, is supposed not to change over the time, thus
there is no need to update the models after they have been constructed.
This approach does not work in our setting, hence we had to face to
problem of finding an algorithm for deciding when and how to update
the profile of a resource.
A system able to detect web-based attacks was proposed earlier by
the same authors, along very similar lines. For a given web application,
the system proposed in [83] builds a profile of HTTP requests directed to
that application. Then, after the learning phase has completed, the tool
raises an alert whenever a request is suspected to be anomalous. The
system may be used to detect attacks exploiting known and unknown vulnerabilities, including those which could enable applying a defacement.
Like in the previous case, profile updating is not treated.
Two comparative studies of several anomaly detection techniques for
intrusion detection are provided by [85] and [111], while techniques based
on statistical classification are presented in [131, 144]. All these techniques map each observed event to a point in a multidimensional space,
with one dimension for each analyzed feature. A profile is a region of
that space and each point outside of that region is treated as an anomaly.
The profile used as baseline for defining anomalies is usually defined
in a preliminary learning phase and then left unchanged. An exception
to this general approach may be found in [128], which describes a system
for host intrusion detection in which the profile of the user is retuned
periodically. In our scenario this form of retuning has turned out to be a
necessity and thus constitutes an essential component of our approach.

2.6.6

Spam filtering

Our approach to web defacement detection exhibits interesting similarities to spam detection, i.e., the problem of separating unsolicited bulk
electronic messages from legitimate ones [39]. In both cases, one want
to classify an item as being “regular” or “anomalous” without defining
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in detail what the two categories should look like. In these terms, it
is the act of blindly mass-mailing a message that makes it spam, not
its actual content; similarly, it is the act of fraudulently replacing the
original resource that makes the new one a defacement. Put it this way,
any solution attempt that looks only at the content of a single mail or
web resource could appear hopeless. Nevertheless, tools for spam filtering (labeling) are quite effective [38]. Such tools exploit signatures for
the content of spam messages and may have to update such signatures
to follow new trends in spammers’ behaviors [55]. Approaches based on
machine learning have also been proposed [8].
Broadly speaking, spam filtering differs from web defacement detection in the cost of false positives and negatives. Most users perceive
a rejected legitimate message (false positive) as a severe damage, while
they do not care too much if some spam message is wrongly classified as
legitimate (false negative). On the contrary, a missed web defacement
may be much more costly than a false positive.
An interesting related problem that has emerged recently is post spam
(also called link spam) detection. This problem affects web resources that
are freely editable by users—e.g., blog and wiki resources. Attackers insert posts containing links to unrelated sites, often with automatic agents,
in order to affect the effectiveness of search engines based on ranking algorithms that use link analysis—e.g., PageRank [109]. A framework for
detecting spam posts in blog resources is proposed in [102]: the authors
build a language model for the whole blog resource, one for each post
and one for its linked resource, if any. Then, they compare these models
and classify each post accordingly. This approach requires neither hardcoded rules nor prior knowledge of the monitored blog and evaluates
items based on a global context, similarly to our approach. The main
difference with our approach is in the nature of the profile: they focus
on a single, sophisticated, feature based on the textual content of the
resource, whereas we consider a number of simple and easy to construct
features.

2.7

Remarks

We have discussed the design and experimental evaluation of a novel service for the detection of web defacements, a very common form of attack.
The service may monitor thousands of web sites of remote organizations
systematically and automatically, with minimal operator support and
horizontal scalability. As such, it is especially amenable to be hosted
in a cloud facility. An organization may join the service with just a
few mouse clicks, without installing any software locally nor changing its
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daily operational processes. The service does not need any prior knowledge about the monitored sites, yet it allows exploiting such knowledge
when available.
These features may greatly facilitate a widespread diffusion of our
proposal, even at small organizations, thereby modifying today’s very
common scenario where the detection of web defacements is not a systematic activity but depends on occasional checks by administrators or
feedback from users. Our proposal constitutes the only alternative to
existing technology, providing a radically different trade-off in terms of
operational costs and detection capability. Moreover, our approach is
more robust towards defacements provoked by attacks to the DNS infrastructure. The two approaches, though, complement each other and
could even constitute multiple layers of a defense-in-depth strategy.
Our service is based on anomaly detection. We have assessed its
performance on a sample composed of 300 dynamic resources observed
every 6 hours for more than 4 months and on an attack set composed of
900 defacements extracted from a public archive, with very good results
in terms of FNR and FPR. These results appear to demonstrate the
practical feasibility of the approach, which is also able to generate easy
to interpret reports automatically.
We have elaborated on possible consequences of a deployment of our
system on a large scale. We have shown that our proposal could force
attackers to rethink their strategies radically, which would constitute
the first significative step forward taken by defenders in the defacement
arena. We have also focused on likely evolutions of attack strategies
and devised several evolutions of our system that may allow playing the
resulting adversarial game effectively.

Chapter

3

Anomaly Detection
Techniques for Web Site
Defacement Detection
3.1

Overview

In this chapter assess the performance of several machine learning approaches when faced with the defacement detection problem. Clearly,
by no means we intend to provide an extensive coverage of all the machine learning frameworks that could be used. We chose to restrict our
analysis to the key approaches that have been proposed for attack detection at host and network level [48, 57, 82, 147, 105, 83]. The analysis
includes the detection algorithm presented in the previous chapter that
we have developed explicitly for defacement detection and that exploits
a fair amount of domain-specific knowledge.
Our evaluation is based on a dataset composed of 300 highly dynamic
web pages that we observed periodically for 3 months and on a sample
of 320 defacements extracted from ZoneH. Each detection algorithm is
hence tested against its ability in not raising false alarms or miss defacements.

3.2

Anomaly detection techniques

In this section we briefly describe the techniques that we used in this
comparative experimental evaluation: all these techniques have been proposed and evaluated for detecting intrusions in host or network based
IDSs. Each technique is an algorithm aimed at producing a binary clas49
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sification of an item expressed as a numeric vector (or point) p ∈ Rn .
We incorporated each one of them in our framework by implementing a suitable aggregator, that is, they are all based on the same refiner
and apply different criteria for classifying a reading. Each technique constructs a profile with a technique-specific method, basing on the readings
contained in a learning sequence S. The learning sequence is composed
by both negative readings (S − ) and positive readings (S + ). However,
only one of the methods analyzed (Support Vector Machines) indeed
make use of S + . For all the other methods S = S − and S + = ∅.

3.2.1

K-th Nearest

This technique [119, 85, 76] is distance-based, often computed using Euclidean metric. Let k be an integer positive number and p the investigated
point; we define the k-th nearest distance Dk (p) as the distance d(p, o)
where o is a generic point of S − such that:
1. for at least k points o0 ∈ S − it holds that d(p, o0 ) ≤ d(p, o), and
2. for at most k − 1 points o0 ∈ S − it holds that d(p, o0 ) < d(p, o)
We define a point p as a positive if Dk (p) is greater than a provided
threshold t.
In our experiments we used the Euclidean distance for d and we set
k = 3 and t = 1.01.
The aggregator profile is composed by the mere learning sequence
S−.

3.2.2

Local Outlier Factor

Local Outlier Factor (from here on LOF) [24, 85] is an extension to the kth nearest distance, assigning to each evaluated point an outlying degree.
The main advantage of LOF on other distance based techniques is the
way it handles the issue of varying densities in the data set; indeed, LOF
is the ratio of the average local density of the k nearest neighbors and
the local density of the investigated point itself.
In detail, let p be the investigated point; then the LOF value is computed as follows:
1. compute Dk (p) and define k-distance neighborhood Nk (p) as a set
containing all the points o ∈ S − such that d(p, o) ≤ Dk (p);
2. define reachability distance reach-dist(o, p) = max{Dk (p), d(o, p)};
3. compute local reachability density lrd(p) as the inverse of the average reachability distance of points belonging to Nk (p);
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4. finally, LOF value LOF (p) is defined as the average of the ratios
of lrd(o), with o ∈ Nk (p), and lrd(p);
 1

A point p is defined as a positive if LOF (p) ∈
/ 1+
, 1 +  , where  represents a threshold. In our experiments we used the Euclidean distance
for d, setting  = 1.5.
Even for this aggregator, the profile simply contains the learning
sequence S − .

3.2.3

Hotelling’s T-Square

Hotelling’s T-Square method [69, 143, 145] is based on the covariance
matrix.
Let C be the covariance matrix composed by all elements of S − and
p the investigated point; Hotelling’s T-Square statistic is defined as:
t2 (p) = m(p − µ)T C −1 (p − µ)
where m is the length of S − and µ is the vector of the averages of S −
vectors. If C is a singular matrix, we slightly modify it until it becomes
non-singular by adding a small value to its diagonal.
We define a point p as positive if t2 (p) > max{t2 (o)|o ∈ D− } + t,
where t is a predefined threshold. In our experiments we set t = 5.
Its profile stores the covariance matrix C and the averages vector µ
computed on the learning sequence S − .
This method is very similar to the one used in [93, 85], based on the
Mahalanobis distance; we actually implemented both the aggregators,
but since the results are almost identical we will further investigate only
the one based on Hotelling’s T-Square.

3.2.4

Parzen Windows

Parzen Windows [110, 146, 76] provide a method to estimate the probability density function of a random variable.
Let p = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } ∈ Rn be the investigated point and Xi a
random variable representing the i-th component of p, i.e., xi .
Let w(x) (also named
window function) be a density function such
R +∞
that its volume is V0 = −∞ f (x) dx; we considered two functions:
x2
1
Gaussian : w(x) = √ e− 2σ2
σ 2π
(
1 if −α ≤ x ≤ α
Pulse : w(x) =
0 otherwise
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Then, we approximate the true density function f (xi ) of the random
variable Xi representing the i-th component of the point by (we denote
with xki the value of the i-th component of the k-th point of S − ):
n

1X 1
f˜(xi ) =
w
n
Vk



k=1

xi − xki
Vk


(3.1)

where Vk = lnV0k ; note that the weight term Vk decrease for older values
(i.e., for points of S − with an higher k).
We say that a component xi of p is anomalous if and only if f˜(xi ) < t1 .
We define a point p as positive if at least a percentage of components
greater than t2 is anomalous. In other words, with this method a probability distribution is estimated for each component of the input vector
using its values along the learning sequence; then an alarm is raised if
too many components seem not to be in accord with their estimated
distribution.
In our experiments, we set σ = 1, t1 = 0.1 and t2 = 7.5% for Parzen
Gaussian and α = 0.25, t1 = 0.3 and t2 = 10% for Parzen Pulse.
Again, its profile contains all the negative elements of the learning
sequence S − .

3.2.5

Support Vector Machines

Support Vector Machines (SVM) [23, 104, 85] use hyperplanes to maximally separate N classes of data. In anomaly detection, we use only
N = 2 classes of objects, positives and negatives. This technique uses a
kernel function to compute the hyperplanes using both readings of S −
and S + . In our experiments we used the Radial Basis Function (as part
of the libsvm implementation [32]).
Once the hyperplanes are defined, a point p is considered as a positive
if it is contained in the corresponding class.
The aggregator profile stores the support vectors computed on the
whole learning sequence S.

3.3
3.3.1

Experiments and results
Datasets

In order to perform our experiments, we built two datasets different both
in time span and number of resources.
Table 3.1 contains a summary of the datasets size and duration.
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Table 3.1: Time span for the two datasets.

Dataset

Number of
resources

Small-Short
Large-Long

15
300

S−
# days

S+
#

50
50

20
20

12
12

St−
# days
75
300

19
75

St+
#
75
300

Large-Long dataset
We observed 3001 web pages for three months, collecting a reading for
each page every 6 hours, thus totaling a negative sequence of 350 readings
for each web page. The archive include technical web sites (e.g., The
Server Side, Java Top 25 Bugs), newspapers and news agencies both from
the US and from Italy (e.g., CNN Business, CNN Home, La Repubblica,
Il Corriere della Sera), e-commerce sites (e.g. Amazon Home), sites of the
Italian public administration, the top 100 blogs from CNET, the top 50
Universities and so on. Some resources were hand picked (mostly those in
the technicals, e-commerce and USA newspapers groups) while the others
were collected automatically by selecting the most popular resources from
public online lists (e.g.: topuniversities.com for Universities).
Almost all resources contain dynamic portions that change whenever
the resource is accessed. In most cases such portions are generated in
a way hardly predictable (including advertisements) and in some cases
they account for a significant fraction of the overall content. For example,
the main section of Amazon – Home contains a list of product categories
that seems to be generated by choosing at random from a predefined set
of lists. The Wikipedia – Random page shows an article of the free encyclopedia that is chosen randomly at every access. Most of the monitored
resources contain a fixed structural part and a slowly changing content
part, often including an ordered list of “items” (e.g., news, topics and
alike). The frequency of changes may range from a few hours to several
days; the impact of each change on the visual appearance of the resource
may vary widely.
We also collected an attack archive composed by 320 readings extracted from a publicly available defacements archive2 . The set is composed by a selection of real defacements performed by different hackers or
teams of hackers: we chose samples with different size, language, layout
and with or without images, scripts and other rich features. We at1

For a complete list,
Goldrake-archiveList.zip
2
http://www.zone-h.org

please

visit

http://www.units.it/bartolia/download/
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Table 3.2: List of web pages composing the Small-Short dataset. Concerning
Amazon – Home page and Wikipedia – Random page, we noticed that most of
the content section of the page changed at every reading, independently from
the time.

Web page
Amazon – Home page
Ansa – Home page
Ansa – Rss sport
ASF France – Home page
ASF France – Traffic page
Cnn – Businnes
Cnn – Home page
Cnn – Weather
Java – Top 25 bugs
Repubblica – Home page
Repubblica – Tech. and science
The Server Side – Home page
The Server Side – Tech talks
Univ. of Trieste – Home page
Wikipedia – Random page

tempted to build a set with wide coverage and sufficiently representative
of real-world defacements.
Small-Short dataset
This dataset is a subset of the previous one both as number of resources
and duration in time; it is composed by 15 resources limited to 125
contiguous snapshots, while the attack archive is composed by the first
95 readings of the Zone-H dataset.
The URLs were hand-picked to be the same we used in our previous
works [96, 20]. A list of these resources and theirs change frequency is
detailed in Table 3.2.

3.3.2

Methodology

We used False Positive Ratio (FPR) and False Negative Ratio (FNR) as
performance indexes computing average, maximum and standard deviation values among web pages.
We proceeded as follows. For each page, (i) we built a sequence S + of
positive readings composed by the first 20 elements of the attack archive;
(ii) we built a sequence S − of negative readings composed by the first
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Table 3.3: Preliminary results on the Small-Short dataset.

Aggregator
KNearest
SVM
PulseParzen
GaussianParzen
DomainKnowledge

LOF
Hotelling

AVG
100.00
27.56
6.44
11.70
3.56
3.63
96.59

FPR %
MAX StDev
100.00
96.00
84.00
84.00
53.33
49.33
100.00

FNR %
AVG MAX StDev

0.00 0.00
0.00
38.90 29.93 57.33
19.15 0.00
0.00
19.93 0.00
0.00
12.16 0.00
0.00
11.37 11.33 100.00
7.33 0.00
0.00

0.00
26.89
0.00
0.00
0.00
31.36
0.00

50 elements of the corresponding negative sequence (i.e., roughly two
weeks); (iii) we built the learning sequence S by joining S + and S − ; and
(iv) we trained each aggregator on S (recall that only one aggregator
actually looks at S + , as pointed out in Section 3.2).
Then, for each page, (i) we built a testing sequence St by joining a
sequence St− , composed by the remaining readings of the corresponding
negative sequence (300 or 75, depending on the dataset), and a sequence
St+ , composed by the remaining readings of the attack archive (again,
300 or 75 up to the used dataset); (ii) we fed the aggregator with each
reading of St , as if it was the first reading to be evaluated after the
learning phase, counting false positives and false negatives.
We computed FNR by injecting all the remaining readings of St+ at
the end of the test.
Please refer to Table 3.1 for a summary of the evaluated time-frames
for both learning and testing sequences.

3.3.3

Preliminary results

This experiment has been conducted on the Small-Short dataset to provide a better comparison with our previous work [96]; its results can be
found in Table 3.3. As stated above, the base reference is the aggregator we previously developed and marked as “DomainKnowledge” in the
results table.
All the aggregators but the SVM and LOF managed to detect every
supplied defacement (i.e., FNR=0%); the two just mentioned actually
heavily failed, scoring an average FNR of 30% and 11% respectively.
The Domain Knowledge aggregator scored better than anyone else
with a FPR (i.e., false alarm rate) below 4%; the closest in terms of FPR
is the one based on LOF, whose FNR, however, is not zero.
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KNearest and Hotelling erroneously raised an alarm for almost every
supplied negative sample; hence, the correspondent good results in terms
of FNR should not be considered as a positive element; more likely, those
aggregators simply judge every snapshot as positive—thus delivering a
zero FNR.
As we will see in the following Section 3.3.4, results for the nonDomain Knowledge aggregators will improve when applying a feature
selection before passing v to these aggregators.

3.3.4

Feature selection

We noticed that for all the techniques, except for Domain Knowledge,
performance were poor in terms of both detection effectiveness and computational effort. We quickly realized that for these techniques the size
of the vector v output by the refiner was excessive from both points of
view. Hence, for all the techniques except for Domain Knowledge, we
applied a backward elimination feature selection algorithm to reduce v
size, similar to the one proposed in [134]. We actually input to the aggregator a subvector of v including only its elements which appear to
have more significance in the decision. In other words, these algorithms
classify a point p ∈ Rs , (s < 1466) rather than a point p ∈ R1466 . We
selected for each technique the maximum value of s that appeared to
deliver acceptable performance: we set s = 10 for K-th Nearest, LOF
and Hotelling and s = 20 for the others. The feature selection algorithm
is applied once for each web page and works as follows.
Let Xi denote the random variable whose values are the values of
the i-th element of v (i.e., vi ) across all readings of S. Let Y be the
random variable describing the desired values for the aggregator: Y = 0,
∀ reading ∈ S − ; Y = 1 otherwise, i.e., ∀ reading ∈ S + . We computed
the absolute correlation ci of each Xi with Y and, for each pair hXi , Xj i,
the absolute correlation ci,j between Xi and Xj .
Finally, we executed the following iterative procedure, starting from a
set of unselected indexes IU = {1, . . . , 1466} and an empty set of selected
indexes IS = ∅: (1) we selected the element i ∈ IU with the greatest ci
and moved it from IU to IS ; (2) ∀j ∈ IU , we set cj := cj − ci,j .
We repeated the two steps until a predefined size s for IS is reached.
Point p will include only those elements of vector v whose indexes are in
IS . In other words, we take into account only those indexes with maximal
correlation with the desired output (step 1), attempting to filter out any
redundant information (step 2).
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Table 3.4: Small-Short dataset: results with feature selection.

Aggregator

FPR %
AVG MAX StDev

KNearest
0.52
0.00
SVM
PulseParzen
0.30
GaussianParzen
10.81
DomainKnowledge 3.56
LOF
5.41
Hotelling
5.63

3.3.5

6.67
0.00
4.00
69.33
53.33
49.33
53.33

1.61
0.00
0.95
19.32
12.16
12.56
13.34

FNR %
AVG MAX StDev
0.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

4.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.95
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Results with Feature Selection

In this section, we present FPR and FNR that we obtained experimenting
with the feature selection enabled, evaluated on both the small and large
dataset. It should be noted that the Domain Knowledge aggregator does
not use this tool.
Table 3.4 shows results gathered from the Small-Short dataset (i.e.,
after 75 negative readings on 15 resources): FNR values suggest that all
the algorithms proved to be effective when detecting defacements. On the
other hand, they behaved differently when analyzing genuine readings,
although each one improved. Please note that the Domain Knowledge
aggregator does not use the feature selection, hence its results are exactly
the same as in the previous section.
LOF and Hotelling managed to score as well as the DomainKnowledge, while KNearest and PulseParzen scored even better; GaussianParzen did not score well, being unable to classify genuine pages for
several resources.
An excellent result comes from Support Vector Machines: it managed
to correctly classify all the negative readings, while still detecting all the
attacks.
Table 3.5 shows results obtained from the Large-Long dataset (i.e.,
after 300 negative readings on 300 resources). Results in terms of FPR
are definitely worse for all the evaluated techniques, as expected; every
aggregator was not able to identify even a single genuine page for at least
a resource. The best results are within the SVM, with a FPR of 6.45%.
Figure 3.1 shows the average FPR at every time instant, expressed
as the index n of the reading of St− .
The figure makes it easy to assess the effectiveness of each technique
as time goes by: many aggregators perform well at the beginning but
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Table 3.5: Large-Long dataset: results with feature selection.

Aggregator

AVG

KNearest
SVM
PulseParzen
GaussianParzen
DomainKnowledge
LOF
Hotelling

19.43
6.45
14.66
28.48
19.10
24.18
24.76

FPR %
MAX StDev
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

29.94
17.80
25.07
31.99
30.42
33.95
32.33

AVG

FNR %
MAX StDev

0.85
0.10
0.20
0.08
0.02
6.21
0.27

79.67
15.33
8.00
5.33
5.67
99.00
26.00

6.24
0.91
0.74
0.54
0.33
20.15
1.60

Figure 3.1: False Positive ratio over time without retuning
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Table 3.6: Large-Long dataset: results when retuning.

Aggregator

FPR %
AVG MAX StDev

FNR %
AVG MAX StDev

KNearest
SVM
PulseParzen
GaussianParzen
DomainKnowledge
LOF
Hotelling

2.23
0.07
0.46
2.28
0.25
3.18
0.74

0.85
0.10
0.20
0.08
0.02
6.21
0.27

38.67
2.00
26.00
50.00
4.33
15.33
5.00

5.50
0.19
1.67
4.47
0.47
3.68
0.88

79.67
15.33
8.00
5.33
5.67
99.00
26.00

6.24
0.91
0.74
0.54
0.33
20.15
1.60

then start raising a substantial amount of false alarms. Actually, all the
curves but SVM show that these techniques hardly cope with the fact
that the profile of web page is getting older.
As it turns out from these results, thus, building the profile of a
web page based on a single observation period is not enough because
after some time such a profile is no longer representative of the current
content and appearance of the web page.

3.3.6

Retuning

The previous experiments were done by constructing the profile of each
web page only once, that is, by locking the internal state of each aggregator.
We also experimented without locking the internal state, as follows.
After the initial learning phase, whenever a reading of St− was evaluated,
we added that reading to S − and removed the oldest reading from S −
(in other words, we used a sliding window of the 50 most recent readings
of S − ); then, a new profile was immediately computed using the updated
S − (S + is never changed). In this way, we enabled a sort of continuous
retuning that allowed each aggregator to keep the corresponding profile
in sync with the web page, even for long time frames (i.e., the large
dataset).
Please note that we froze the aggregator state before submitting positive samples, since we are not interested into measuring the system effectiveness when detecting several different defacements after a false negative; hence, the results in terms of FNR will be the same of Section 3.3.5.
Table 3.6 shows the results we obtained. As expected, all techniques
exhibited a sensibly lower FPR; nevertheless, some aggregators (KNearest, PulseParzen and GaussianParzen) still show a high value of maxi-
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Table 3.7: Average computation time of a single resource snapshot for different
policies (ms).

Aggregator
KNearest
SVM
PulseParzen
GaussianParzen
DomainKnowledge

LOF
Hotelling

Retuning: NO
FeatSel: NO
70.24
41.93
3.36
6.02
0.18
111.87
13175.68

Retuning: NO
FeatSel: YES

Retuning: YES
FeatSel: YES

3.87
3.97
3.94
4.02
0.18
5.10
3.12

3.84
3.93
4.07
3.46
0.82
4.95
3.46

mum FPR.
The SVM aggregator scored even better than Domain Knowledge in
terms of FPR (0.07% vs 0.25%); however, the Domain Knowledge still
proves to be the best one when comparing FNRs (0.10% vs 0.02%).

3.3.7

Elaboration time

A key element of the system hereby proposed is its capability to provide
a result in a reasonably low amount of time. Table 3.7 shows average elaboration times for different system configurations (as explained in
the three previous sections) expressed in milliseconds. All the computations were performed on a twin quad core Intel Xeon E5410 with 8Gb
of ram; please note that notwithstanding the elevate number of cores,
the evaluation of every resource snapshot is always contained in a single
thread—thus using a single core.
The Domain Knowledge is the fastest in all the configurations; as expected, its response time slightly increases (+70ms) when the continuous
retuning is performed.
All the other aggregators are slower by at least three orders of magnitude when not selecting the features (i.e., when all the 1466 elements
of the vector are considered), with Hotelling requiring almost 13 seconds
for every iteration.
On the other side, performing the continuous retuning does not require too much additional time for the not-Domain Knowledge aggregators.
Table 3.8 shows how scalable each aggragator is, measured as snapshots that each CPU core could examine during one hour (not considering
delays on the network-end of the system).
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Table 3.8: Resource snapshots evaluated per hour on a single core.

Aggregator
KNearest
SVM
PulseParzen
GaussianParzen
DomainKnowledge
LOF
Hotelling

Snapshots/hour
15,645
15,263
14,749
17,356
73,620
12,111
17,321

Being the fastest, the DomainKnowledge could process more than
70,000 snapshots per hour on a single-core CPU; all the other aggregators
lay in the 12,000—15,000 interval. Since each aggregator is trained for
every resource, different resources can be observed in different threads,
thus allowing an easy way to scale on several CPU cores/machines.

3.3.8

Feature Selection effectiveness

In this section we will further investigate how the feature selection algorithm acts on the large dataset.
Figure 3.2 plots how many times every feature has been selected,
sorted in decreasing order; as a consequence, the feature position in v is
lost for the sake of clarity. If all the features were selected with the same
frequency, this graph would result into a straight line; instead, it can be
seen that only 350 features over 1466 have been selected at least once,
while less than 30 features were selected in more than 20% resources.
Actually, only 4 features have been used in more than half of the 300
investigated resources.
Figure 3.3 shows how often every sensor is used; we consider a sensor
to be used when at least one of its composing features is selected. On 43
sensors, 10 are never selected; however, 9 of the never used sensors lies
in the Cardinality category, hence having only one feature per sensor.
The most used category is Relative Frequencies, whose two sensors are
selected in more than 90% of the resources, followed by the Hashed Tree
and Signature groups.
If selecting vector elements certainly improves performances both in
time and effectiveness, on the other side it allows a larger attack space
that new defacer could exploit. However, even if an attacker would replicate the feature selection algorithm, he could not select the same features
that Goldrake selected, due to the fact that he should also discover the
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Figure 3.2: Most selected features
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Figure 3.3: Sensors usage. Different patterns relate to different categories.
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positive snapshots we supplied to Goldrake; changing those elements, in
fact, delivers different feature indexes. Nevertheless, we will proceed in
the investigation for the worst-case-scenario, i.e., admitting that the attacker discovered the defacements used for the feature selection. Again,
please remember that the Domain Knowledge aggregator always relies
on the whole features set.
As a consequence, it could be pointed out that an attacker could
devise a defacement that targets some of the 1.100+ features that are
usually untouched; however, due to the nature of the feature selection
algorithm, elements of v are not selected when (i) are tightly correlated
or (ii) usually unaffected by defacements.
For example, an attacker could effectively alter a web page targeting a never used sensor like TextCaseShift, thus altering all the page
text elements to a continuous upper to lower case shift: a non-Domain
Knowledge would fail to detect such a modification. Whether this could
be still defined as a defacement or not is out of the scope of this thesis.
As regards (i), let’s pick out other unused sensors like the NoText,
Bytes and Links; an attacker could remove all the text from a page
and none of this sensors would deliver informations to our non-Domain
Knowledge aggregators; however, such modifications would affect sensors usually selected like TagNamesRelativeFrequency and similars, thus
being detected by the anomaly-detection based aggregators.

3.4

Remarks

According to our experimental evaluation, almost all techniques (with
the exception of LOF, KNearest and Gaussian Parzen) show results, in
terms of FNR and FPR, which are sufficiently low to deserve further consideration. In particular, most techniques achieve an average FPR lower
than 1%, while being able to correctly detect almost all the simulated
attacks (FNR ' 0%). We remark that such a lower FPR is equivalent, in
our scenario, to about 1 false positive raised every month. Such a finding combined with the small computation time suggests that, with most
of the proposed techniques, the realization of a large-scale monitoring
service is a feasible solution.
Broadly speaking, however, none of such techniques appears to deliver
significant performance improvements with respect to our earlier Domain
Knowledge proposal. Support Vector Machines are the most promising
alternative from this point of view. Since that technique requires an
archive of attacks, however, it may be useful to investigate more deeply
the relation between quality of that archive and resulting performance.
Based on this analysis, we believe also that a domain knowledge-based
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detection algorithm benefits from two important advantages:
First, an intrinsic feature of Domain Knowledge aggregator is that
the knowledge about v elements meaning can be used by the framework
to provide the human operator with meaningful indications in case of a
positive. For example, the operator could be notified with some indication about an anomalous number of links in the page or about a tag
that was not present in the page despite being supposed to be. These
indications can hardly be provided using the other techniques.
Second, the Domain Knowledge aggregator does not require a feature
selection. While increasing performance for the techniques we tested,
thus definitely making defacement detection effective with them, feature
selection introduces more opportunities for attacks that remain hidden
within the analyzed profile. Any attack affecting only elements of v that
are not taken into account after the feature selection, cannot be detected
by a detection algorithm that requires feature selection. The practical
relevance of this issue (i.e., which attacks indeed fall in this category)
certainly deserves further analysis.

Chapter

4

Camera Based Scrolling
Interface for Hand-held
Devices
4.1

Overview

Hand-held devices, and in particular smart phones, have become more
and more widespread thanks to their powerful capabilities and affordable
prices. They are increasingly used to perform tasks that were usually
constrained to desktop computers, like web browsing or exploring hi-res
photo collections. Due to the small screen size of such devices, however,
users experience in these tasks is often not fully satisfactory.
Concerning web browsing in particular, both literature [121, 11] and
common sense suggest that, when a content version specifically designed
to be accessed by small-screen devices is not available, the content should
be rendered as originally designed, i.e., as rendered on a desktop computer. Since the original content cannot fit the device screen at a magnification level comfortable to the user, intensive scrolling operations become
necessary. A scrolling facility must be provided in order to enable the
user to (virtually) move the screen around the full content. Such facility
should allow the user to move comfortably over the full content in order
to rapidly focus on those parts of the content he wants to see. Scrolling
a small window across a large document with a hand-held device, on the
other hand, is usually quite cumbersome.
In this chapter we propose a scrolling system much simpler and more
natural to use, based on the embedded camera—a component available in
every modern hand-held device. We detect device motion by analyzing
the video stream generated by the camera and then we transform the
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motion in a scrolling of the content rendered on the screen. We believe
that our proposal could improve the user experience significantly, including in circumstances when the device can be used only with one hand—
e.g., while eating meals or carrying a bag. More broadly, the ability
to detect motion without requiring any additional dedicated hardware
could enable novel interaction schemes for hand-held devices.
We consider a case in which a user is viewing some content on its
hand-held device screen—e.g., a web page, an eBook page, a picture or
technical diagram—and in particular a (perhaps magnified) portion of
the original page. By enabling the user to scroll by simply moving the
device, he will perceive the device screen like a small movable window
on a larger virtual view. This goal can be achieved in two steps. First,
the device movement has to be detected and quantified; second, it has
to be transformed in a corresponding movement—both in direction and
quantity terms—of the content displayed on the device screen. For the
first step, we use the device embedded camera and extract a movement
vector from the current video streaming in real time. In the second
step, we simply transform that movement vector to perform a scrolling
of the content currently displayed on the screen device. In this work we
are concerned with step one, which is the most relevant and technically
challenging part of the problem.
We remark that while the basic idea underlying our proposal is simple, it is not clear whether it can be indeed implemented in practice with
sufficient accuracy and performance. We need to cope with the image
quality produced by typical embedded camera, which involves noise, low
sharpness and so on. We need to cope with unpredictability of the scene
that is being viewed by the camera: it can be composed mainly by far
objects which move slowly, or by nearby objects moving fast, or by a
combination of the two which, moreover, may also vary over time.

4.2

Related work

The problem of visualizing information—and, in particular, web pages—
on the small screen of hand-held devices is gaining attention in literature.
Due to the increasing computing and networking capacity of such devices,
users expect to be able to browse the web on such devices as comfortably
as they do on their desktop systems. Web browsing on small screen
devices has been analyzed from both the interaction point of view [46,
11], and the visualization point of view [121]. The authors of the latter
work identify two key points of web browsing on mobile devices (more
precisely, mobile phones) that constitute an important motivation for
our work: (i) content should be readable but, at the same time, rendered
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as originally designed; and (ii) such devices usually lack a pointing tool.
Despite recent advances resolved in the presence of a pointing tool even
on smaller devices (e.g., “touch screen”-based interfaces with or without
using stylus), we think that our proposal may constitute a practical and
powerful alternative.
Concerning specifically human-computer interaction, the use of the
device movement itself as a way to interact with applications has been
proposed by several works. The authors of [108] propose a “tilt to scroll”
approach: differently from our proposal, they detect the device movement
using an accelerometer. A phone prototype equipped with a 2D acceleration sensor is also used by [88], together with a vibration motor, to
propose an novel interaction scheme with the device which is then used
in a sample bouncing ball game. These works are based on components
that usually are not present in hand-held devices.
An approach closer to ours is taken in [72]. The authors of this work
investigate about the use of small devices as Virtual Reality (VR) platforms and find that, thanks to the physical interaction with the device,
the user experience may still be satisfactory in spite of the small size of
the screen being used. Besides, they propose the use of the camera as a
motion tracking facility, together with a 3D accelerometer. In particular,
they use an implementation of the Lukas-Kanade method—as we do, see
next section—as an optical flow estimator to track forward/backward
motion and rotation around Y axis. The authors do not provide an evaluation of the motion detection algorithm alone, since they evaluate its
effectiveness, as perceived by the user, as a part of a more complex framework that involves other input means (buttons and accelerometers). As
pointed out already, our proposal is completely based on the embedded
camera and does not require any further hardware component.

4.3

Our approach

We want to convert the device current movement in a corresponding
scrolling of the content displayed on the screen. We detect that movement
by looking at the video stream generated by the embedded camera. We
consider the camera as a discrete-time source of image frames and we
extract a movement vector from each image frame, which is obtained by
comparing the current frame against the previous one. The movement
vector defines a movement in a 2-D space (because we intend to use it
for driving a scrolling interface) although the device usually moves in a
3-D space.
Broadly speaking, optical flow algorithms [68, 92, 26] allow estimating
complex deformations between two consecutive image frames. Neverthe-
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less, although the actual movement might be a more complex transformation, we chose to elaborate the optical flow outcome in order to obtain
always a simple translation, which is what we need in order to scroll the
screen content.
We used the Lucas-Kanade [92] method for optical flow estimation:
such approach has been used in different areas, e.g., scene recognition in
sport video sequences [7] or head tracking for hands-free mouse-pointer
manipulation [91]. In particular, we used the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi
(KLT) implementation of the method [138]. The KLT algorithm selects a number n of salient points (good features or briefly features) from
an image frame and then tracks these features one-by-one on the following frames. The number n of features constitutes a parameter for the
KLT algorithm. Good features are usually high contrast points in the
image. The lack of a sufficient number of good features in a frame—e.g.,
when a uniform opaque surface is framed—results in the impossibility
of detecting motion. This is an intrinsic limitation of the proposed approach and is similar to what happens with optic mice when they are
used on unsuitable surfaces. As an aside, we are interested to see whether
this limitation may constitute a practical impediment for the proposed
approach or not.
More in detail, the algorithm works as follows. For each frame of the
video stream:
1. Generate a set of n0 ≤ n movement vectors m
~ i = (mix , miy ). Each
vector quantifies the movement of a feature between the previous
frame and the current one. It will be n0 = n when all features of the
previous frame have been found in the current frame and n0 < n
otherwise. The case n0 < n is when one or more features have
been lost between two consecutive frames, for example because the
device movement caused some object to go out of the camera view.
If n0 < n the algorithm performs a new selection of features.
2. Compute a single movement vector m
~ averaging all the m
~ i obtained
for that frame, hence obtaining
m
~ = (mx , my ) = (

1 X i 1 X i
mx , 0
my )
n0
n
i

i

Note that if the device movement is purely translational and its
camera is viewing a flat object which is parallel to the movement
plane, then all the m
~ i will be identical.
3. Compute a scroll vector f~ = (fx , fy ) that will be actually used
to scroll the content on the device screen; f~ is computed from m
~
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based on a predefined threshold t and scaling factor λ as follows:
fx = λmx if mx > δ and fx = 0 otherwise; the same for fy .
The scaling factor λ plays a role analogous to the speed of a mouse. The
threshold δ is a sensitivity parameter: movements so small to generate
movement vectors that differ by less than δ are not detected.

4.4

Experimental evaluation

In order to verify whether our proposal is indeed feasible, we performed
two kinds of experimental evaluations. First, we defined and performed
an objective benchmark aimed at assessing the effectiveness of the motion
detection algorithm we adopted. To this end we used a video sequence
obtained by simulating the camera movement inside a computer rendered 3D scene. The results are presented in Section 4.4.1. Second, we
defined and performed a subjective benchmark involving 20 subjects in a
usability test. In this experiment we compared a laptop-based prototype
implementation of our proposal against more traditional devices: mouse,
keyboard and touchpad. The results are presented in Section 4.4.2. We
first performed some preliminary experiments in order to find out acceptable values for the number n of features and other internal parameters of
the KLT algorithm: we found that we could achieve good performances
with n = 40.

4.4.1

Objective benchmark

We defined and performed an objective benchmark aimed at assessing the
effectiveness of the motion detection algorithm we adopted. We built a
video sequence using an artificial (computer rendered) 3D scene in which
the view point has been moved along a predefined trajectory T1 . We
input this sequence to the algorithm described in the previous section
and determined the corresponding detected trajectory T2 . Finally we
compared quantitatively the difference between T1 and T2 .
We composed the scene and defined the trajectory in order to simulate
the movement of the device inside a real scenario composed by both near
and far objects, as follows. The scene is composed by two objects (a
cube and a sphere) posed on a solid floor and a background, as visible
in Figure 4.1. The two objects are rendered with a diffuse color surface;
two photo-realistic textures of a real laboratory are applied to floor and
background.
We defined a closed trajectory T1 on which the camera (i.e., the view
point in the 3D scene) moved at constant speed. The trajectory is shown
in Figure 4.2(a) and lies on the wire-framed rectangle of Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The test scene. The camera moves on the wire-framed tilted
rectangle on the left, pointed towards a direction perpendicular to the same
square.

The point of view is always towards the populated part of the scene,
perpendicularly to the wire-framed rectangle, hence leading to a purely
transitional movement of camera.
In order to simulate typical embedded camera limitations, we repeated the experiment by varying the resolution of the video obtained
by rendering the 3D scene. We also varied the speed of the movement
along the trajectory, by decimating the video sequence frames and hence
obtaining sequences composed of different numbers of frames. The latter
parameter is important since the more “distant” two consecutive image
frames are, the more difficult is to track features with KLT method.
We assessed the effectiveness of our approach based on two numerical indexes calculated on each T1 , T2 pair, module and direction that capture respectively the imprecision in movement module and direction, as
follows. For each frame of the video sequence, we computed the corresponding scroll vector f~k = (fx,k , fy,k ), k being the k-th frame. We
computed
q module as the average relative error of scroll vectors modules
2 + f 2 , with respect to the expected (and constant) move~
|fk | = fx,k
y,k
ment module. We computed direction as the average absolute error of
fy,k
scroll vectors directions ∠f~k = arctan( fx,k
), compared against the expected directions (i.e., against π/2 in the first segment of the trajectory,
π in the second, and so on). Clearly, for both indexes, the lower the
index value, the better the motion detection.
Figure 4.3 shows the values of the benchmark indexes module and
direction against the resolution r: we experimented with 320×240 (r = 1),
240×180 (r = 1.33), 160×120 (r = 2), 120×90 (r = 2.66) and 80×60 (r =
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Figure 4.2: The trajectory along which the camera moves: on the left, as
defined; on the right, as obtained with the detection algorithm (with r = 1 and
s = 1, see the text). Note that these trajectories lie on the wire-framed one
shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: Indexes vs. resolution, at slow movement speed (s = 1)

4). It can be seen that both indexes are largely independent of resolution:
module varies from 5% to 7% and direction varies from 0.02 to 0.03 radians.
The obtained values, in particular for direction , confirm that the motion
detection algorithm performances are satisfactory. These rather small
errors, moreover, can be mitigated further by the user during real usage,
since the user would receive from the device screen an immediate feedback
of the movement.
Figure 4.4 shows the values of the benchmark indexes against the
movement speed s. We started from a video sequence of 100 frames and
we experimented with shorter sequences obtained using only 1 over s
frames of the original sequences: the higher s, the faster the movement
as perceived by the prototype. We experimented with sequences of 100
(s = 1), 50 (s = 2), 33 (s = 3), 25 (s = 4) and 20 frames (s = 5).
The figure shows that, while increasing the movement speed (i.e., while
increasing s), module increases almost linearly. Hence, as expected, accuracy of motion detection decreases at high speeds. Concerning direction ,
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5

s (skipped frames)

Figure 4.4: Indexes vs. movement speed at 320 × 240 (r = 1)

it decreases with low values of s and then remains almost constant. This
result is justified by the fact that when the movement speed increases,
being larger the vector modules, errors on vector x and y components
have a marginal influence on the direction.
We visually inspected the trajectories obtained in the experiments
which confirmed the good results given by the benchmark indexes: Figure 4.2(b) shows the one corresponding to r = 1 and s = 1.
In conclusion, the objective benchmark experimentation confirms
that the chosen algorithm is indeed capable of detecting motion with
a small device camera, and it is sufficiently robust in respect to resolution and movement speed.

4.4.2

Usability test

We defined and performed a subjective benchmark involving 20 subjects
in a usability test. The benchmark consisted of a number of tests. In
each test a testing software on a laptop computer generated a random
trajectory to be followed by the user, first with an USB webcam, then
with mouse, keyboard, touchpad and camera again, in this order. We
chose to have two sessions with the camera to allow users to benefit of
some form of training. The webcam was easily movable with a single
hand. We configured the speed of the input devices so that they could
be used “comfortably” by the authors of this experiment, and then used
the same configuration across all tests (we further elaborate on this point
below).
Each trajectory consisted of a sequence of 20 targets (small red circles) generated at random on the laptop screen. The user had to hit the
first target appearing on the screen. Once a target was hit, the next one
appeared at a random position. The sequence of target positions was the
same among the 5 sessions but varied among different subjects.
Figure 4.5 shows two portions (first 5 targets over 20) of the trajectory recorded in the Touchpad and Camera-2 sessions for one of the
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(b) Camera-2

Figure 4.5: The trajectory recorded for subject n. 1 with the touchpad and
with the keyboard. Thick circles represent the targets; dashed circles represent
the proximity zones.

subjects. It can be seen that the trajectory is slightly more erratic nearby
the targets—the proximity zones delimited by dashed circles—using the
camera (Figure 4.5(b)); however, the two trajectories are substantially
similar.
For each session and for each user, we recorded the trajectory followed by the cursor. Based on these data, we generated two quantitative
benchmark indexes for each <session, user> pair, as follows. First, we
computed the time thit the user took to hit all the 20 targets.
Then, we observed that in many cases the cursor arrives quickly in the
neighborhood of a target and then spends some time wandering around
in the attempt to actually hit the target. We also observed that this
effect tends to depend on the input device. For this reason, we defined
and evaluated an additional benchmark index, as follows. We defined
a proximity zone around each target, i.e., an invisible circle larger than
the target itself and centered on it. The size of the proximity zone is the
same for all targets. We measured, for each target j, the time thit
j the
prox
hit
user took to hit the target and the time tj
< tj elapsed in between
entering the proximity zone for the first time and hitting the target: tprox
j
hence represents the time the user took to refine his positioning around
the target (usually with small and slow cursor movements).
P prox Finally, we
tprox
prox
computed the ratio thit between the time t
= j tj
spent refining
P
hit
positioning around targets and the total session time t = j thit
j . In
prox
other words, tthit quantifies the inaccuracy associated with the correprox
sponding input device: the greater tthit , the longer the portion of time
the user spends wandering around the target trying to hit it.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the indexes obtained in the 5 sessions and
averaged across all subjects. We took the keyboard as the baseline and
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Table 4.1: Index thit for the 5 sessions. Column 3 shows the variation of the
index in respect to the keyboard, which we took as a baseline (the lower, the
better). Columns 4 and 5 show minimum and maximum variation among users.

Session
Keyboard
Mouse
Touchpad
Camera-1
Camera-2

thit (secs)

Variation

54
14
19
43
41

0%
−75%
−65%
−21%
−24%

Min

Max

0%
−81%
−80%
−46%
−48%

0%
−68%
−51%
1%
9%

highlighted variation of the indexes in respect to that input device. Recall
prox
that the lower thit , the faster the user, and the lower tthit , the more
accurate the user.
In order to interpret these results correctly, it is worthwhile pointing
out what follows. The speed of the movement provoked by a given input device is heavily dependent on the configuration parameters of that
device—following a given trajectory with a mouse configured for slow
motion speed will take much longer than with the same mouse configured for fast motion speed. Moreover, it is not possible to configure
different input devices for working at the same speed—the repeat rate
of a keyboard cannot be compared to the motion speed of a mouse, for
example. It follows that this benchmark is not meant to provide an absolute ranking among the various devices. The aim is assessing whether
our proposal may allow defining trajectories in a way that is at least
“comparable” to that of more traditional pointing devices.
Said this, it can be seen that the proposed approach performs better
than the keyboard in terms of time thit and comparably to touchpad in
prox
terms of inaccuracy tthit . As expected, mouse is the most effective input
device, followed by touchpad. Such devices are usually not included in
mobile devices, however—with the notable exception of those coming
with a touchscreen. Looking at raw results, we found that all subjects
but two completed the task in a slightly shorter time with the camera
than with the keyboard.
Table 4.1 also shows that there was an improvement between the time
hit
t obtained in the first and second sessions with the camera. Interestingly, this corresponds to a small worsening of achieved accuracy. We
observed the subjects while performing the test and we think that this is
due to the fact that users, thanks to a perceived increase of confidence in
the use of the novel pointing device, often gave up accuracy in favor of
time, aiming at accomplishing the task sooner. We remark that all subjects were novel to the use of the proposed pointing approach and were
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prox

Table 4.2: Index tthit for the 5 sessions. Column 3 shows the variation of the
index in respect to the keyboard (the lower, the better). Columns 4 and 5 show
minimum and maximum variation among users.

Session
Keyboard
Mouse
Touchpad
Camera-1
Camera-2

tprox
thit

(%)

18
30
34
33
35

Variation
0%
68%
90%
84%
99%

Min

Max

0%
10%
−14%
20%
21%

0%
200%
263%
273%
339%

not given any chance to train with, except of the first session (denoted
by Camera-1 in Tables 4.1 and 4.2).
It seems fair to claim that the usability experiment demonstrates
that our proposal allows defining trajectories with speed and accuracy
similar to those of more traditional input devices—which would be more
cumbersome or even impossible to use in the envisioned scenario. With
the configuration settings of our experiment, our approach is faster than
the keyboard and provides an accuracy very close to that obtained with
the touchpad, even with untrained users.
In summary, we believe that our proposal may represent a powerful
method for fine-grained motion detection on hand-held devices. It does
not require any additional dedicated hardware and appears promising,
in particular, for scrolling large contents on the device screen.

Chapter

5

Probabilistic Document
Understanding
5.1

Overview

Information extraction from printed documents plays a key role in many
areas: office automation, knowledge management, intelligence, and so
on. Manual processing is often not feasible or fully satisfactory, typically
because of the high volume of documents to be processed and the high
cost per-unit introduced by human operators. Augmenting the automation degree of information extraction from printed documents may thus
have a substantial impact on many settings of highly practical interest.
Achieving full automation is still a challenge, due to the huge variability of content types and layouts. The involvement of human operators is
hence required, in particular for providing a description of logical structures of documents, hereinafter models, which systems use for extracting
information from such documents. Models may be described either explicitly or by means of a training set of suitably annotated sample documents. A model effectiveness is usually bounded to documents of the
same class, i.e., documents which share layout and content type such as
invoices from a given firm or data-sheets for a given product category.
A human operator is required whenever a new class is to be handled, in
order to define the corresponding model. Clearly, the amount of work
and skill required for defining a new model should be kept as small as
possible, especially when the occurrence of new classes may be a frequent
event or the number of documents of a given class may be small.
In this chapter we propose an approach for information extraction
from multi-page printed documents that has very good performance and
is designed to make the definition of a new model a very simple and
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lightweight operation. When a new model has to be defined, a training
set composed of one or more documents of the new class is required. For
each document in the training set, the system automatically transforms
the document into a set of OCR-generated blocks and all the operator has
to do is selecting the block sequence containing the piece of information
to be extracted (clearly, the system is capable of extracting multiple
pieces of information from a given document but this point is irrelevant
to the discussion). The operator thus merely chooses from a set of blocks
drawn over a picture of the document, which may be done without any
specialized skill and with a few mouse clicks using a very simple GUI.
We represent models in terms of values for attributes of OCR-generated blocks which pertain to both layout and content, e.g., horizontal/vertical position, page number, text length and alike. During model construction we use the attribute values extracted from the blocks selected
by the operator to fit several univariate probability distributions—one
for each attribute—according to the maximum likelihood method: for
each distribution we choose the values of its parameters in order to maximize the probability of the observed attribute value on the documents
in the training set. The resulting parameters constitute the internal representation of a model. Given a new document of a class whose model
is known (we remark that the matching of documents with classes is beyond the scope of this work—see also Section 5.2), we identify the block
sequence containing the information to be extracted by simply selecting
the sequence that maximizes the corresponding probability—i.e., the one
that is most probable given the model. The practical application of each
of these steps requires few trivial computations.
In general, the probability that a given block sequence contains the
required information follows a multivariate distribution of the attributes
of the corresponding blocks. As will be clearer from the discussion, the
resulting expression is very complex and not practically useful. The fact
that some attributes are textual increases complexity further. An important component of our contribution consists in the derivation of a more
tractable expression, based on univariate distributions and amenable to
fitting by means of the maximum likelihood method.
We evaluated the performance of our proposal on a dataset composed
by 807 multi-page printed documents belonging to three radically different domains: invoices, patents and electronic components data-sheets.
The experimental results show that our proposal is very effective, even
when the training set is composed of very few samples. The ability to
handle effectively a very small training set allows keeping human involvement to a minimum and is a necessity whenever the arrival rate
of documents belonging to the new model is very low. We also propose
and evaluate a method for automatically upgrading a model definition
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as more and more documents of the model are processed.
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2
presents an overview about current state of the art in the field. In Section 5.3 we present the scenario and our approach from an high level point
of view: in particular, we introduce the model, which describes how the
information should be extracted from a document of a given class. In
Section 5.4 we show how we derive a general form for the probability
distribution, the main component of the model, explaining the base assumptions. In Section 5.5 the details about how we build a model from
a training set, along with a synthetic example of the procedure, are provided. Section 5.6 presents our experimental evaluation and Section 5.7
summarizes this work conclusions.

5.2

Related work

Document understanding is a process which consists in analyzing documents in order to extract human understandable information and codify
it into machine-readable form. The complexity of document understanding and its system engineering challenges, as well as insights about important works in this field, is discussed in [47] .
Information extraction systems can be classified depending on whether
the class of the document to be processed is known or unknown. When
the system does not need to know the document class, a fair amount of
a priori knowledge about the specific application domain—i.e., invoices,
medical receipts, and so on—is usually necessary and embedded within
the system. For example, a table of “main primary tags” is used in [21]
to identify labels of interesting information. This table utility is bounded
to the domain of invoices and, perhaps more importantly, is languagedependent. A similar solution is followed by [63] where certain words are
marked as keywords. Our approach does not depend on such a priori
knowledge, which allows us to address different application domains and
languages equally well and, most importantly, without any domain- or
language-specific pre-compilation.
Systems where the document class is known—like ours—are generally more effective at identifying and extracting the desired information,
but they have to face the problems of (i) associating each document
with the corresponding class and (ii) defining a document model for each
class. Both issues require a human operator, with varying degrees of
involvement and required skills depending on the specific system. The
matching of documents with classes is beyond the scope of this work: in
our system we use an automated open world classifier based on the spatial density of black pixels and of image edges, full details can be found
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in [19] and [135]. In general, there is a fair amount of research about the
problem of matching documents against a predefined set of stored templates. An interesting approach involves the notion of Component Block
Representation, similarly to our block level description of a document,
and is presented in [113]. Insights about document classification in this
context can be found in [71, 22, 36].
Definition of document models usually requires an operator to identify labels and locations for all metadata of the corresponding class [84].
This operation is performed through a specialized GUI and some amount
of specific skill is required. This approach is followed, essentially, by most
of the commercial solutions currently available, which require an operator to “draw” a model for the given class. In our work we attempt to
keep the model definition phase as simple and lightweight as possible, in
particular by not requiring any specific IT-related skill—it seems fair to
claim that any administrative operator will have the ability to identify
the OCR-generated blocks containing the required information and click
on them.
The approach presented in [30] is based on a learning procedure similar to the systems mentioned above, as it requires a table (file) where
logical objects of interest and related tags have been manually located
on a number of sample invoices of the given class. The impact of the
training set size on the approach effectiveness is not investigated. In our
work we assessed the performance of our approach with varying size for
the training set and found very good performance even with very small
training sets—in the order of 2-3 documents. We also proposed and
evaluated different policies for updating the system knowledge during its
usage: we show experimentally that performance may improve by letting
the system learn from its processing results, even without requiring feedback from operators. Our dataset is a superset of the publicly available
dataset used by [30]. We found that our approach tends to perform better, although we could not perform a detailed quantitative comparison
(see Section 5.6 for details). We attribute this tendency to the fact that
our approach may successfully identify blocks whose textual content has
been garbled by the OCR system, whereas OCR errors simply prevented
the system in [30] from identifying the searched tags or labels.
The fact that our approach does not depend on the ability to identify
any specific label or keyword indeed implies that OCR performance is
not critical for the quality of the results. As will be clearer from the
following sections, we identify relevant blocks basing on their probability
of being consistent with some geometric properties (size, position, page)
and textual information (text length, text alignment, content) as specified by the model. It follows that even when the OCR fails to detect
correctly such pieces of text as "Total" or "Price", our system gen-
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erally is still able to identify the relevant information. Of course, OCR
performance remains crucial for correctness of the information actually
extracted—several workarounds may be used in practice to mitigate this
issue, though (e.g., type checks, range checks and alike).
We have not performed a quantitative analysis of the impact of OCR
performance on the quality of information location and extraction. Indeed, this is a topic where further research is needed even from a methodological point of view [79, 86]. On a qualitative level, however, many of
the documents in our dataset were of bad quality and resulted in bad
OCR results. An approach that describes documents in terms of attributed relational graphs is presented in [31]: an excellent effectiveness
in detecting the searched information is reported, but the experimental
settings is limited to two classes. A similar method is proposed later
in [3]: in order to expand the coverage of the graphs based approach, the
authors rely on statistical decision tree and bi- and tri-grams applied to
the block texts. The study aims at identifying general information (e.g.,
title, body, captions, . . . ) from textual documents. The model consists
of a set of geometric and logical structures and is based on common-sense
reasoning and statistical methods. The proposed method effectiveness is
assessed on a dataset of about 800 single-page documents, whose complexity is set on three levels basing on the number of objects–which
roughly corresponds to text areas—in the document.
Many of the studies focusing on printed document understanding
deal with invoices [63, 21, 30, 31] and forms [5, 122], due to the economic
relevance of these kinds of documents in terms of costs and volumes. In
this respect, the processing cost of a printed invoice has been estimated
in about $ 13 per document and [122] reports that the number of printed
paper forms which are handled yearly by Japanese public administration
is greater than 2 billions. In our work we propose an approach which
is not tailored to a specific type of document and we evaluated it on
a dataset composed of documents from radically different application
domains: not only invoices, but also patents and data-sheets.
Concerning printed forms, their automatic processing is the focus
of [5]. The authors propose a document structure grammar which can
be represented in a Table Form Markup Language (TFML): a semiautomatic procedure is described to analyse an empty form layout and
describe its structure in terms of TFML. The procedure heavily relies on
printed rules, which are not always present in other kinds of documents—
e.g., those in our dataset: patents, data-sheets, invoices.
Although the problems involved in automated processing of invoices
and forms are largely similar, the invoice analysis problem is perhaps
more challenging because invoice layouts exhibit a large diversity, due to
the huge number of firms which emit invoices. Invoice analysis systems
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need to address the model definition phase, which is especially critical
when the occurrence of new models is a frequent event. The authors
of [125] quantify the economic impact of accountant personnel workload
involved in building and maintaining invoice models for a widely adopted
invoice recognition software. The model definition phase is central in our
work and we also propose a method for automatically upgrading a model
and thus mitigating the model maintenance cost.

5.3
5.3.1

Our approach overview
Scenario

A document D is represented as a set of blocks {b1 , b2 , . . . }. A block
consists in a position, a size and a content. The position is specified by
the page number p and the coordinates x and y from the page origin
(upper left corner). The size is specified by width w and height h. The
content is specified by the single-line textual content l, expressed as a
character sequence. A block b is hence defined as a tuple of block attributes b = hp, x, y, w, h, li. See Figure 5.1 for an example of blocks with
depicted attributes.
An OCR system may be used to obtain a representation of this kind
from a physical document. Different OCR systems may lead to different representations for the same physical document. The details of this
procedure are irrelevant to this discussion.
A document is associated with a schema and a document model.
Intuitively, the former describes the information to be extracted from the
document, whereas the latter describes how to identify that information.
Documents of the same class, e.g., invoices produced by the same firm,
share the same model.
More in detail, the schema consists of a set of typed elements. The
understanding of a document corresponds to finding a value for these
elements, based on the content of the document, i.e., of its blocks. From
a different point of view, a document correspond to a row of a table
whose columns are specified by the corresponding schema. For example,
a schema could be given by Date, Total Amount, Document Number
and so on (we omit the corresponding types for brevity).
The document model, model for short, consists of a set of rules, exactly one rule for each element of the schema. A rule describes how to
extract the corresponding value from the document blocks. More details
about the rules and specific examples will be given below.
We remark that the correspondence between values and blocks is
not one-to-one. More in details, the following conditions may or may
not occur independently: (a) the value is contained in a single block;
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(b) no other information is contained in the block/blocks other than the
value—or the portion of it. For an example, see Section 5.3.2.
By understanding of a document we mean the process of extracting
from the document values for all items of the schema associated with the
document. Our contribution consists in:
1. a procedure for understanding a document automatically, given a
model;
2. a procedure for constructing a model automatically, given a set of
documents.

5.3.2

Rule

Each rule of a document model is associated with one and only one
schema element e. A rule is composed of a cardinality, a matching probability and an extraction function. The cardinality ne defines the length
of the sequence of blocks, say B = hb1 , . . . , bne i, to which the rule may be
applied. The matching probability P̂e (B) is the probability that B contains a value for element e. The extraction function fe (B) is a function
for computing that value as v = fe (B).
For example, the rule for the Date element could be composed of a
matching probability which, informally, encodes this description:
the Date is contained in a pair of blocks: the first stays on
the first page, at about 2.2 cm from left page margin and 4
cm from top page margin, with a content similar to "Day:
02/03"; the second stays on the same page, at about 2 cm
left of the first one and 0.5 cm lower, with a content in the
form "Year: 2009"
The extraction function for the same rule could, informally, say:
extract and concatenate the block contents which follow the
colon.
The cardinality for this example rule is ne = 2.
The understanding of a document consists of the two following steps,
for each rule hne , P̂e , fe i in the model:
1. find the matching sequence B ∗ , i.e., the ne -length sequence of blocks
which maximizes P̂e ;
2. extract the value v from the matching sequence as v = fe (B ∗ ).
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The building of a model consists in generating a set of rules given a
set of documents: for each element a rule is generated starting from the
corresponding values. Such procedure is described in Section 5.5.
A crucial component of our contribution consists in expressing the
matching probability P̂e in a tractable form and in finding a simple
method for estimating its numerous parameters. More in detail, we
want to express the matching probability, which concerns rather complex
events (i.e., the event that a sequence of blocks contains a given value),
as a function of simple univariate probability distributions of independent random variables obtained from the block attributes p, x, y, w, h, l.
The details about the way in which we derived the simple form for P̂e
are given in Section 5.4.
The extraction function operates on the concatenation of the textual
contents of the blocks of the matching sequence. In general, the value
can be extracted using a regular expression depending largely only on the
given element. Yet, while the matching sequence could be found even in
presence of OCR errors, because of such errors, some refinement could
be necessary in order to extract the correct value itself.

5.4

Matching probability details

In this section, we describe how we derived a simpler form for the matching probability P̂e (we will omit the e subscript for brevity). All the
following reasoning applies to the document understanding task itself
within the scenario described above and is not bounded to a specific
category of documents.
We estimate the probability P̂ (B) for a sequence B = hb1 , . . . , bn i of
n blocks as follows:
P̂ (B) =

n
Y
i=1

Pi (b0i ) =

n
Y

Pi (hp0i , x0i , yi0 , wi , hi , li i)

(5.1)

i=1

where p0i = pi when i = 1 and p0i = pi − pi−1 otherwise, x0i = xi when
i = 1 or pi 6= pi−1 and x0i = xi − xi−1 otherwise, and the same for yi0 .
In other words, we express the position attributes of bi relatively to the
position attributes of bi−1 : p0i , x0i , yi0 is hence the relative position of the
i-th block.
The rationale for this approximation is as follows. First, we assume
that the size and content attributes of a block do not depend on any of
the other blocks attributes. Second, we assume that the relative position
of bi does not depend on the position—neither absolute, nor relative—
of any other block, although the absolute position of bi is in general
dependent on the absolute position of bi−1 . It follows that the probability
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that both dependent events “bi−1 is the i − 1-th block of the matching
sequence” and “bi is the i-th block of the matching sequence” occur is
equal to the probability that both the independent events “b0i−1 is the
i − 1-th block of the matching sequence” and “b0i is the i-th block of the
matching sequence” occur. For example, consider a rule for sequences of
2 blocks for the Total element of invoices, the first being the label and
the second the actual value. If on a given document the first block is
lower on the page than the usual, possibly for the presence of many item
lines in the invoice, the second block will also be lower, but, in general, at
the same distance from the first block: that is, y2 depends on y1 , whereas
y20 = y2 − y1 does not.
By the aforementioned assumptions, P̂ can simply be expressed as a
product of probabilities Pi related to single blocks. Each Pi , which we call
the block probability, concerns a single block, that is a tuple composed
of 6 attributes whose corresponding 6 random variables are in general
dependent on each other. We identified a domain knowledge-based set
of dependencies, which allowed us to elaborate and simplify the form of
Pi , as follows.
First, we can use marginalization in order to write Pi basing on the
possible values for the page p0i :
Pi (b0i ) =

X

P (b0i ∩ p0i = k)

k

where P (b1 ∩ p0i = k) is the joint probability of the following two events:
b0i is the i-th block of the matching sequence and p0i = k. These two
events are in general dependent. For example, consider an invoice class
where the total amount value may be located at the bottom of the first
page or at the top of the second page: it follows that low values for y are
more probable if the page attribute is equal to 2 and great values for y
are more probable if the page attribute is equal to 1—in other words, the
y attribute of the block is dependent on the p attribute. We can rewrite
the joint probability in terms of conditional probability on the page p0i :
P (b0i ∩ p0i = k) = P (b0i |p0i = k)P (p0i = k)
= Pi,k (hx0i , yi0 , wi , hi , li i)P (p0i = k)
where Pi,k (hx0i , yi0 , wi , hi , li i) is the probability that a block identified by
the tuple hx0i , yi0 , wi , hi , li i is the i-th block of the matching sequence,
given that its page p0i is equal to k. Concerning P (p0i = k), we assume
that there is a finite set Ki = {k1 , k2 , . . . } of possible values for p0i ,
whose corresponding probabilities are si,k1 , si,k2 , . . . . In other words,
P (p0i = k) = si,k I(p0i ; k), where I(p0i ; k) = 1 for p0i = k and 0 otherwise
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and si,k = 0 if k ∈
/ Ki . Thereby, we can write Pi as follows:
Pi (bi ) =

X

si,k I(p0i ; k)Pi,k (hx0i , yi0 , wi , hi , li i)

k

Concerning Pi,k (hx0i , yi0 , wi , hi , li i), we assume that yi0 and hi are independent from the other three variables. In particular, note that, since
blocks contain exactly one line of text, the height attribute hi is largely
independent from its text content li . Hence, we can write:
Pi,k (hx0i , yi0 , wi , hi , li i) =
0

0

y
x ,w,l
h
Pi,k
(yi0 )Pi,k
(hi )Pi,k
(hx0 , w, li) (5.2)

Then, we split the x0i , wi , li dependency in one between x0i and wi and
another between wi and the text content li . The dependency between
x0i and wi represents the fact that a given text could be aligned in three
different ways: left, center or right (justified text may be handled in any
of these three cases, for the purpose of this analysis). It follows that:
• in case of left-alignment, x0i and wi are independent;
• in case of center-alignment, xci = x0 +

wi
2

and wi are independent;

• in case of right-alignment, xri = x0i + wi and wi are independent.
The dependency between wi and li represents the fact that, in general,
the longer the text content, the larger the block width. We define wi0 =
wi
L(li ) as the average width of the characters composing the block text
content, being L(li ) the number of characters in li : we assume that wi0
and li are largely independent, since wi0 depends on the font size and
type, rather than on the text content.
x0 ,w,l
We can hence write Pi,k
(hx0i , wi , li i) in three possible forms depending on text alignment:
 0
x
0
w0
0
l

Pi,k (xi )Pi,k (wi )Pi,k (li ), left
0
c
0
x ,w,l
0
x (xc )P w (w 0 )P l (l ), center
Pi,k (hx , w, li) = Pi,k
i
i i,k i
i,k

 xr r w 0 0 l
Pi,k (xi )Pi,k (wi )Pi,k (li ), right
which can be summarized as:
0

x ,w,l
Pi,k
(hx0 , w, li)

=

00

0

x
w
l
Pi,k
(x00i )Pi,k
(wi0 )Pi,k
(li )

where x00i is a shortcut symbol which represents one among x0i , xci and xri .
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Finally, we obtain the following general form for the matching probability:
P̂ (B) =

n X
Y
i=1

0

y
h
si,k I(p0i ; k)Pi,k
(yi0 )Pi,k
(hi )

k
00

0

x
w
l
Pi,k
(x00i )Pi,k
(wi0 )Pi,k
(li )



(5.3)

Note that each P is a univariate distribution.
Next, we assume that the size attributes (w0 and h) and the position attributes (x00 and y 0 ) can be described as random variables with
Normal Distribution (denoted by N (µ, σ)). In a preliminary phase of
our study, we considered using other distributions for the aforementioned
random variables—in particular the Uniform Distribution—but we found
the Normal Distribution models them better.
l (l ) is the text probability that the
Concerning the textual content, Pi,k
i
l hence
text li is the text of the i-th block of the matching sequence; Pi,k
operates on text, differently from all other probabilities which operate on
l (l ) can be expressed as a Markov chain
numbers. We assume that Pi,k
i
of order 2. Its state space corresponds to the set of possible characters
and 2 pseudo-characters representing the begin and end of the text. The
probability M of the text l is defined as the probability of the state
sequence corresponding to l. For example, the probability of the word
"two" is given by:
M ("two") = P (".t"|".")P ("tw"|".t")
P ("wo"|"tw")P ("o/"|"wo")
where . and / represent the begin and the end of the text, respectively,
and each transition probability corresponds to an element of the transition matrix Ti,k . The details about how we set Ti,k are given in Section 5.5.
At the end, the final form for the matching probability is the following:
P̂ ≡

n X
Y
i=1

0

0

y
h
si,k I(k)N (µyi,k , σi,k
)N (µhi,k , σi,k
)

k
00

00

0

0

x
w
N (µxi,k , σi,k
)N (µw
i,k , σi,k )Mi,k



(5.4)

where we omitted the function arguments for readability.
In summary, defining a new model merely translate in choosing a
suitable value for the parameters of the above formula (and for the cardinality n, i.e., the number of blocks), that we summarize in Table 5.1.
In the next section we describe how we choose these values.
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Table 5.1: Parameters of the matching probability of a rule. Each parameter
concerns the i-th block. All parameters are numerical except for the last one,
which is a matrix.

Param.
si,k
00
µxi,k
x00
σi,k
0
µyi,k

probability of p0i = k
mean for the adjusted relative x position (x00 )
scale for the adjusted relative x position (x00 )
mean for the relative y position (y 0 )

y
σi,k
0
µw
i,k
w0
σi,k
µhi,k
h
σi,k
Ti,k

scale for the relative y position (y 0 )
mean for the character width w0
scale for the character width w0
mean for the height h
scale for the height h
transition matrix for text probability

0

5.5

Meaning

Model building

We describe here the procedure for defining a model. The operator provides a set of documents and defines the schema of the new model being
defined. For each document d, the system processes d by means of an
OCR and presents to the operator a graphical representation of d in terms
of its composing blocks. The operator then selects on this representation, for each element of the schema, the sequence of blocks containing
the value of the element. An example of the result of this action for
a document, for a single element, is shown in Figure 5.1. We call this
sequence the true sequence. The operator might also specify that d does
not contain a value for a given element. We require that the true sequences corresponding to the same element of the schema have the same
length for each d: if this requirement is not met, a work-around for this
limitation exists and consists in partitioning the training set in subsets
in which each sequence of blocks has the same size. Once all documents
in the set have been analyzed, the system processes the true sequences
provided by the operator as described below. We will describe the procedure for one single element, since the rule for an element can be generated
independently from rules for the other elements.
Concerning the rule cardinality n, we set it to the length of the true
sequences—this value is either 1 or 2 in our experiments. Concerning the
extraction function f , its building consists in choosing the most suitable
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candidate among a predefined set of extraction functions suitable for
the given element. For example, consider the Date element, the set
could be composed of few different regular expression (see Section 5.3.2)
corresponding to different date formats. We will not further elaborate
on this issue.
The interesting part concerns the matching probability P̂ . The goal
of the procedure consists in choosing a value for all parameters in Table 5.1. The choice is made in order to fit the distributions in Eqn. 5.4
according to the maximum likelihood method. As will be clear, the actual
processing is quite simple and may be embedded in a model-independent
GUI easily .
Let D be the training set composed of the m true sequences which
the operator provides as described before and let Bi∗ = hb∗i,1 , . . . , b∗i,n i
be the i-th true sequence. We use the maximum likelihood method, as
follows.
• We set si,k to the frequency of i-th blocks in D whose relative page
p0 ∗i is k.
• For each i, k-th Normal Distribution of Eqn. 5.4, we estimate its
µi,k and σi,k parameters, using the corresponding attributes of i-th
blocks in D whose relative page p0 ∗i is k. In order to avoid building
a too specific model for the considered attributes, we impose a
lower bound for the σ parameter, which we denote with σxy for the
position attributes and σwh for the size attributes.
• For each i and k, we choose the x0i , wi , li dependency which maximizes the probability of i-th blocks in D whose relative page p0 ∗i is
k.
Concerning the text probability Mi,k , we proceed as follows. Before
actually processing a text l, we perform some simple elaboration, which
consists of: (i) transform to lowercase, (ii) replace all digit characters
with "#", (iii) replace all space characters with standard space character,
(iv) replace all punctuation characters with "." and finally (v) replace
any other character with "*". We denote the result with l0 . Recall that
we can describe a chain of order two using a transition matrix T of size
a×a2 , being a the number of states. In our case, given the aforementioned
text elaborations, a = 32 and T indexes represent respectively a single
character and a sequence of two characters: e.g., t3,34 = t"c","ab" =
P ("bc"|"ab"). In order to set the Ti,k matrix for Mi,k we start with
a frequency matrix F with the same size of Ti,k and each element set
to 0. For example, after processing the sequence "banana" we will
have f"a",".b" = f"n","ba" = f"/","na" = 1 and f"a","an" = 2.
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Then, we process each true sequence textual content li0∗ and increment
the corresponding F elements. At the end, we set for each pair of indexes
u, v:

(1 − ) P f2u,v , if fu,v > 0
a
z=1 fu,z
tu,v =
(5.5)
  ,
otherwise
a2 −Nu
where Nu is the number of fu,v that are greater than 0. We use the
term  to make the text probability smoother, i.e., such that it assigns
non-zero (yet low) probabilities also to textual contents which are not
present in the training set.
We set our parameters as follows: σxy = σwh = 0.05 inches =
1.27 mm,  = 31 .

5.5.1

Model building example

We provide here an example of building a model for one element. Figure 5.1 shows the top-right portions of two documents of our dataset.
The documents belong to the same class and represent patents (see next
section for a description of our dataset). The true sequences for the
Filing Date element, as selected by the operator, are highlighted.
For each document the operator simply selected, by means of a GUI,
two blocks which were already detected by the OCR system.
In this example the training set D is composed of m = 2 documents,
thus there are two true sequences composed of two blocks each: B1∗ =
hb∗1,1 , b∗1,2 i and B2∗ = hb∗2,1 , b∗2,2 i. Values for blocks attributes follow (where
applicable, values are expressed in mm):

b∗1,1 = h
b∗1,2 = h
b∗2,1 = h
b∗2,2 = h

p
1,
1,
1,
1,

x
12.5,
28.2,
11.0,
25.1,

y
48.7,
48.7,
64.4,
64.4,

w
8.6,
18.8,
7.8,
18.8,

h
3.1,
3.1,
3.1,
3.1,

l
i
"Sep. 25, 1990"i
"Filed:"
i
"Jun. 24, 1994"i

"Filed:"

Rule cardinality is set to n = 2. The values for the variables derived
as explained in Section 5.4 are hence computed by the system as:

b0∗
1,1 = h
b0∗
1,2 = h
b0∗
2,1 = h
b0∗
2,2 = h

p0
1,
0,
1,
0,

x00
12.5,
15.7,
11.0,
14.1,

y0
48.7,
0.0,
64.4,
0.0,

w0
1.43,
1.45,
1.30,
1.45,

h
3.1,
3.1,
3.1,
3.1,

l0
"Filed."

i

"Sep. ##. ####"i
"Filed."

i

"Jun. ##. ####"i
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At this point all parameters for the matching probability—see Table 5.1—can be computed. Concerning the page attribute, we have:
(
1, if k = 1
s1,k =
0, otherwise
(
1, if k = 0
s2,k =
0, otherwise
For the other parameters, only the values for (i = 1 ∧ k = 1) or (i =
2 ∧ k = 0) are needed, since all the blocks of the true sequences lay on
the first page. These values are as follow (we omit the transition matrix
for the sake of brevity):
00

µx2,0 = 14.9

00

x
σ1,1
= 1.27†

0

µy2,0 = 0

0

y
= 1.27†
σ2,0

0

µw
2,0 = 1.45

w
σ1,1
= 1.27†

0

w
σ2,0
= 1.27†

µh1,1 = 3.1

µh2,0 = 3.1

h
σ1,1
= 1.27†

h
= 1.27†
σ2,0

µx1,1 = 11.75
x
σ1,1
= 1.27†

µy1,1 = 56.55
y
= 7.85
σ1,1

µw
1,1 = 1.36

00

00

0

0

0

0

The values denoted with † are obtained by lower-bounding the corresponding computed σ estimates with the proper lower bound (i.e., σxy
or σwh ).

5.6
5.6.1

Experiments
Dataset

In order to assess our approach effectiveness, we collected a real-world
dataset composed of 4 groups of documents, totaling 807 multi-page
documents divided in 85 classes. We partitioned the dataset basing on
different document domains (invoices, patents or data-sheets) or, in case
of Invoice-1 and Invoice-2, basing on the dataset source.
The first group—which we call Invoices-1—is composed of 406
multi-page invoices, issued by 32 different businesses, each issuer corresponding to a different class. The largest class contains 79 invoices; the
first 15 largest classes account for about 80% of this group documents.
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x1,1

x1,2
w1,1

w1,2
y1,1 = y1,2
h1,1 = h1,2

(a)

x2,2

w2,2

x2,1 w2,1

y2,1 = y2,2
h2,1 = h2,2
(b)

Figure 5.1: The portions of two documents of our dataset, belonging to the
same class in the Patents group. The corresponding true sequences for the
Filing Date element are highlighted and the attributes for the corresponding
blocks are depicted (see Section 5.5). Note that a different number of text rows
lays above the considered element in the two documents.
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The second group—Invoices-2—is a subset of the dataset used
by [30] and is composed of 156 single-page invoices, belonging to 33
classes. With respect to the original dataset used by the authors of
the cited paper, we discarded the classes containing only one document.
The largest class contains 25 documents and the first 10 largest classes
account for about 58% of this group documents.
The third group—Patents—is composed of 135 patents obtained
from 10 different patents sources, each patent source corresponding to a
different class. The largest class contains 22 patents and 7 classes contain
10 or more patents.
The last group—Data-sheets—is composed of 110 data-sheets of
electronic components (e.g., Zener diodes) divided in 10 classes. Datasheets of the same class share the producer and the component type.
The 5 largest classes account for about 85% of this group documents.
Documents of the first two groups have been obtained by scanning
the corresponding paper documents as black and white images at 300
dpi. Image quality is notably higher for documents belonging to the
Invoices-2 group. Documents of the other two groups have been obtained converting only the first page of the corresponding PDF, which
was available on-line, to black and white images at 300 dpi. In about
half of the cases, these PDFs were likely obtained by scanning the corresponding paper documents.
Some classes of Invoices-1 consist of documents whose original
paper size is smaller than the A4 page format: these invoices have been
scanned as A4 pages and positioned in a variable way with respect to the
scanner area, resulting in images in which the content position is variable
(see Figure 5.2(a) and 5.2(b)).
Each document image has been converted to a set of blocks (see
Section 5.3.1) using an OCR system1 . The OCR system was instructed
to deskew images (see Figure 5.2(c)), if needed, and configured to perform
as best as possible. Yet, some errors were introduced by the OCR system:
in many cases they were caused by various scanning artifacts. OCR errors
can be classified in segmentation errors and text-recognition errors: the
former result in blocks containing different text elements among different
documents of the same class; the latter result in textual contents—i.e.,
l values—which are quite different from what actually written on the
paper. We noted that segmentation errors usually imply text-recognition
errors (see Figure 5.3); moreover, poor print quality—e.g., documents
produced by dot matrix printers—usually caused text recognition errors.
We did include in the dataset also the documents for which the OCR
1

An early version (0.2) of the OCRopusTM open source document analysis and
OCR system.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.2: Two different documents of a class of Invoices-1, on the left.
Figure 5.2(c) shows document of Figure 5.2(b) after being deskewed by the OCR
systems and with recognized blocks highlighted.
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(b)

Figure 5.3: Portions of two different documents of a class of Invoices-1:
the shaded rectangles represent the blocks. The document on the right shows
a segmentation error, which also caused the textual content to wrongly be recognized as "31 /OI/0?".
Table 5.2: The elements composing the three schemata which we applied to
our dataset. The groups are showed in the table header.

Invoices-*

Patents

Data-sheets

Date
Document N.
Issuer VATIN
Customer VATIN
Customer Name
Total Amount
Net Amount
Taxes Amount

Title
Applicant
Inventor
Representative
Filing Date
Publication Date
Application N.
Publication N.
Priority
Classification
Abstract 1stLine

Model
Type
Case
Power Dissip.
Storage Temp.
Voltage
Weight
Thermal Resist.

system introduced errors affecting the blocks that contained the values
being searched: this choice allowed us to assess our approach effectiveness
in a very realistic scenario, with respect to such OCR errors.
The text contained in our dataset documents is composed of printed
English characters. The language is Italian for Invoices-1 and Invoices-2, English for Data-sheets group and many documents of
the Patents group and other languages for the other documents.
We defined three schemata: the schema for groups Invoices-1
and Invoices-2 contains 8 elements, the schema for the Patents
group contains 11 elements and the schema for the Data-sheets group
contains 8 elements. Table 5.2 shows the elements composing the three
schemata.
Then, we constructed the ground truth for all documents, i.e., an
operator inspected visually each document and (i) searched all elements
of the corresponding schema; (ii) for each element found, manually selected the corresponding true sequence. In all documents of our dataset
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the true sequence turned out to be composed of 2 blocks at most. True
sequences composed of two blocks were usually composed of a block corresponding to a label and a block corresponding to the actual element
field: for example, Figure 5.3(a) shows a block containing a date label
and a block containing the actual date value.
While manually building the ground truth, we found that the following situations occur: (i) classes whose documents never contain a given
element—e.g., a given producer of a given type of electronic component does not provide the Storage Temp. information; (ii) classes for
which only some documents contain a given element—e.g., given a patent
source, some patent obtained from that source has a Representative
value while some other has not; (iii) classes whose documents may contain multiple occurrences for a given element—e.g., a given document
may contain a value for Total amount in more than one page or even
more than once on the same first page. Concerning case iii, we manually clustered documents based on the occurrence of the corresponding
elements—e.g., all values for Total amount occurring on top of first
page of documents of a given class were separated from Total amount
values occurring on bottom of first page. We say that these values correspond to exactly one sub-element—e.g., Total amount (1).
Finally, we formed several test sets. Each test set corresponds to
exactly one rule and contains all and only documents which: (i) belong
to the same given class and (ii) contain exactly one value for the given
element or sub-element. We obtained 591 test sets with size ranging from
2 to 31 documents. Figure 5.4 shows the number of test sets vs. their
size. Note that more than 50% (304 on 591) of the test sets contains 5
or less documents.

5.6.2

Results with varying training set size

We assessed our approach effectiveness with respect to the size m of the
training set. To this end, we proceeded as follows for each test set: (i) we
built the rule using a training set composed of m documents extracted
from the test set; (ii) we processed each of the remaining documents of the
test set and, for each document, we determined the block sequence found
with the rule (i.e., the matching sequence). We considered a success the
case in which the found block sequence corresponded with the document
true sequence and a fail otherwise. The success rate is hence given by
the number of successes divided by the sum of successes and fails.
In order to average the effect of possible outliers in the training set
(e.g., documents for which printing or scanning quality was significantly
lower than other documents of that test set), we repeated the experiment
with up to 20 different training sets extracted at random from the test set.
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Figure 5.4: Number of test sets with a given size.

For example, with m = 3 and a test set of 4 documents, we performed
3 experiments, each one evaluating the remaining one document; with
m = 3 and a test set of 10 documents, we performed 20 experiments,
each one evaluating the remaining 7 documents. Only test sets with
more than m documents concurred to the experimental evaluation of the
success rate for training set size m.
Figure 5.5 shows results in terms of success rate vs. training set size
m, one line for each different dataset group.
The main finding is that in all cases the success rate tends to be
greater than 0.90, with a perfect result (i.e., 1.0) for the Invoices-2
group. Another important finding is that the proposed approach exhibits
very good results even when trained with very few documents. For example, for Invoices-2 group, just a single training document is sufficient
in order to obtain a success rate greater than 0.75, while with m = 2 it
increases to more than 0.90.
These results show also that the success rate is lower for Datasheets and Patents groups. We verified that the rather low quality
of the scanned documents of these two groups caused a much larger
number of OCR errors, both segmentation and text-recognition errors,
which negatively affected the success rate.
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Figure 5.5: Success rate vs. training set size m for the four groups.

5.6.3

On-line retraining

In this section we analyze the possibility of on-line retraining of the system. By this we mean an operating procedure in which document models
are defined based on a very small training set and update whenever new
documents of that model are processed, either automatically or with
minimal involvement of the operator.
The rationale for this operating procedure is based on practical and
important considerations. First, a small training set implies that the
operator has to mark a smaller set of documents. Since the operator is
involved for less time, the potential for cost savings is evident, in particular when the volume of documents and models is large. Second, although
results in the previous section demonstrate that our approach is effective
even with only a few samples, they also show that performance generally improve with the size of the training set. It follows that updating a
document model when new samples become available is useful. Third, a
large training set could not be available, or it could become available only
after a long time. In these cases it may be mandatory to start processing
documents as soon as possible, even with slightly worse performance,
and improve the system if and when new samples become available.
In order to address these considerations, we reasoned in term of retraining policies. A retraining policy defines whether and how an existing
rule is affected by the elaboration of a new document of the given class.
We considered three possible retraining policies. In all cases, we assume
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that the current training set D from which the rule was generated is
available.
“Unsupervised” A new training set D0 is built adding each newly processed document to D and the rule is rebuilt on D0 . In other words,
the matching sequence is always considered to be the true sequence,
irrespective of whether this is indeed the case.
“Supervised” The operator is asked to confirm that the matching sequence corresponds to the true sequence and, if not, correct the
sequence. Then, a new training set D0 is built adding the newly
processed document to D and the rule is rebuilt on D0 .
“Hybrid (t)” This policy corresponds to the “Supervised” policy, if the
size of the current training set D is lower than a given threshold t,
or to the “Unsupervised” policy, otherwise.
Policies “Unsupervised” and “Supervised” require different amounts
of involvement by the human operator. The first policy is fully automatic
as it requires no intervention at all. The second policy requires the
operator to either accept or reject, and possibly correct the processing
result. In a practical implementation, this step could correspond to just
few clicks, given that a visual representation of the matching sequence is
provided to the operator. Policy “Hybrid ()” is similar to “Supervised”,
except that the involvement of the operator is no longer required after
the training set size has reached the threshold.
We performed an experimental evaluation of the proposed policies as
follows. We selected the 110 test sets (as defined in Section 5.6.1) with at
least 10 documents. We chose to discard the other test sets because their
small size make them not very meaningful for this specific experiment.
For each of these 110 test sets, we generated 20 sequences using 20 set
permutations, in order to average the effect of possible outliers in the
sets. Then, for each sequence we: (i) built a rule using a training set
composed of only one element, corresponding to the first document of
the sequence; (ii) for each subsequent document in the sequence, we fed
it to our prototype and updated the rule according to the given policy
(iii) and we proceeded with the next document.
Figure 5.6 shows results in terms of success rate vs. sequence index
k (k = 1 for the first document in the sequence, 2 for the second, and so
on), one line for each different retraining policy.
As expected, the “Supervised” policy delivers the best performance:
a detection rate greater than 0.90 is reached after 7 documents have
been evaluated. This result confirms what already found with the former
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Figure 5.6: Success rate vs. sequence index for the three updating policies.

experiments: recall that Figure 5.6 shows the success rate averaged over
all the 4 groups.
With the “Hybrid (t)” policy the success rate increases with k even
when only 2 processing results have been confirmed by the operator. This
is interesting because the training set potentially contains noisy elements.
The “Unsupervised” shows to be inadequate. We think the motivation of this result is in the rather low success rate which is obtained with
k = 2 (i.e., with a training set size m = 1): this causes this policy update
the training set with a new element which, in about 40% of the cases, is
not the true sequence.
Clearly, the practical impact of the above findings will depend strongly on nature and scale of the system, in particular, on the amount of
feedback from operators that may actually be used for the retraining
policies.
For example, a small scale system could be synchronous, i.e., any new
job for a given class will not be submitted before the previous job result
has been received by the user. In this case, the user would perceive a detection rate as showed in the best line of Figure 5.6. A large scale system,
on the other hand, could work asynchronously: users submit document
processing jobs and then extract and check their results sometime later.
Several documents of a given class could be elaborated before a user feedback for a previous job of that class is available to the system—e.g., few
users requiring batch elaborations, or several users. In this case, each
user might hence perceive an actual detection rate which stays, at the
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beginning, between the worst and the best lines of Figure 5.6. The key
fact, however, is that the detection rate will ultimately tend to the greatest values found in our experimentation—i.e., about 0.95 on the average,
and up to 1.0 for good quality documents—basing on the assumption the
users’ feedback is eventually provided to our system.

5.6.4

Performance

All the experiments described before have been executed on prototype
written in Java 1.6SE, running on a quad core 2.50 Ghz PC with 4 GB
of RAM. The average time for building a matching probability goes from
less than 0.5 ms, for m = 1, to less than 3.5 ms, for m = 20, growing
linearly with m. The average time for searching for a single element on
a document, given its blocks representation, is about 15 ms. To place
these figures in perspective, it suffices to note that an OCR execution
on a single page document of our dataset takes about 12 s, on the same
hardware.

5.7

Remarks

We have proposed an approach for information extraction from multipage printed documents. The system operates on documents represented
in terms of text blocks, as obtained using an OCR system, each block
simply consisting of position and size attributes and textual content.
The approach is based on a probabilistic framework, not bound to a specific domain or type of documents and does not require any hand-coded
knowledge. We derived a simple parametric form for the probability
that a given block sequence contains the required information. Our contribution consists also of a procedure for building a model for a new
document class, given few samples, and a procedure for extracting all
the relevant information from a document, using the model. The form
that we derive for the probability is general yet simple enough to allow
us applying the maximum likelihood method and to do so by means of a
class-independent GUI that does not require any specialized IT-related
skills.
We evaluated the performance of our proposal on a dataset composed by 807 multi-page printed documents belonging to three different
domains: invoices, patents and electronic components data-sheets. We
also proposed and evaluated a method for automatically upgrading a
model definition as more and more documents of the model are processed.
This method would allow keeping human involvement to a minimum and
would be a necessity whenever the arrival rate of documents belonging
to the new model is very low. The experimental results show that our
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proposal is very effective, even when the training set is composed of very
few samples.

Chapter

6

Printed Documents
Classification
6.1

Overview

Document classification is a crucial premise for high level document analysis, for instance when extracting and processing information from large
volumes of printed documents.
In this work we are concerned with the understanding of printed documents, e.g., commercial invoices, patents, laws, scientific papers and so
on. We consider a system capable of extracting automatically a specified
set of information items from a document, once the class (roughly corresponding to the layout) of the document is known. For example, the
system could extract Date, Amount and Number from an invoice, once
the emitter of the invoice is known [30]. Or, it could extract Authors
and DOI from a scientific paper once the publisher is known. In this
chapter we focus on the problem of determining automatically the class
of the document to be processed. The details of the underlying document understanding system are orthogonal to this work. We propose a
novel feature extraction method that may greatly simplify and improve
the preliminary classification step of document understanding in such
scenarios.
What makes this scenario difficult to cope with is the combination of:
(i) documents of different classes often exhibit strong visual similarity;
and (ii) the number of different classes may be large, in the order of tens
or thousands, as it usually depends on the requirements of the overall
system. The latter effect may greatly increase the former impact and
make the scenario more challenging: in practice, different documents
correspond to different classes even though the corresponding documents
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are visually similar. For example, thinks about invoices from different
emitters or papers from different journals.
We will hence focus on selecting features strict enough to grant a precise classification among visually similar documents; specifically, we will
investigate how to enrich features already proposed in literature—like
density of black pixels—while reducing the learning set size to minimal
levels. We found that considering image edges, while extracting numerical features, may allow achieving these goals.

6.2

Related work

A classifying system is usually characterized by the following three key
aspects: the features nature (i.e., what each feature means), the features
representation (e.g., graphs, numeric vectors of fixed or variable size,
etc.) and the classification algorithm itself. We focus our interest on the
first and second stages, and aim at improving existing features extraction
techniques.
The classification features may be grouped as follows [36]:
• image features, which are extracted directly from the image, like
the density of black pixels in a given region [67], or the number of
white separation blocks in the segmented image [70] or the gaps
between column and rows [130];
• structural features, which are obtained from physical or logical layout analysis. In [87] the authors use a fully connected graph of
segmented blocks with attributes like size, position of blocks and
font size; in [106] features are computed by constructing a layout hierarchy of document components grouping together small elements
with a bottom-up approach;
• textual features, that may be computed without performing an
OCR (like the character shape coding in [136]) or after processing the document through an OCR (a noise resistant approach is
presented in [74]).
An interesting solution is proposed in [67], where the black pixel density information is extracted and used as an input for a k-NN classifier
and for a Multi Layer Perceptron classifier. The results are very promising: yet, differently from our work, the authors used a dataset in which
documents of different classes greatly vary in visual aspect, which correspond to a different real-world scenario which is possibly less challenging.
In [4] the authors try to solve a problem similar to the one we are investigating; in this work a k-NN classifier is used on a segmented image,
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analyzing only the main graphic element of each document (the logo).
Since different companies could use the same accounting system, that approach could create need to rely on different classes even in cases in which
the information content is located similarly on the page: this could make
the proposed approach unsuitable for scenarios in which the number of
classes—defined in terms of document understanding—is high.
An interesting view of the state of the art of document image classification is provided by the authors of [36].

6.3

Our approach

For simplicity, but without loss of generality, we consider invoice documents; we define a document D as a black and white image of an invoice
obtained with a scanner, while a class C is a collection of invoices created with the same accounting program—different businesses could issue
invoices with the same accounting program. Usually the document image presents several noisy elements such as handwriting notes, stamps,
staples and errors produced by the scanner itself.

6.3.1

Image preprocessing

We noticed that images obtained by scanning real-world documents of
the same class could be significantly different due to human errors made
during their digitalization. A frequent cause consists in positioning errors
on the scanner area, due to non-standard document sizes, cut documents,
and so on. We addressed this problem applying an automatic method
called rolling which aims at aligning each document in the same way,
hence obtaining images whose actual content position is substantially
constant.
We identify the upper relevant pixel of the image using an edge recognition algorithm (Canny detector, see [27]) applied to a low-resolution
version of the image obtained by resizing the original with a 1/6 scaling
factor; we reduce the image in order to remove the noise caused by the
scanner and small texts. We consider the first edge as the upper pixel.
To maintain the image size, we remove all the content between the
upper pixel and the top border to append it at the end of page. We
verified that this method does not remove any relevant content.

6.3.2

Features extraction

We extract two types of features:
• density of black pixels;
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• density of the image edges.
The black pixel density is the percentage of black pixels that cover a
given area of the document; therefore, it is a number ranging in [0, 100].
We divide the image in a n × n grid, and for each cell of the grid we
compute the black pixel density; hence, we obtain a feature n2 length
vector v b = {v1b , . . . , vnb 2 }.
Then, we reduce the image resolution (see Section 6.3.1), apply the
Canny detector and, on the resulting image consisting only of the edges,
we compute the black pixel density, obtaining another features vector of
the same length v e = {v1e , . . . , vne 2 }.
These two vectors are finally concatenated to obtain the resulting
features vector v = {v1b , . . . , vnb 2 , v1e , . . . , vne 2 }.
The basic idea is to improve the identification of regions with the
same black pixel density but different content. For example, take two
rectangular areas, one filled with tiny text and one containing a logo:
they could generate the same number of black pixels, but the edges will
differ greatly as well as the corresponding part of the v e features vector.
Figure 6.1 summarizes the process here described for a generic invoice.

6.3.3

Classification

In order to simplify the classification stage, we first perform a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) on the 2n2 features extracted as described
above. To this end, we apply PCA on a learning set L composed of the
vectors v extracted from k documents of each class C. We select the
number of features that grants a variance greater than 95% on L. The
PCA eigenvectors matrix is then applied on the features vectors of L,
thus obtaining a set of smaller vectors v 0 .
Then, the actual classification of a given document D is performed
0 obtained by applying the PCA eigenvectors
considering the vector vD
matrix on the features vector vD extracted from D as described in Section 6.3.2.
In this work, we consider two classifiers: Support Vector Machines
(SVM) and a distance-based classifier. In both cases, we use vectors v of
the same learning set L to train the classifier.
For SVM, we used LibSvm [33] and set the kernel to a linear kernel.
For the distance-based classifier, we first compute the centroids of
each class C by averaging the coordinates of each v of C present in L;
then, an investigated element is assigned to the class whose centroid is
closer using a given distance metric. During our experiments we assessed
the efficiency of several distances: Manhattan, Euclidean, L∞ and Mahalanobis. The Euclidean proofed to be the best: all the following results
will be based on it.
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Figure 6.1: Features extraction work-flow.
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The distance-based classifier provides an indication of the confidence
on the proposed class for a given unknown element, by means of the
distance value itself from the corresponding centroid. This can be an
advantage over the SVM classifier in some scenario, e.g., when a top N
ranking of the most suitable classes should be provided by the classifier
rather than a single class.

6.4

Experiments

In order to assess our approach effectiveness we collected a real-world
dataset composed by 562 invoices created by 68 different programs, each
emitting program corresponding to exactly one class: the largest class
contains 80 invoices, the smallest 2. In all the following experiments, the
learning set is composed by randomly chosen documents of this dataset.
Some classes consist of documents whose original paper size is smaller
than the A4 paper format: these invoices were scanned as A4 pages and
positioned in a variable way with respect to the scanner area, resulting
in images whose content position is variable.
We want to assess our approach effectiveness with respect to the size
of the learning set k, the grid size n (i.e., the number of blocks considered
when computing the black pixels density) and classifier (SVM or distance
based).
As a comparison baseline, we will consider the SVM applied to the
PCA transformation of v b —i.e., without the features generated by the
image edges; these features are similar to those proposed in [67]. We
remark that the fully pyramidal classification method used in the cited
paper provides performances on our dataset that are substantially equivalent to the non pyramidal version.

6.4.1

Grid dimension

As a preliminary step we assessed the correct number of elements that
should compose the grid used for the black pixel density computation:
to this end, we tested different grid sizes (n = 8, n = 16 and n = 32)
using the most promising classifier (SVM) and a learning set size k = 1.
Table 6.1 shows the result of this experiment; it can be seen that a
grid size of n = 8 does not contain enough information to provide a good
classification. The best result is obtained at n = 16; a larger grid size
provides an amount of information that turns out to be too specific for
this classification task. Following experiments have been performed with
n = 16.
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n

Errors

Correct classification
rate (%)

8
16
32

37
14
44

92.51
97.17
91.09

Table 6.1: Classification errors and correct classification rates with different
grid sizes.

k

Evaluated
elements

Errors

Correct classification
rate (%)

1
2
3
4
5

494
436
389
350
321

14
3
2
3
3

97.17
99.31
99.49
99.14
99.07

Table 6.2: Correct classification rates with different learning set size

6.4.2

Learning set size

We generate learning sets of different sizes: k = 1 (i.e., only one element
per class is required to classify other elements of the same class), k = 2,
k = 3, k = 4 and k = 5. Classes for which our dataset contained less than
k + 1 documents have been considered in L using all their documents but
one.
Results when using the SVM classifier are reported in Table 6.2. We
can see that our method scores a 97.17% success even when the learning
set is composed by a single element per cluster; furthermore, we visually
inspected all the incorrectly classified documents and noted that on seven
there were gross differences from their siblings (e.g., huge stamps that
usually do not appear and severe scanning errors).
When we add another element for class to T the correct classification
rate jumps to 99.31% and stays stable for all the following values of k;
since adding elements to T means to increase the required computation
time, k = 2 seems an optimal trade-off among computational effort,
classification rate and number of required training elements.

6.4.3

Comparison and further feature reduction

In this section we provide an overall comparison of our method variants.
We include also a version of our extraction method which consider only
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the different proposed method variants in terms of
correct classification rate, while varying the learning set size k.

a portion of the document page and hence can be faster. The proposed
modification is based on the consideration that a document is usually
composed by a header, a footer and a text content in between: the
formers usually contains enough information about the visual appearance
of the document; in this suite of experiments we verify whether the header
and footer content are sufficient to correctly classify a document.
Here we will compare the following methods:
• baseline, the baseline algorithm (see Section 6.4);
• page-SVM, our feature extraction method and the SVM classifier;
• page-distance, our feature extraction method and the distancebased classifier;
• header-SVM, considering only the top 25% of the page, extracting
the features as above and classifying with the SVM;
• header&footer-SVM, considering the top 25% and bottom 25% of
the page, extracting the features as above and classifying with the
SVM.
Results are proposed in Figure 6.2, plotting all the previous methods
at different values of k. The baseline method scores quite below all the
other we proposed, with a correct classification rate of 85.83% when
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k = 1. The page-distance scores below the SVM but acceptably well,
only nine errors for k = 2.
Reducing the number of features as described in the header-SVM
method pays with respect to the original algorithm, but scores sharply
below the others. On the other hand, header&footer-SVM gives result fully consistent with the page-SVM while reducing the computation
time (the feature extraction phase itself for header&footer-SVM performs
about 45% faster than page-SVM ).
An interesting finding about our proposal is that it performs well
even with small training sets (k ≤ 4): two elements for each class are
enough to obtain acceptable performances.

6.5

Open World Classification

Classification problems can be subdivided in two categories [124]. Closed
world classification aims at classifying documents according to a statically defined set of classes. All classes are known in advance and each
document submitted to the system is certainly associated with one of
these classes. Open world classification deals with scenarios in which
the set of classes is not known in advance. A document may be associated with one of the classes already known to the system, but it may
also be associated with a class never seen before. In the latter case the
system must be able to detect the novelty and define a new class accordingly. Open world classification is more general and allows encompassing
a broader range of practical problems than closed world classification,
but it is also much more challenging.
In this section we extend the previous system proposing an open world
classifier. We propose an hybrid approach. We determine whether a document represents a new class with a nearest-neighbor approach based on
euclidean distance, and choose amongst existing classes with a classifier
based on Support Vector Machines. We retune both modules when new
classes are detected, by choosing a very small number of samples in the
retraining set. Our proposal may be used in a fully unsupervised or in
a partly supervised way. In the latter case the system may require some
feedback from human operators. These different working modes allow addressing different trade offs between classification accuracy and amount
of human involvement available or desirable. Our experimental analysis
includes the unsupervised mode and two different flavors of supervision.
The results appear highly promising.
Regarding the open-world scenario, the problem presented in [4] is
similar to the one we are investigating. In this work a nearest-neighbor
classifier is used on a segmented image, analyzing only the main graphic
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element of each document (usually the logo). The dataset consists of
600 invoices belonging to 30 different classes. The composition of the
training set and testing set in terms of documents and classes is not
provided. The approach achieves a 78% correct classification rate. An
open-world classifier based on graph of words is proposed in [64]. The
dataset consists of a training set of 324 invoices and a much smaller
testing set composed of 169 documents. There are only 8 classes, whose
distribution across the training set and testing set is not known. The
reported classification rate is 99%.
Comparing our results to those in these works is not very meaningful,
because the datasets are different and the results may depend heavily on
such factors as, e.g., quality of the images and separation of the classes.
We only remark that we have attempted to build a particularly challenging and realistic scenario. As pointed out earlier, we used paper
documents that were previously handled in a corporate environment and
are quite noisy. Our dataset is composed of 562 invoices belonging to 68
different classes, each containing up to 22 documents. We use a training
set of only 7 classes totalizing only 14 documents, and a testing set including all the remaining 548 documents. We repeated each experiment
20 times by randomly selecting these sets.

6.5.1

Novelty Detector

Initially, we require a starting set of n classes, each composed of a single
cluster and each associated with up to k documents. We define the
centroid of each cluster as the average of all its document feature vectors.
For each cluster: (i) we maintain i euclidean distances between the cluster
centroid and the corresponding i documents in that cluster that have
been processed by the system (when there are less than i documents in
the cluster, we use all the distances available); (ii) we compute mean
µ and standard deviation σ of these distances; and (iii) we select two
threshold values t = α · σ + µ and tt =  · t where α > 0 and  > 1 are
two parameters.
When a document D is submitted we compute its distance from all
the cluster centroids and pick the minimum one d. The output of the
novelty detector depends on the comparison between d, t and tt as follows:
New (d > tt ) the system creates a new cluster S 0 containing only D and
prompts the operator to confirm the creation of a new class; the
operator can either (i) Approve Creation: the system associates S 0
with a newly created class C 0 . Or, (ii) Reject Creation: in this case
the operator instructs the system that D has to be associated with
an existing class C; the system then associates S 0 to C.
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MaybeNew (t < d ≤ tt ) the system prompts the operator to confirm
the creation of the new class; the operator can either (i) Approve
Creation: the system creates a new cluster S 0 containing only D
and associates S 0 with a newly created class C 0 (like in the New
case). Or, (ii) Reject Creation: in this case the operator instructs
the system that D has to be associated with an existing class C;
the system then associates D with the closest cluster that exists
already in C.
NotNew (d ≤ t) the system does not require any feedback from the
operator and D is classified automatically by the Classifier, as explained below.
That is, a MaybeNew outcome identifies a borderline document. Once
D has been classified, if its cluster contains i documents or less then the
cluster centroid is recomputed and the corresponding cluster parameters
are recomputed as well, by executing steps (i)-(iii) above again.
Operation modes
The novelty detector may actually work in three different modes, depending on the amount of user interaction required:
Manual The procedure described above.
Automated The system assumes that the operator will always approve
the suggested creation of a new class. Hence, the system will never
prompt the operator.
SemiAutomated The system prompts the operator only when the outcome is uncertain (MaybeNew). When the outcome is New, the system assumes that the operator will always approve the suggested
creation of a new class.

6.5.2

Classifier

The classifier is based on Support Vector Machines (linear kernel) and
associates a document D with a cluster S—hence with the class C associated with S. Note, though, that the classifier is invoked only when
the outcome of the novelty detector is NotNew. Initially, the classifier
is trained with the same information known to the novelty detector: n
classes, each composed of a single cluster and each associated with up to
k documents. Prior to classification, we perform a dimensionality reduction based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA). We select the set
of features that grants a proportion of variance greater than 95% on the
training set.
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Whenever a new document is classified in a cluster that contains i
documents or less, the classifier is retrained and the set of features is
updated, as follows. A retraining set is constructed by taking all the
documents so far assigned to that cluster (please note that at most i
documents will be used per cluster). A PCA is executed on all documents
of the retraining set, for selecting the new set of features. The classifier
is trained based on the new set of features and the retraining set.

6.6

Open World Classification Experiments and Results

The dataset is divided into a training set composed of n = 7 classes
having up to k = 2 documents each, and a testing set containing all the
remaining 548 documents. We set the number of documents per cluster
in the training set to i = 3. We performed each test 20 times, randomly
selecting the training set and the order followed in submitting the remaining documents. All the performance indexes have been averaged on
the twenty runs.
We assessed the performances in terms of:
Classification error rate Number of documents assigned to a wrong
class over the number of evaluated documents. Classification errors can be caused by (i) document of a not-yet-existing class associated to an existing class (NewInExisting) (ii) document of an
existing class associated to the wrong class (ExistingInWrongExisting) (iii) document of an existing class associated to a new class.
(ExistingInNew)
Suggestion rate Number of user prompts required over the number of
evaluated documents. In the SemiAutomated mode the optimum is
0, while in the Manual mode the optimum is the ratio of the classes
to be discovered over the evaluated documents (∼
= 10%)—of course,
this index does not apply to the Automated mode.

6.6.1

Classification performance

In this section we will assess how varying α affects the classification error
rate. We experimented on α values ranging from 1.5 to 4; the results are
depicted in Figure 6.3.
We experimented with several combinations of  values and report in
this section only the best results due to space constraints ( = 1.3 for
the SemiAutomated mode and  = 1.2 for the Manual mode).
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Operation mode
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Table 6.3: Classification error rates for each operation mode (%)
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the different proposed method variants in terms of
classification error rate, while varying the threshold parameter α.

As expected, the Manual mode achieves the best results with an error
rate lower than the other modes for almost all the values of α and scoring
less than 2% when α ≤ 3. The Automated mode achieves a classification
rate close to 77% (α = 3.75). The SemiAutomated mode is more robust
toward suboptimal choices of α = 3.25 and achieves a classification rate
close to 90%. Interestingly, the optimal calibrations in terms of α for the
three modes are different.
Table 6.3 shows the rate of classification errors for each operation
mode; it is interesting to note that for both the Automated and the
SemiAutomated operation modes the errors are mainly imputable to the
novelty detector, since more than 75% and 90% respectively of the classification errors are due to undetected new classes or documents of existing
class marked as new. In Manual mode the errors are distributed more
equally between the novelty detector (80%) and the classifier (20%).

6.6.2

Classification error rate vs Suggestion rate

In this section we investigate the trade-off between classification rate and
amount of feedback required from operators.
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Figure 6.4 plots the classification error rate versus the suggestion rate
for both the Manual and SemiAutomated modes. The number of points
is higher than those in the previous section, because here we plot all the
α- combinations that we have tested. Dashed lines denote the Pareto
front that can be constructed from these experiments.
The plot for the Manual mode includes a vertical line corresponding
to the optimal suggestion rate for this mode. As pointed out earlier, this
68−n
optimal rate is around 10% ( 548−n∗k
) since it is expected that the system
will identify (and hence prompt the user) on all the new classes. When
the suggestion rate is below that value (points at the left of the line), the
system detected less new class than it should have had.
As expected, the Manual suggestion rate plot confirms that there
is trade-off between quality of classification and amount of operator involvement: a low classification error rate leads to an elevate number of
suggestions and vice versa. By looking at the Pareto front, the best solution is the one that obtains a low error rate (below 4%) while keeping
the rate of user prompts at the acceptable rate of roughly 11%; this solution is obtained with α = 3.25 and  = 1.1. This trade-off may be
observed also in the plot for the SemiAutomated mode as well as in the
comparison between the two plots: the best classification performance in
SemiAutomated mode (error rate 10%) is obtained with a user suggestion
rate around 6% (α = 3.25,  = 1.3); in Manual mode, the corresponding
indexes for the best solution are, as pointed out earlier, 4% and 11%
respectively (α = 3.25,  = 1.1).
In summary, our approach scores as well as the systems existing in literature [4] when operating in a fully unsupervised scenario despite being
tested in a more challenging experimental setting. Moreover, we showed
that our SemiAutomated operation mode leads to a high effectiveness
while keeping the need for operator interventions at a low level.

Class. error rate (%)

Class. error rate (%)
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Figure 6.4: Suggestion rate vs classification error rate for the Manual and
SemiAutomated modality; the thin line plots the Pareto front.
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7

Hybrd Approach for
Electricity Prices Forecasting
7.1

Overview

The electric power industry has shifted from a centralized structure to a
distributed and competitive one. In many countries of the world, electricity markets of several forms have been established that allow consumers to select among different providers according to reliability and
cost metrics. Although the legal and technical features of such markets are regulated differently in each country, the presence of auctions in
which buyers and sellers submit their bids in terms of prices and quantities is commonplace [129].
An important form of such auctions can be found in the day-ahead
market, in which producers and consumers present price-sensitive supply
offers and demands for each hour of the next day. Each day a coordinating authority determines the outcome of the auction in terms of electricity
flows and final prices. The economic relevance of these auctions makes
the ability to accurately predict next-day electricity prices very important in practice, for both producers and consumers: bidding strategies
are based on price forecast information hence the actual benefit obviously
depends heavily on the accuracy of such information. Not surprisingly,
thus, many approaches to electricity price forecasting have been explored
in the recent years [142, 28, 12, 6, 112, 103, 80, 40].
In this work we examine the usefulness of Genetic Programming (GP)
in the context of day-ahead electricity price forecasting. We propose
two GP approaches that differ in the choice of the variables used as
input of the evolutionary search and two hybrid approaches. The hybrid
approaches augment the GP-built predictor with a classifier that predicts
119
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the interval to which the next prices will belong. When the predicted
interval was rare in the learning set, the output of the GP-based predictor
is replaced by the mean value that was observed, in the learning set,
for the predicted interval. The rationale for this design is that the GPgenerated predictor can hardly provide acceptable performance in regions
of the input space that have been rarely seen during the learning. The
classifier attempts to determine whether the system is shifting toward
the difficult-to-learn region, in which case we simply predict a constant
value tailored to the specific subregion expected.
We assess our results by comparing them to a very challenging baseline that, in our opinion, may be considered as representative of the
state-of-the-art for the problem. The dataset consists of hourly market
clearing prices set by the California Power Exchange (CalPX) from July
5, 1999 to June 11, 2000. This period includes an important market
crisis, which started on May 1, 2000, that provoked significant volatility
and large variations in prices, due to bankruptcy and strong financial
problems of major players in the market [99]. The forecasting methods
used as baseline are those discussed in [141], which evaluates the performance of 12 widely different approaches proposed in the literature. For
each approach, 24 different models are constructed and carefully tuned,
one for each hour of the next day. Each model is recalibrated every day,
by shifting the end of the learning set to the current day—thereby growing the learning set every day. We also include in the comparison the
results from [99], which apply 4 AI-based methods to the same dataset.
Even in this case, each method is calibrated differently for each hour of
the day and is recalibrated every day.
We evaluate the performance of our predictors with the same error
index used in these works and obtain very interesting results. The GPbased approaches exhibit slightly worse performance than those of the
traditional methods. The hybrid approaches, on the other hand, provide
better performance. In fact, they even provide a performance better
than a conceptual (not implementable) forecasting method obtained by
selecting in each week of the testing set the best of all the other predictors
for that week.
We remark that our results have been obtained in a scenario more
challenging than the baseline: (i) we construct one single predictor, valid
for every hour of each day; and (ii) we never recalibrate our predictor,
i.e., we use the very same learning set used in [141, 99] at the beginning
of the simulation and then we leave the predictor unmodified across the
entire testing set.
We believe our contribution is relevant for several reasons. First, we
provide a novel solution to a problem highly relevant in practice that
compares favorably to the current state-of-the-art. Second, we extend
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Figure 7.1: The evolutionary cycle.

the set of application domains in which GP may outperform, or at least
compete with, traditional approaches. Third, we show a simple yet effective way to cope with a dataset that do not cover the output space
uniformly.

7.2

Genetic Programming in a nutshell

Genetic Programming (GP) is an automatic method for creating computer programs by means of artificial evolution [81]. A population of computer programs are generated at random starting from a user-specified
set of building blocks. Each such program constitutes a candidate solution for the problem and is called an individual. The user is also required
to define a fitness function for the problem to be solved. This function
quantifies the performance of any given program—i.e., any candidate
solution—for that problem (more details will follow). Programs of the
initial population that exhibit highest fitness are selected for producing
a new population of programs. The new population is obtained by recombining the selected programs through certain genetic operators, such
as “crossover” and “mutation”. This process is iterated for some number of generations, until either a solution with perfect fitness is found or
some termination criterion is satisfied, e.g., a predefined maximum number of generations have evolved. The evolutionary cycle is illustrated in
Figure 7.1.
In many cases of practical interest individuals—i.e., programs—are
simply formulas. Programs are usually represented as abstract syntax
trees, where a branch node is an element from a functions set which
may contain arithmetic, logic operators, elementary functions with at
least one argument. A leaf node of the tree is instead an element from a
terminals set, which usually contains variables, constants and functions
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Figure 7.2: A tree representation of 1.3xy − 2x.

with no arguments. Figure 7.2 shows a sample tree representing a simple mathematical formula. Functions set and terminals set constitute the
previously mentioned building blocks to be specified by the user. Clearly,
these blocks should be expressive enough to represent satisfactory solutions for the problem domain. The population size is also specified by the
user and depends mainly on the perceived “difficulty” of the problem.

7.3
7.3.1

Our approach
Overview

We propose two techniques for day-ahead electricity price forecasting.
The first technique is entirely GP-based (Section 7.3.2), while the second
one is a hybrid technique that combines the output of the GP-generated
predictor with the output of a second simple predictor, to be used when
the system is shifting toward regions that have been rarely seen during
learning (Section 7.3.3).
We denote by Ph the observed price for hour h and by P̂h the predicted price for that hour.
Every day at midnight the prediction machinery generates a forecast
P̂h for the following 24 hours, i.e., for each h ∈ {1, . . . , 24}. The variables
potentially available for generating P̂h are:
• Ph−24 , . . . , Ph−168 , that represent the previously observed values for
the price (e.g., Ph−168 indicates the observed price one week before
the generation of the prediction).
• Hh−24 , Hh−48 , Hh−72 , Hh−96 , Hh−120 , Hh−144 and Hh−168 , that represent the maximum value observed for the price in the corresponding day (e.g., Hh−48 indicates the maximum price in the day that
precedes the generation of the prediction).
• Ih−24 , Ih−48 , Ih−72 , Ih−96 , Ih−120 , Ih−144 and Ih−168 , that represent
the minimum value observed for the price in the corresponding
day.
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• Nh , Nh−1 , . . . , Nh−168 , a set of binary values that represent whether
an hour corresponds to night-time, i.e., Nk = 1 if 1 ≤ k ≤ 5 and
Nk = 0 otherwise.
• Ih , Ih−1 , . . . , Ih−168 , a set of binary values that represent whether
an hour corresponds to holidays.
• An enumerated variable h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 24} that represents the hour
of the day for P̂h .
• An enumerated variable d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 7} that represents the day
of the week for P̂h (from Sunday to Saturday).
We remark that we rely only on measured values for the variable to be
predicted, i.e., we do not require any exogenous variable. Existing literature, in contrast, often assumes that the prediction machinery has some
exogenous variables available, e.g., temperature, actual or forecasted load
and alike. Indeed, 6 of the 12 models in [141] use load forecast as exogenous variable. We believe that our approach may be more practical,
simpler to implement and less dependent on “magic” tuning numbers—
e.g., if temperature were to be used, where and at which hour of the day
it should be taken?
Please note that the usual pattern used in literature is to predict
P̂1 , . . . , P̂24 at the same time using observed values P0 , . . . , P−168 ; that is,
more recent observed values are used compared to our proposed methods.
We partition the dataset in three consecutive time intervals, as follows: the training set, for performing the GP-based evolutionary search;
the validation set, for selecting the best solution amongst those found
by GP; the testing set, for assessing the performance of the generated
solution.

7.3.2

GP approach

The set of variables potentially available to the prediction system is
clearly too large to be handled by the GP search efficiently. We consider two configurations: one, that we call GP-baseline, in which the
terminal set consists of the same variables used in the best-performing
method of the baseline work (except for any exogenous variable, such as
the load) [141]. The resulting terminal set is:
{Ph−24 , Ph−48 , Ph−168 , Ih , Nh , Lh−24 }
The other configuration, that we call GP-mutualInfo, uses a terminal set
that consists of variables selected by a feature selection procedure that
we describe below.
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The procedure is based on the notion of mutual information between
pairs of random variables, which is a measure of how much knowing one
of these variables reduces the uncertainty about the other [114]. The
procedure consists of an iterative algorithm based on the training and
validation portions of the dataset, as follows. Set S initially contains all
the 498 variables potentially available to the prediction system. Set Sout
is initially empty and contains the selected variables to be used for the
GP search.
1. Compute the mutual information mi between each variable Xi ∈ S
and the price variable Y .
2. For each pair of variables Xi ∈ S, Xj ∈ S, compute their mutual
information mij .
3. Let Xi ∈ S be the variable with highest mi . Assign S := S − Xi
and Sout := Sout + Xi . For each variable Xj ∈ S, modify the
corresponding mutual information mj as mj := mj − mij .
4. Repeat the previous step until Sout contains a predefined number
of elements.
We chose to execute this feature selection procedure for selecting 8 variables. The resulting terminal set to be submitted to GP is:
{Ph−24 , Ph−168 , Ih , Ih−24 , Ih−168 , Nh , Hh−24 , Lh−24 , h, d}
At this point we run the GP search on the training set, with parameters set as described in Section 7.4.2. Next, we compute the fitness of all
individuals on the validation set. Finally, we select the individual that
exhibits best performance on this set as predictor. This individual will
be used along the entire testing set.

7.3.3

Hybrid approach

Our hybrid approach generates a GP-based predictor exactly as described
in the previous section, but introduces an additional component to be
used in the testing phase. This component is synthesized using the training and validation portions of the dataset, as follows.
1. We define 10 equally-sized intervals for the observed price values
in the training and validation set and define each such interval to
be a class.
2. We compute the mean value for each class.
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Figure 7.3: Distribution of price values in classes.

3. We execute a feature selection procedure [62] consisting of a genetic
search algorithm [54] and select 95 of the 498 variables potentially
available.

4. We train a classifier for the above classes based on the variables
selected at the previous step. In other words, this classifier predicts the class to which the next price value will belong. In our
experiments we have used a multilayer perceptron.

The choice of the specific algorithms used at step 3 and 4 has been
influenced by the software tool used for this purpose (Weka [61]).
In the testing phase, the prediction is generated as follows. We denote
by CA the set of the 2 classes with more elements and by CB the set of
the other classes. Let ĉ be the predicted class for Pi . If ĉ ∈ CA then the
predicted value P̂i is the value generated by the GP predictor, otherwise
P̂i is the mean value computed for ĉ (step 2 above).
The rationale of this design is that the GP-generated predictor cannot
be expected to perform well in regions of the input space that have been
rarely seen during the learning. The classifier attempts to determine
whether the system is shifting toward the difficult-to-learn region, in
which case we simply predict a constant value determined during training
and tailored to the specific subregion expected.
Figures 7.3(a) and 7.3(b) show the distributions of price values in
the training set and in the testing set, respectively (in the validation set
all values happen to belong to the first 2 classes). The percentage of
elements in the 2 classes with more elements is 92% in the learning set
(training and validation) and 82% in the testing set.
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Price

Figure 7.4: Dataset used for evaluating the proposed methods. The vertical
line at the right indicates the division between learning set and testing set. The
vertical line at the left indicates the division between training set and validation
set (used only in our approaches, see Section 7.4.2)
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Experimental evaluation
Dataset and Baseline

As clarified in the introduction, we believe the dataset and baseline that
we have used are highly challenging and may be considered as representative of the state-of-the-art. The dataset consists of hourly market
clearing prices set by the California Power Exchange (CalPX) from July
5, 1999 to June 11, 2000 (Figure 7.4). This period includes a market
crisis period characterized by large price volatility, that started on May
1, 2000 and lasted beyond our dataset [99].
We use the results from [141] as main baseline. This work examines
a set of widely differing approaches proposed earlier in the literature:
basic autoregressive (AR), spike preprocessed (p-AR), regime switching
(TAR), mean-reverting jump diffusion (MRJD), iterated Hsien-Manski
estimator (IHMAR), smoothed non-parametric maximum likelihood (or
SNAR) (please refer to the cited work for full details). Each approach
is applied with and without load forecast as exogenous variable. For
each approach, 24 different models are constructed and carefully tuned,
one for each hour of the next day. In the testing phase each model is
recalibrated every day, by shifting the end of the learning set to the
current day—thereby growing the learning set every day. The initial
learning set contains the first 9 months, from July 5, 1999, to April 2,
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2000. The next 10 weeks constitute the testing set, which thus includes
the market crisis mentioned above1 .
We include in the comparison also the results from [99], which applies several AI-based approaches to the same dataset2 : autoregressive
neural network (ANN), local regression (LOCAL), linear regression tree
(TREE), generalized additive model (GAM) (again, please refer to the
cited work for full details). This work follows the same structuring as
the previous one: it uses the same learning set, it models each hour of
the day separately and recalibrates each model every day.
The performance index is the Weekly-weighted Mean Absolute Error
(WMAE), defined as:
P168
WMAE =

h=1 |Ph − P̂h |
P168
h=1 Ph

where Ph is the actual price for h and P̂h is the predicted price for that
hour.

7.4.2

Settings

We split the dataset as in [141, 99]: the learning set contains the first 9
months, whereas the next 10 weeks constitute the testing set. We further
split the learning data in two consecutive intervals used as described in
Section 7.3.2: a training set from July 5, 1999, to January 30, 2000, is
used for the GP search; a validation set from January 31, 2000 to April
2, 2000, is used for selecting the best individual produced by the GP
search.
We used WMAE as fitness function. We could have used other fitness
functions (e.g., squared error distances) and then assess the resulting
performance on the testing set based on the performance index of interest
in this work, i.e., WMAE. We have not explored this possibility in depth,
but preliminary results suggest that there are no substantial differences
between these two approaches. Indeed, this finding is in line with a
similar assessment made in [141].
We experimented with four configurations: GP-baseline, GP-mutual
Info, Hybrid-baseline (i.e., coupled with GP-baseline), Hybrid-mutual
Info. The GP searches have been made with the same set of parameters, except for the composition of the terminal set, that is different
1

The cited work analyzes also another dataset from the Nordic Power Exchange
(http://www.nordpoolspot.com/) augmented with hourly temperatures in Sweden.
We have not yet applied our approach to this dataset.
2
This work actually considers a longer testing set. We include here the results for
the same testing set used in [141].
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Table 7.1: GP parameters

Parameter

Settings

Populations size
Selection
Initialization method
Initialization depths
Maximum depth
Elitism
Crossover rate
Mutation rate
Number of generations

500
Tournament of size 7
Ramped half-and-half
1
5
1
80%
15%
1200

for the cases GP/Hybrid-baseline and GP/Hybrid-mutualInfo (see Section 7.3.2). The functions set includes only the four basic arithmetic
operators and the terminal set always includes a few basic constants:
0.1, 1, 10. During our early tests we experimented with different combinations of population size and number of generations. Concerning the
former, we swept the range between 500 and 1000 individuals and found
no significant differences in WMAE performance. However, we also found
that the a population with 1000 individuals triplicates the computation
time required by one with 500 individuals, thus we decided to select 500
as population size. Concerning the number of generations, we decided to
use 1200 generations. The full set of GP-related parameters is summarized in Table 7.1.
Each GP execution consisted of 4 independent runs, executed in parallel on 4 different machines (with 500 individuals and 1200 generations
each). At the end of each execution we selected the 32 individuals with
best fitness on the training set, thereby obtaining a final population of
128 individuals. We evaluated the fitness of these individuals on the validation set and selected the one with best fitness as predictor to be used
in the testing set.
Concerning the hybrid approach, we used the Weka tool in the standard configuration [61] and experimented with several forms of classifier:
Random Tree, Random Forest Tree, SVM, Multilayer Perceptron. The
latter is the one that exhibited best performance and has been used for
deriving the results presented here.
Finally, a few notes about execution time: each GP search took about
34 hours on 4 identical machines running in parallel, each machine being
a quad-core Intel Xeon X3323 (2.53 GHz) with 2GB RAM; the training
of the classifier took about 1 hour on a single core notebook (2 GHz),
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with 2GB RAM; the variable selection procedure (Section 7.3.2) took a
few minutes on the same notebook.

7.4.3

Results

Table 7.2 presents the salient results. The first four rows contain the
average WMAE along the testing set for each of the approaches that
we have developed. To place these results in perspective, the next set
of rows provides the same index, extracted from [141]. In particular,
the first 12 rows correspond to the 6 approaches, each tested with and
without predicted load as exogenous variable (models with the exogenous
variable are denoted by the X suffix). Then, we provide the mean for the
full set of 12 models, the mean for the 6 pure-price models only and the
mean for the 6 models with exogenous variable. Finally, the row labeled
Ideal gives the mean WMAE of an optimal (merely conceptual) model,
constructed by selecting the best performing model in each week of the
testing phase (the cited work provides the WMAE of each model in each
week). The final set of rows provides the corresponding WMAE values
from [99]. We excluded method LOCAL from the evaluation of mean
values, as it is clearly an outlier. The row labeled Ideal has the same
meaning as above whereas the row IdealBoth corresponds to selecting
the best model in each week from the full set of 16 predictors provided
by the cited works.
The key result is that both the hybrid methods perform better than
all the other methods, including the “optimal” (and merely conceptual)
predictors constructed by selecting the best predictor in each week. We
believe this is a very promising result. The fact that our approaches
construct one single model valid for every hour of the day and that
we never recalibrate our models along the entire testing set, may only
corroborate this claim.
In order to gain further insights into the ability of our hybrid methods
to effectively generate accurate predictors, we evaluated WMAE across
the entire testing set for all the individuals of the final population. That
is, rather than selecting one single individual based on its WMAE performance in the validation set, we take all the individuals. The distribution
of the respective WMAE performance is shown in Figure 7.5. Vertical
lines indicate the WMAE for the three Ideal methods shown in Table 7.2.
It can be seen that the better performance exhibited by the hybrid
methods is not an occasional result provoked by a single “lucky” individual: these methods consistently tend to generate individuals whose
performance is better than any of the baseline methods. Indeed, the
baseline performance is improved by more than half of the final population (Hybrid-baseline) and by approximately three-quarters of the final
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Table 7.2: Mean WMAE results in the testing set. The first set of rows
correspond to our approaches, the second set to [141], the third set to [99].

Method
GP-mutualInfo
GP-baseline
Hybrid-mutualInfo
Hybrid-baseline
AR
ARX
p-AR
p-ARX
TAR
TARX
MRJD
MRJDX
IHMAR
IHMARX
SNAR
SNARX
Mean
Mean pure-price only
Mean with load only
Ideal
ANN
LOCAL
TREE
GAM
Mean
Ideal
Ideal both

Mean WMAE (%)
20.70
16.17
11.84
12.32
13.96
13.36
13.44
12.96
13.99
13.31
15.39
14.67
14.01
13.37
13.87
13.17
13.79
14.11
13.47
12.64
13.11
154499.01
14.02
13.29
13.47
12.83
12.42
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Figure 7.5: Distribution of mean WMAE performance for the final populations, with hybrid methods.
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population (Hybrid-mutualInfo).
For completeness of analysis, we assessed the impact of the classifier from several points of view. Concerning the prediction mistakes
performed by the classifier in the testing set, it provoked a wrong replacement of the prediction by GP 2,5% of the times, and it provoked a
wrong use of the prediction by GP 10.11% of the times. The performance
(mean WMAE in the testing set) that one could obtain by our Hybrid
approach implemented by a perfect classifier—i.e., one that never makes
any prediction mistake in the testing set—is 10.50% (mutualInfo) and
10.96% (baseline). Finally, the performance that one could obtain by
always using the mean value for the class predicted by a perfect classifier
is 15.49%.
From these data we observe what follows. First, attempting to improve the prediction accuracy of the classifier further is probably not
worthwhile (a perfect classifier does not deliver a substantial improvement over Hybrid-mutualInfo). Second, our hybrid approach indeed
boosts performance of its building blocks—classifier-based prediction and
GP-based prediction: the former is slightly better than the latter, but
their combination is substantially better than either of them. Third,
the simple classifier-based prediction exhibits performance that is better
than GP-only methods and is only slightly worse than the 16 baseline
methods.
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Remarks

We have proposed novel GP-based methods for electricity price forecasting that are suitable for day-ahead auctions. We designed simple yet
effective mechanisms for enabling GP to cope with the strong volatility
that may be typical of this difficult application domain.
We assessed our proposal on a challenging real-world dataset including a period of market crisis, and compared our results against a baseline
that is representative of the current state-of-the-art. Our hybrid methods
performed better than all the 16 methods considered, and better than
ideal (not implementable) predictors constructed by taking the best of
those predictors in each week. We also showed that our methods tend to
systematically generate predictors with good performance: we actually
generated tens of predictors that exhibit better performance than those
used as baseline.
Although our approach has certainly to be investigated further, in
particular on other datasets, we believe that our results are significant
and highly promising.
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